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Abstract 

The purpose of this Smart Columbus Master Test Plan is to establish a common framework for conducting 

testing activities in support of the Prenatal Trip Assistance project. The plan facilitates processes among 

project stakeholders, including City of Columbus, Kaizen Health, The Ohio State University, Managed Care 

Organizations, Non-Emergency Medical Transportation providers, and other transportation stakeholders. 

The plan categorizes all components that make up the system of interest (SOI), outlines the testing strategy, 

defines the test tasks, interactions with other system elements, and provides a governance scaffold over the 

execution of all testing activities. This includes the tools to be used for logging, tracking, monitoring, and 

reporting test outcomes. 

The primary goals of the master test plan are to evaluate how well the system conforms to the allocated 

requirements and satisfies the SOI intended use and user needs. This determination will include a blend of 

analysis, demonstration, inspection and testing of various products, systems, and data in order to provide 

final acceptance of the system and move forward to the next phase in the project. 
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Executive Summary 

PROJECT BACKGROUND  

Franklin County, Ohio, home of the state’s capital of Columbus, has one of the highest rates of infant 

mortality in the U.S. at 8.2 per 1,000 live births. Infant mortality for non-Hispanic blacks is 2.5 times the rate 

of non-Hispanic whites. In response to this public health crisis, in 2014, the City of Columbus and Franklin 

County convened an infant mortality task force that developed recommendations and formed CelebrateOne, 

a dedicated office in the City of Columbus, to carry out those recommendations to decrease the rate of 

infant mortality. In analyzing patterns of infant deaths in the county, CelebrateOne found that the majority of 

deaths were occurring in eight “hot spots” throughout the community, hereafter referred to as target areas. 

Receipt of early and adequate prenatal care is essential for preventing some of the main causes of infant 

mortality, preterm birth (<37 weeks of gestation), and congenital anomalies.  

PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

There have been many advances in smart applications in transportation over the past 10 years. However, 

despite the fact that the vast majority of impoverished women have a mobile phone, with many having a 

smartphone (albeit with limited data plans), the transportation providers (predominantly taxis) currently used 

by the Managed Care Organizations (MCOs) are low tech with no mobile alerts or minimal two‐way 

communication with the women. The purpose of the proposed study is to examine the efficacy of providing 

expanded and smart technology-based transportation services to increase communications, reliability, and 

customer satisfaction and reduce adverse pregnancy outcomes among women whose children are at high 

risk of infant mortality. Smart technology-based transportation services include: 

• Access to on‐demand transportation 

• Knowledge of real‐time driver location and arrival time 

• Enhanced capabilities for users to schedule pregnancy‐related trips (call center, web portal, and 

mobile application)  

• Increased communications between Non-Emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT) mobility 

providers and users 

SYSTEM CONCEPT 

The Prenatal Trip Assistance (PTA) project has developed a service called Rides4Baby (R4B) that provides 

safe and reliable transportation to prenatal and other medical care appointments for women living in target 

areas through various channels. The R4B service is a technologically advanced and user-friendly network of 

services for prenatal Medicaid members to schedule NEMT trips. Travelers can download and install a 

mobile application (app) from public app stores and begin using it upon registration to plan trips. They will 

also be able to visit a website or call into a call center to schedule their NEMT trip. MCOs will be the solution 

integrator so all payment information will be handled between the MCOs and the technology 

vendor/transportation broker, Kaizen Health. 
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The R4B platform will integrate with the Smart Columbus Operating System (OS) to share trip data. The OS 

is central to tying together many transportation services by providing open architecture components that can 

be consumed by service providers to exchange information needed to optimize and schedule trips. 
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 Introduction 

1.1. OVERVIEW 

This Master Test Plan (MTP) has been prepared for the production release of the PTA system and will 

address only those items and elements that are related to the R4B solution, including the mobile app, the 

R4B website portal, the call center, and a few administrative functions as outlined within this document. The 

primary focus of this plan is to ensure that the initial production release of this new system provides the 

essential functions necessary to deliver the core capabilities to travelers as outlined in the Request for 

Proposal (RFP).  

In addition, the test plan serves to validate that each feature outlined in the requirements section of the RFP 

has been developed and implemented. Users will verify the operability of the system, the functional areas of 

the app and output data, system performance, and evaluate the result of test procedures as they relate to 

meeting the expected action defined in the outcome section of the testing matrix.  

The way this MTP document ensures successful testing outcomes is through establishing a common 

framework for testing. This includes describing various testing types, methods, and setting expectations of 

which method should be used and when. The document provides information on what system components 

and features will be tested, what will not be tested, identifies the various tester roles, outlines which tools 

testers will need, instructs on how testers are to capture defects, defines the pass/fail criteria, and provides 

testers with a set of test cases and specific test scenarios (Chapter 7) intended to evaluate the degree to 

which system functionality conforms to the system requirements, which are traced to user needs. 

A summary of the project’s test results (along with associated defects report) is included in the appendix for 

review. However, note, this document is not a test report. Therefore, only a summary matrix for traceability 

purposes will be provided.  

1.2. REFERENCES 

The PTA system is constructed to meet the user needs and features identified in the Concept of Operations 

(ConOps) and meet the requirements published through the Request for Proposal (RFP).  

Program-wide documentation informing on all Smart Columbus projects, including PTA project objectives, 

deliverables, and playbook resources are available from the digital document library on the Smart Columbus 

project site at: https://smart.columbus.gov/playbook-assets/smart-columbus-reporting/u-s--department-of-

transportation-project-documents. A copy of these documents can also be obtained by sending a request to: 

City of Columbus, Attn: Department of Public Service, 111 North Front Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215.  

This master test plan was adopted from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Std 829-

2008 Standard for Software and System Test Documentation. It includes tailored, project-specific processes 

recommended for the agile methodology, addressing management life cycle test processes. 

 

https://smart.columbus.gov/playbook-assets/smart-columbus-reporting/u-s--department-of-transportation-project-documents
https://smart.columbus.gov/playbook-assets/smart-columbus-reporting/u-s--department-of-transportation-project-documents
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 Risks and Contingencies 

There are several parts of the PTA project that are not within the control of the R4B app but have direct 

impacts on the testing process. The list below outlines several risks commonly experienced during testing of 

software along with MTP guidance on risk contingency. 

1. An off-the-shelf software solution provided by Kaizen Health was selected to meet the objectives of the 

prenatal trip assistance service. Although the system will be customized to fit user needs, there may be 

risks associated with existing software architectures that may require changes to the initial system 

design envisioned (as published in the RFP). The stakeholder group will work closely with Kaizen 

Health to review each requirement and provide a mechanism to capture and track change requests. 

2. Integration with other systems or data transfers such as MCOs sending data to Kaizen Health and The 

Ohio State University (OSU) or MCOs and Kaizen Health sending data to NEMT providers, etc., may 

present risks that can lead to schedule delays during testing. First, managers must prioritize the early 

development of application programming interfaces (API) between systems to allow sufficient time to 

work through issues while the software applications are being developed. If additional delays associated 

with external systems are experienced, the test lead will work alongside the R4B software development 

manager to ensure the issue is not temporal, to collect the necessary information, and schedule a 

technical review with external providers to resolve any issue(s) with high priority.  

3. The primary user group for the PTA project is pregnant women receiving sponsored services, which 

could present risks associated with detection of health data and related personally identifiable 

information (PII). Separate testing between MCO’s and Kaizen Health has been conducted to ensure 

the protection of all health and related PII data for users, in compliance with the Health Insurance 

Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA), Data Management Plan (DMP), and Data Privacy Plan (DPP) 

through sharing only non-identifiable, randomized, and aggregated data. If an anomaly is detected on 

this risk, the tester shall log the defect as critical and immediately notify the test lead. The lead will work 

with R4B software development manager and external MCO to close the API communication channel 

and resolve the issue with critical priority. Once all parties provide approval the issue has been resolved, 

the API interfaces and software services can be reactivated.  

4. Degraded application service due to communications or cloud service interruption issues. Quality of 

service (QoS) is a very common, yet hard and time-consuming issue to troubleshoot. The technical 

tester will work closely with the test lead daily during testing to identify defects logged due to lagging 

service, loss of communications etc., and ensure (a) the issue is not temporal, (b) the issue can be 

duplicated, (c) QoS is not acceptable, and (d) the issue is server-side. If these criteria are met, it’s likely 

an issue with the software, interface, or communication infrastructure that must be addressed. 

5. Risks associated with undetected data inconsistencies or data loss for web portal and mobile apps. 

Testers can ensure system databases have an appropriate full and differential backup and recovery 

strategy implemented on the database (DB) and that a recovery of the DB is performed and carefully 

verified to be working. 

6. In a cloud environment, DB protection and access-level permissions are critical to information security, 

especially for data shared between MCO, NEMT, and travelers. The test lead for each system owner will 

be required to work together to establish an access control list (ACL) which defines and verifies users of 

the system, role, and permission level.  
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7. The ability of a traveler and driver to communicate alternative ways when application  

loses connectivity in the middle of a system event (such as driver en route) is a critical factor  

to application reliability. Drivers will have access to phone numbers to reach the travelers.  

8. Resource availability issues or unfilled positions may affect the testing schedule, leading to a delay in 

acceptance testing. The City will leverage additional resources from the Smart Columbus consultant 

contract for additional support. Testers will also be required to leverage the test tools, which will provide 

an up-to-date snapshot for new testers to quickly get up to speed on test procedures, expectations, and 

progress.  
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 Test Items 

3.1. TEST COMPONENTS 

There are various channels R4B users are able to use to schedule safe and reliable transportation. This 

includes a website, a downloadable mobile phone app, and a call center. Figure 1 below provides an 

overview of the components associated with R4B solution to be tested. 

 

 

Figure 1: R4B Functional Overview 

Source: Kaizen Health 

The R4B platform will integrate with the OS to share trip data. The OS is central to tying together many 

transportation services by providing open architecture components that can be consumed by service 

providers to exchange information on the usage of transportation as well as providing a framework for 

measuring the performance and impact of the prenatal trip assistance service.   

The following list of components are planned for production release of R4B and are the target components 

to be tested.  

• R4B web portal  

• Apple iOS software package  

• Android smartphone software package  

• Call center 

• Operations, maintenance, and administration 

3.2. FEATURES TO BE TESTED 

The functions and capabilities for the system are grouped into features, based on the structural components 

of the overall system. The first system component is the R4B portal, the second component is the R4B app, 

the third is the R4B call center, and the fourth addresses features and processes associated with system 
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operations, maintenance, and administration. In order for the system to operate optimally as intended, all 

components of the system must function properly and must integrate with one another in a seamless and 

intuitive manner. For instance, a user profile updated on the web portal must propagate and be viewable on 

a user’s mobile app (assuming user logs in using the same account credentials). The individual functions 

and capabilities for each of these components are broken out and listed in the following sections. 

3.2.1. R4B Web Portal 

The following features shall be tested: 

3.2.1.1. ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT 

1. Registration 

2. Login 

3. Profile management 

3.2.1.2. SCHEDULING 

1. On-Demand 

a. Schedule a ride for immediate pickup 

b. Cancel a ride that is scheduled for immediate pickup 

2. Scheduled Ride 

a. Schedule a ride for a future date and time up to 30 days in the future 

b. Cancel a ride that has been scheduled for a future date and time 

3. Schedule by Appointment  

a. Schedule a ride based on a specified appointment time 

b. Cancel a ride that has been scheduled for a specified appointment 

3.2.1.3. NOTIFICATIONS 

1. Notifications  

2. Real-time alerts 

3. Short message service (SMS) text 

3.2.1.4. SURVEY AND RATINGS 

1. Trip experience rating (5-star scale)  

3.2.2. R4B App 

The following features shall be tested uniquely and independently for the Apple and Android R4B apps: 

3.2.2.1. INSTALLATION 

1. Application download and installation 
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3.2.2.2. ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT 

1. Registration 

2. Login 

3. Profile management 

3.2.2.3. SCHEDULING 

1. On-Demand 

a. Schedule a ride for immediate pickup 

b. Cancel a ride that is scheduled for immediate pickup 

2. Scheduled Ride 

a. Schedule a ride for a future date and time up to 30 days in the future 

b. Cancel a ride that has been scheduled for a future date and time 

3. Schedule by Appointment  

a. Schedule a ride based on a specified appointment time 

b. Cancel a ride that has been scheduled for a specified appointment 

3.2.2.4. MESSAGING 

1. Notifications  

2. Real-time alerts 

3. SMS text 

3.2.2.5. SURVEY AND RATINGS 

1. Trip experience rating (5-star scale)  

3.2.3. Call Center 

The call center is a feature where call takers have been trained on the new R4B project. Call center agents 

will be using the web portal as an administrator to schedule rides. In the context of the call center, testing 

focuses on the connectivity to the center using the toll-free number and the ability of the staff to provide 

support for the prenatal trip assistance service, including scheduling and canceling rides on behalf of users. 

The following features shall be tested: 

1. Call center answering service and assistance on a dedicated R4B assigned telephone number  

2. Web portal administrator access  

a. Search and locate call-in user account 

b. Administrator ride scheduling 

i. Schedule a ride on behalf of call-in user 

ii. Cancel a ride on behalf of a call-in user 
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3.2.4. Operations, Maintenance, and Administration 

The features to be tested for operations, maintenance, and administration (OM&A) is meant to test quality 

software, administrative access, and data integrity. Services provided through each channel (web portal, 

mobile apps, call center) should be human-centric, usable, and functional. Testers should not experience 

systemic interruptions, repeatable crashes, or system hangs during the testing process. The software 

should also be easy to use and not require a high level of technology know-how to navigate or perform 

functions such as scheduling or canceling a ride. Although there are formulaic ways to count and measure 

quality and usability, these features will be tested through observation and sound judgment on the tester’s 

part. The OM&A is also meant to ensure administrators can operate and administer the system with greater 

permissions to view all accounts, run reports, plan trips for users, etc. Finally, technical testers will analyze 

the data to ensure the right data is being captured by the correct system and that the data is high fidelity 

(i.e., current, correct, and complete) between all internal and external system components. 

The following features for OM&A shall be tested: 

1. R4B service quality 

a. Call center quality of service [voice over internet protocol (VoIP)]  

b. Web portal usability  

c. Apple and Android mobile app usability  

2. Administrator access 

a. Back office administrator access to the web portal 

b. Analytics and reporting 

3. Data 

a. Historical trip data logged in the OS  

b. Aggregated user data from MCOs in the OS linked to trip data 

c. Data consistency and accuracy between R4B, MCOs, and OS 

3.3. FEATURES NOT TO BE TESTED 

There are some items that will not be specifically addressed during testing. In most cases, functionality in 

these areas will be indirect, inferred, or assumed as a result of other testing efforts.  

• NEMT provider system components – R4B will integrate with NEMT provider systems and those 

external systems receive the request payload. However, testing of provider components (database 

tables, driver screen, etc.) are out of the scope of this MTP. Successful system integration can be 

inferred when the driver arrives to the pickup location with the appropriate trip plan request and any 

requested travel accessories (car seat, ability to store a foldable wheel chair, etc.) 

• MCO data transfer with Kaizen Health – the MCOs will test data transfers with Kaizen Health outside 

of the purview of the City of Columbus. The MCOs will also conduct a security assessment of Kaizen 

Health to ensure protection of the data being transferred which will be in accordance with the Smart 

Columbus DPP. 
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• Customer satisfaction survey – OSU will administer a transportation survey to the PTA user base 

after 30 days of system activity and every 30 days thereafter. Data collected from user responses will 

be leveraged to inform on the impact and performance the transportation app is having on meeting 

the objectives of the project and is a feature that will not be tested through the efforts of this MTP. 

Additional information on measuring project impacts can be found in the Smart Columbus 

Performance Measurement Plan (PfMP). 

• Call center exhaustive portal testing – testing of the call center component will focus on real-world 

scenarios. For instance, verifying users can reach an agent at the toll-free number, verifying the 

agent’s training and knowledge to provide support, the agent’s ability to perform basic functions like 

schedule or cancel a ride on behalf of a call-in user. Extensive testing of each feature on the web 

portal (through an agent) is not the objective of testing the call center. Instead, extensive web portal 

testing shall be conducted through web portal test cases, which will be performed by other testers. 

• All locations and accessories – R4B will allow trips to a number of locations based on the approved 

classification list. During testing, a few common cases will be tested (e.g., trip to medical office with a 

car seat), however, an exhaustive test of each allowable location and combination of accessory will 

not be performed.  

• Stress testing – R4B will be tested for operational performance but will not undergo benchmarking for 

stress testing. Capacity, throughput, high availability, and disaster recovery are inherent to the 

requirements in the RFP and managed through the contract awarded Kaizen Health from the MCOs.  

The MCOs did a security assessment of Kaizen Health based on the terms of their contracts. 

• Network security – individual transactions or packets will not be inspected. It is sufficient to accept the 

secure socket layer (SSL) protection configured, which secures communication to the end user. 
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 Approach 

4.1. AGILE DEVELOPMENT 

An agile development methodology was selected to develop the R4B system to allow for iterative and 

incremental delivery and to respond quickly to changes during the development process. Using an agile 

methodology also ensures the development work is aligned to the highest business value for City of 

Columbus and its stakeholders.  

In agile, a project plan is divided into releases and sprints, allowing the development team to break down 

functionality into smaller, self-contained units that deliver value to the City. For the R4B system, the 

requirements that are listed in the RFP are broken down into user stories to facilitate development during 

sprints, and these stories are organized into themes or epics based on size or common attributes. For 

example: 

• Example R4B features: scheduling, accounts, user interface, system accessibility. 

• Example themes for the accounts feature: traveler, driver, system, administrator. 

• Example epics for the traveler theme: prenatal, postnatal. 

• Example user story for the prenatal epic: as a prenatal mom, I need to schedule a trip to my medical 
office using my smartphone, so I can make my doctor’s appointment. 

The testing to be performed for this project will center around user stories. The example story above informs 

the tester from which viewpoint the test should be performed (prenatal mom), what needs to be tested (R4B 

app), and the expected outcome (arrival at the input destination prior to appointment time). User Stories 

form the basis of the test scenarios in Chapter 7, derived from the PTA ConOps and make up the 

acceptance criteria for the go-live decision gate. 

4.2. TESTING TYPES 

During the development of a software program, various testing methods, techniques, and approaches must 

be layered to ensure a quality product is ready for go-live. The following sections describe a few common 

methods, so the tester understands what method to employ, which ones are not needed, and why.  

The first layer of testing software typically embodies Test-Driven Development (TDD) concepts, which is a 

rapid cycle of testing, coding, and refactoring. When adding a function, a developer may perform dozens of 

test cycles, implementing and refining the software in incremental steps until there is nothing left to add and 

nothing left to take away. TDD has been known to substantially reduce the number of defects found in 

software. These types of tests, however, are written from the perspective of a class’ public interface. They 

focus on class behavior, not its implementation. This testing type is performed by Kaizen, the owner of the 

R4B software prior to the marketability of the product. As such, the City of Columbus will acquire a 

commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) product that has successfully passed this testing layer. All subsequent 

enhancements to the R4B code base must undergo TDD testing prior to its submission for testing to the City 

of Columbus.  

Generally, Unit Testing is then performed at the class/method/function level. It’s run entirely in memory, 

which makes testing a very fast, internal testing process by the development team prior to “done,” prior to 

market release. Depending on the platform, automated tools should be able to run hundreds of unit tests per 

second. This testing type is performed by Kaizen, the owner of the R4B software prior to the marketability of 

the product. Any subsequent enhancements done to the code base will undergo unit testing prior to its 

release for further testing. 
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When a test causes code to interact with a database, communicate across the network, touch file systems, 

or otherwise leave the bounds of its own process, it is considered an Integration Test. Tests should run 

exactly the same way every time, regardless of which order they are run or the state of the machine prior to 

running them. The best integration tests have a narrow focus; each test will check just one aspect of the 

program’s ability to talk to the outside world. The number of focused integration tests in the test plan is 

proportional to the types of external interactions the program has, not the overall size of the program. The 

R4B solution is being customized to meet the needs and requirements of the PTA project. In this case, R4B 

is integrating with NEMT providers and the Operating System. There are several test cases defined to 

measure the functionality of integration that the testers will need to perform.  

The next layer then focuses on System Testing, which exercises a larger view of the system, starting with 

the user interface, passing through the business layer, touching the database, and measuring the returning 

output. In this case, each module or essential function of the system will be tested. The test cases that will 

be performed focus primarily on system and integration tests.  

Finally, once integration and system tests have completed, the City of Columbus will focus on Acceptance 

Tests, a common form of end-to-end testing from each user’s perspective of the system. Various test 

scenarios have been established which defines the project’s acceptance criteria for the production release 

of the R4B system elements as outlined in Chapter 7. 

4.3. ROLES 

The PTA project involves a community-centric approach with cross-industry stakeholders. Therefore, it is 

important the testing team include a blend of domain professionals from users to appointment setters to 

technical administrators. Table 1 below identifies the tester roles and responsibilities for the R4B system.  

Table 1: Tester Roles and Responsibility Matrix 

Role Description Members 

Test Leader City of Columbus as system owner and 
test leader. 

Andy Wolpert, City of Columbus 

Data Analyst An authorized individual (or service) 
that leverages the Operating System to 
view R4B data for analysis and 
business intelligence. 

Andy Wolpert, City of Columbus  

Sherry Kish, HNTB 

Jeff Kupko, Michael Baker International 

Dr. Courtney Lynch, OSU 

Dr. Erinn Hade, OSU 

Data Consumer An authorized individual (or service) 
that consumes PTA data from the 
Operating System. 

Operating System Team 

Data Producer A system or person that provides data 
to another component of the system for 
operations or functionality. 

MCO, Kaizen Health 

MCO Provider An individual who works at the 
Managed Care Organization. 

MCO Staff 

NEMT Driver An individual responsible for receiving a 
request for ride and providing 
transportation services based on the 
incoming request.  

NEMT Drivers hired by Kaizen Health 
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Role Description Members 

Traveler User of the R4B system (any channel) 
to mimic possible travelers. For 
example, user with folding wheelchair, 
user with car seat needs. 

Andy Wolpert, City of Columbus 

Sherry Kish, HNTB 

Jeff Kupko, Michael Baker International 

Dr. Courtney Lynch, OSU 

Dr. Erinn Hade, OSU 

System Administrator An individual responsible for 
configuring, troubleshooting, or 
resolving issues with R4B services.  

Dennis Shepard, Kaizen Health 
Developer 

Stakeholders 
(Transportation focus) 

General testing role with domain 
knowledge in the area of transportation. 

Jeff Kupko, Michael Baker International 

MCO Staff 

Tester Technical A technically advanced user able to 
perform advanced system tests, such 
as validate point-to-point data 
protection.  

Rama Boyapati, Battelle 

Source: City of Columbus  

In addition to the roles outlined above, the Kaizen Health development manager will work closely with the 

PTA project manager (and test lead) Andy Wolpert to ensure synergies and efficiencies in the execution of 

testing activities. Members of the Kaizen Health development team will be available on standby during 

testing to quickly fix possible bugs in the software code and other defects reported through the tracker. 

4.4. TEST TOOLS 

4.4.1. Trace Test Matrix 

The PTA project has developed, and will rely on, a Trace Test Matrix (TTM), which will be distributed to 
testers prior to the testing period commencing. The matrix contains a list of cases and scenarios, defining 
all test objectives, linked back to the system requirement from the RFP. Testers should read each 
requirement description carefully to enhance their understanding of the objective for the test. For each 
case and scenario, the matrix also provides test steps and expected results per objective. For test cases, 
the matrix also identifies the expected data and web-based elements a user should observe when 
executing the test steps. Finally, the matrix assigns the type of roles that will need to perform a test. 
During testing, the testers are required to enter their role, run date, result, and log comments where 
applicable. A copy of the TTM test results is included in Appendix A. 

4.4.2. Defect Tracker 

A defect tracker is provided in the TTM for testers, which will be used to record anomalies detected during 

the execution of a test case or scenario. An observation is considered a defect when the result of an activity 

does not match the expected outcomes outlined in the test procedure. This can also include inconsistencies 

observed that may not be documented – for instance noticing a logo floating arbitrarily on a page when it 

should be fixed in the same location as seen on all other pages.  

Testers are encouraged to include as much information as possible when recording defects so developers 

can use these environment variables (inputs, conditions, step at which failure occurred, etc.) to try to repeat, 
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identify root case, and resolve the issue. This includes referencing the appropriate test identifier(s), 

expected results, actual results, defect frequency (every time, intermittent, etc.). An assessment of the 

severity of the defect needs to be performed and assigned as critical, high, medium, low – where critical is 

the most serious classification with the feature or product being unusable. Defects of this severity should be 

brought to the immediate attention of the test leader for further inspection, coordination, and decision-

making. A defect with a low severity indicates the observation is cosmetic in nature.  

The development manager along with the development team will monitor the defect log for corrective action. 

The team is responsible for understanding and reproducing (where possible) the defect, summarizing a 

response and the activities taken to resolve the issue, and capturing metadata associated with the 

resolution (e.g., assigned developer name, date, status, description, etc.). If a conflict arises between a 

design element that ties to a requirement and the software product, the development manager will 

coordinate with the test lead to determine if a change to the system design and/or requirement is 

appropriate. The City of Columbus project manager (who is also the MTP test lead) will be responsible for 

reviewing and approving all requests to make a change that impacts the system design and requirements. 

All change requests will be captured by the change logger tool (refer to section 4.4.3 for additional 

information). 

The defect tracker will also be leveraged (with the TTM) to measure the feasibility and readiness of the 

software to be promoted to production. Additional information can be found in section 4.6. 

4.4.3. Change Logger 

The ability to track system design changes or changes to requirements associated with a feature is a 

fundamental strategy for configuration management and an important aspect of managing projects and 

maintaining traceability across the Smart Columbus program. The TTM provides testers with a change 

tracking mechanism to capture and justify requests for change, which often derive from a defect or an 

enhancement request. The City of Columbus project manager is responsible for assessing the impact of the 

change as it relates to the project objectives, schedule, cost, etc., and providing final authorization on the 

request through the tool. Table 16: Change Request Log in the appendix provides a record of all the change 

requests logged throughout the testing process along with justifications and authorization status.   

4.5. ENVIRONMENTAL NEEDS 

Testers must have an internet connection to test the R4B web portal as well as an Apple or Android 

smartphone in order to download and test the mobile app. Testers should also be familiar with ways to 

capture screenshots from their testing device in the event an error occurs or the expected result is not 

achieved. Screenshots aid in debugging as it provides documentation of the event for the development 

team. 

4.6. MEASURES AND METRICS 

The TTM contains a defect tracker which testers will use to capture anomalies, incongruencies, errors, or 

any other output inconsistent with the expected test case result. The TTM, combined with the defect tracker 

will capture the following testing metrics: 

• Total number of test cases and scenarios 

• Number of test runs per case and scenarios 

• Number and percentage of test cases and scenarios passed 

• Number and percentage of test cases and scenarios failed 

• Number and percentage of test cases and scenarios deferred 
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• Number and percentage of defects found (relative to total cases and scenarios) 

• Number and percentage of high-severity defects 

• Number and percentage of defects accepted 

• Number and percentage of defects rejected 

• Number and percentage of defects deferred 

• Total number of testers 

The City of Columbus will leverage these data points to determine the feasibility and readiness of the 

software to be promoted to production as outlined in the test summary appendix section A.6. 

4.7. TEST CRITERIA 

4.7.1. Item Pass/Fail 

Each test case consists of several unique properties which should be considered holistically during the 

testing evaluation process. Properties include, but are not limited to test ID, test objective, procedure, 

expected outcome, number of test runs that must be completed, and status. The TTM maintains the 

following status for each test case: 

• Planned – the test case has been defined, role identified, testers assigned, and is in the backlog 

ready for testing. 

• In Progress – one or more tester(s) have started testing the case and have not completed. 

• Pass – a pass value indicates tests have been completed the defined number of runs by various 

testers without error and the expected result has been achieved. It is expected that each time this test 

is performed, independent of who is testing, the same successful results will be achieved. There may 

be instances when a tester identifies a defect during the procedure, yet the test case still achieves the 

stated outcome. The case can still pass, but the testers must log the defect and bring it to the 

attention of the test leader. This can happen when there are minor bugs detected not critical to the 

essential functionality of the feature being tested, such as an image being out of alignment or a 

misspelling, etc. 

• Fail – a test case is marked as failed when it does not fully meet or when it partially meets the 

expected outcome. For instance, testing the feedback function encompasses several steps, including 

scheduling a ride. If the ride was scheduled successfully, but the feedback function did not appear, 

this would be an example of a case that partially met the expected outcome and therefore this test 

would be classified as failed, a defect logged, and a brief note entered in the comments column, 

listing the defect ID for traceability. For all failed test cases, one or more defects must be logged to 

capture the details surrounding the failure and to track its status.  

• Deferred – the test case is unable to be performed at the current state. Most often this will occur 

when a software product is being released in increments and the functionality is not ready when it’s 

time to test the current release. This also applies to any features the system may include where 

testing will be performed outside of the scope of this MTP (see section 3.3). If a test is deferred, the 

tester should provide a brief reason in the comments column of the TTM. The test lead is responsible 

for tracking deferred cases and evaluating the most appropriate time and/or response for addressing 

the case. 
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4.7.2. Testing Suspension and Resumption 

If at any point, the R4B solution components are unable to successfully pass an essential function, testing 

should stop immediately. The test leader should be notified immediately and will work with the vendor to 

correct the issue as quickly as possible. Testing will resume once the development team has successfully 

modified the code and passed the appropriate TDD and unit tests.  

Testing will be suspended as a result of experiencing any the following situations: 

• Unable to access the web portal or mobile app due to a system error/failure 

• Any form of error during R4B mobile app installation on Apple or Android devices 

• Unable to schedule a ride using any channel: the web portal, mobile app, or call center 

• Unable to setup an account using the web portal or mobile app 

• Unable to login using the web portal or mobile app 

• Call center phone number not working  
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 Timeline and Deliverables 

The Smart Columbus PTA project team received the R4B app on May 10, 2019. The initial round of testing 

focused on the test cases and ran from May 10 through May 17, 2019. Test scenarios were then tested 

between May 17 through May 31, 2019. Updates to the app were implemented using the agile method as 

the testing team brought up questions and concerns for the development team.  During the test scenario 

time period, live rides were requested to arrive at the Smart Columbus Experience Center and at The Ohio 

State University. The rides included trip destinations of a grocery store and medical offices.  

The United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) and City of Columbus cooperative agreement 

identifies one deliverable for the PTA project, specifically the delivery of this MTP document. However, 

during testing there will be additional artifacts that extend this plan to support the testing process efficiently, 

with organization and completeness. The following artifacts make up part of this testing plan: 

• Test cases 

• Test scenarios 

• Trace Test Matrix  

• Defects matrix with corrective actions 

• System error logs, bug reports, and/or screen captures (where feasible) 

• Acceptance Authorization (see Appendix A) 
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 Test Cases 

There are two different targets for testing. First, an initial set of test cases have been developed to test the 

functionality of the system. For this first round of testing, testers will take an in-depth approach, exercising 

every feature, decomposing, observing, measuring, trying to break or find bugs, etc. This means users will 

verify each feature, click-by-click exhaustively, ensuring that the page is displaying correctly, the right page 

is presented, all web elements such as the right logo, the proper fields, dropdowns, text boxes, titles, labels, 

etc., are rendering properly on the page, the expected data is collected and required fields are validated, all 

page links work and redirect where expected, error messages are presented when expected, and the proper 

software flow, triggers, messages, etc., for that test case are executed correctly.   

Through the TTM tool, testers will receive detailed instructions on what to test, who should test it, how to test 

it, expected results per step, data fields, web elements, error and success messages, pop-ups, etc., the 

tester should experience and verify while testing the case.  

During testing, all testers are expected to follow the instructions provided by this MTP (for testers, this is 

mainly Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) in order to understand the items to be tested, the testing types, the role of 

the TTM tool and the tester’s responsibility to use the tool, what’s needs for testing, how to appropriately 

assess a procedure and classify a case as passed, failed, deferred, etc., how and where to log defects, and 

when to bubble up issues to the test lead.  

The outcome of this first round of testing will ensure that a quality system was built and that the system is 

ready for acceptance testing (AT). This second round of testing will verify the delivered solution meets the 

system requirements and will measure how well the system achieves its operational objectives from a real-

world point of view for the transportation managers, PTA system owner, and users of the system (pregnant 

moms, system administrator, MCOs, etc.). Additional information on AT is described in Chapter 7. 

The ensuing sections present a high-level view of the test cases planned for the R4B solution along with the 

test type, its objective, metric, and pass criteria. 

6.1. WEB PORTAL TEST CASES 

The web portal is an essential channel for travelers to access prenatal trip assistance through a computer, 

regardless of the location where they may be accessing from (e.g., home, work, library, etc.). The test cases 

designed for the web portal will include top-to-bottom testing of the essential functions for each module in 

the R4B system. The scenarios section (Chapter 7) will expand to test more combinations of these 

functions in a way that users will likely operate the system in real life. The following essential test cases are 

planned for the R4B web portal.
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Table 2: R4B Web Portal Test Cases 

TEST 
CASE ID TEST TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
WEB001-
V01 

System Registration User is able to register for 
an account in order to 
access prenatal trip 
assistance through the R4B 
web portal. 

Five testers will attempt to 
register on portal for a total of 
five new registration tests. 

Test case considered passed if the 
following criteria are met: 
(a) All five testers successfully submitted 
a registration. 
(b) Five accounts created by the system 
for the registrants, each linked to the 
appropriate medical provider (i.e., 
medical ID). 
(c) Data for all five registrants are saved 
in the R4B database and can be viewed 
by the system administrator in the list of 
users. 
(d) Registrants are able to use the email 
and password specified during 
registration to login to R4B portal. 
 
Note, registrant email and password 
should be tested for login to the Apple 
and Android apps to confirm data 
synchronization across platforms. See 
test cases PTA-MAP002-V01 and PTA-
MAN002-V01. 

PTA-
WEB002-
V01 

System Registration Detect and prevent 
unauthorized registrants 
from creating an account to 
access R4B on the web 
portal. 

One tester will attempt to 
register on the portal with an 
invalid member ID.  

Criteria considered met if the registration 
is not submitted and an account is not 
created.  
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TEST 
CASE ID TEST TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
WEB003-
V01 

System Account 
Management 

User is able to reset 
account password using 
the web portal. 

Three testers will attempt to 
reset their password. 

Criteria considered met if 3 users 
successfully: 
(a) receive an email from R4B with link to 
change password. 
(b) are able to change their password 
using the forgot password function. 
(c) are able to login using their new 
password. 

PTA-
WEB004-
V01 

System Profile 
Management 

User is able to view, 
update, and remove 
information on her account 
and those changes are 
successfully stored in the 
database.  

Five testers will attempt to 
modify their account profile for 
a total of five unique profile 
update tests. 

Criteria considered met if five profiles 
were successfully updated and the data 
was saved to the database and after 
logging out and logging back in, users 
still see the updates made.  

PTA-
WEB005-
V01 

Integration Scheduling User is able to schedule an 
on-demand ride through 
the web portal. 

Two testers will attempt to 
request two rides each using 
these conditions (four total ride 
requests). 

Criteria met if 100% of ride requests 
deliver correct screen prompt (pop) and 
100% of rides successfully requested. To 
be successful, the ride will be requested 
on the portal without the site freezing, 
logging the individual out, being 
requested incorrectly, or providing 
incorrect screen pops. 

PTA-
WEB006-
V01 

Integration Scheduling User is able to schedule a 
ride for a future time (e.g., 
doctor’s appointment time) 
through the web portal. 

Test locations (drop-off & pick-
up) to be drawn randomly from 
pre-populated address options 
provided by MCOs. 
 
Two testers will attempt to 
request three rides each using 
these conditions. 

Criteria met if 100% of ride requests 
deliver correct screen pop and 100% of 
rides successfully requested. To be 
successful, the ride will be requested on 
the portal without the site freezing, 
logging the individual out, being 
requested incorrectly, or providing 
incorrect screen pops. 
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TEST 
CASE ID TEST TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
WEB007-
V01 

Integration System 
Accessibility 

User is able to select an 
accessory to be included in 
the ride (wheelchair, car 
seat, etc.) when scheduling 
an on-demand ride or a ride 
for a future time through the 
web portal. 

Two testers will attempt to 
request two rides each using 
these conditions (four total ride 
requests): 
 
Tester should see a screen 
pop prompting the type of 
accessory needed for car seat:  
1) Front-Facing Seat 
2) Rear-Facing Seat 
3) Booster Seat 
 
Tester should see a screen 
pop prompting the type of 
accessory needed for 
wheelchair: 
1) I have my own wheelchair 
2) I can transfer from the 
wheelchair to the car 
3) My wheelchair can fold and 
fit in a car trunk. 
 
Test locations (drop-off & pick-
up) to be drawn randomly from 
pre-populated address options 
provided. 

Criteria met if 100% of ride requests 
deliver the correct accessory screen pop, 
100% of rides successfully are 
requested, and the NEMT driver receives 
the request to bring the accessory. To be 
successful, the ride will be requested on 
the portal without the site freezing, 
logging the individual out, being 
requested incorrectly, or incorrect screen 
pops. 

PTA-
WEB008-
V01 

Integration Scheduling User is able to cancel a ride 
that is scheduled through 
the web portal. 

Two testers attempt to cancel 
three rides each for six total 
ride cancelations. 

Criteria considered met if 100% of rides 
able to be canceled by tester using the 
web portal. 

PTA-
WEB009-
V01 

System Notification User receives a SMS 
notification of scheduled 
ride 24 hours in advance. 

Five testers will verify 
notifications within the R4B 
app for a total of five 
notification tests. 

R4B will populate an SMS notification of 
scheduled ride 24 hours in advance for 
100% of tests. 
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TEST 
CASE ID TEST TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
WEB010-
V01 

System Alerts User receives a SMS 
notification with vehicle and 
driver information. 

Five testers will verify text 
notifications for a total five 
notification tests. 

R4B app will send SMS notification to all 
testers in less than 10-minutes to be 
considered successful. 

PTA-
WEB011-
V01 

System Ratings User receives a request to 
submit rating on their ride 
experience. 

Five testers receive an SMS 
text prompting to rate their ride 
and send a reply with a 
numerical rating on a 5-star 
rating scale. 

Five SMS text messages are sent by the 
R4B system and the testers are able to 
respond with a rating.  

PTA-
WEB012-
V01 

System Survey User is sent survey every 
30 days to provide 
feedback about recent 
transportation experiences. 

Three testers will receive a 
survey notification and 
complete the survey. 

Three survey notifications are sent out 
and two testers are able to successfully 
complete and submit the survey. 

PTA-
WEB013-
V01 

System Data User is able to view the 
remaining trip allowances 
for food trips. 

Two testers will request food 
specific trips and check 
remaining trip allowances. 

Data function criteria will be considered 
met with 100% success rate (all report 
requests completed). 

Source: City of Columbus 

6.2. MOBILE APP TEST CASES 

The mobile application is an essential channel for travelers to access prenatal trip assistance through their personal device. Additional functionality, 

such as SMS messaging and banner alerts will help enhance the experience of the service. The test cases designed for the mobile apps will include 

top-to-bottom testing of the essential functions for each module in the R4B system. The scenarios section (Chapter 7) will expand to test more 

combinations of these functions in a way that users will likely operate the system in real life. The following cases are planned for the R4B mobile 

applications.  

6.2.1. Test Cases for the Apple Mobile App 

The following essential test cases are planned for the R4B Apple mobile app. 
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Table 3: R4B Mobile App Test Cases for Apple Software 

TEST 
CASE ID TEST TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
MAP001-
V01 

System Installation User able to download and 
install the R4B application 
from the Apple app store. 

Five testers will search for the 
app in the Apple store using 
keyword “Rides4Baby” and 
download/install the app. 

Criteria considered met when five testers 
locate the app using each of the key 
words listed, download, and install the 
R4B app. 

PTA-
MAP002-
V01 

System Registration User is able to register for 
an account in order to 
access prenatal trip 
assistance through the R4B 
app on the Apple phone. 

Five testers will attempt to 
register for an account via the 
Apple mobile app for a total of 
five new registration tests. 

Test case considered passed if the 
following criteria are met: 
(a) All five testers successfully submitted 
a registration. 
(b) Five accounts created by the system 
for the registrants, each linked to the 
appropriate medical provider (i.e., 
medical ID). 
(c) Data for all five registrants are saved 
in the R4B database and can be viewed 
by the system administrator in the list of 
users. 
(d) Registrants are able to use the email 
and password specified during 
registration to log back into the R4B app. 
 
Note, registrant email and password 
should be tested for login to the Apple 
and Android apps to confirm data 
synchronization across platforms. See 
test cases PTA-WEB001-V01 and PTA-
MAN002-V01. 

PTA-
MAP003-
V01 

System Account 
Management 

User is able to reset 
account password from her 
Apple phone. 

Three testers will attempt to 
reset their password. 

Criteria considered met if three users 
successfully change their password 
using the forgot password function. 
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TEST 
CASE ID TEST TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
MAP004-
V01 

System Profile 
Management 

User is able to view, update 
and remove information on 
her account and those 
changes are successfully 
stored in the database.  

Five testers e will attempt to 
create one profile for a total of 
five unique profile tests. 

Criteria considered met if five profiles 
created and retained (able to log out and 
back in again). 

PTA-
MAP005-
V01 

Integration Scheduling User is able to schedule an 
on-demand ride through 
the Apple phone app. 

Two testers will attempt to 
request two rides each using 
these conditions (four total ride 
requests). 

Criteria met if 100% of ride requests 
deliver correct screen prompt (pop) and 
100% of rides successfully requested. To 
be successful, the ride will be requested 
without the app freezing, logging the 
individual out, being requested 
incorrectly, or providing incorrect screen 
pops. 

PTA-
MAP006-
V01 

Integration Scheduling User is able to schedule a 
ride for a future time (e.g., 
doctor’s appointment time) 
through the Apple phone 
app. 

Test locations (drop-off & pick-
up) to be drawn randomly from 
pre-populated address options 
provided by MCOs. 
 
Two testers will attempt to 
request three rides each using 
these conditions. 

Criteria met if 100% of rides are 
successfully requested and NEMT driver 
receives the request. To be successful, 
the scheduling module within the app 
functions without freezing, logging the 
individual out, being requested 
incorrectly, or providing incorrect screen 
pops.  
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TEST 
CASE ID TEST TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
MAP007-
V01 

Integration System 
Accessibility 

User is able to select an 
accessory to be included in 
the ride (wheelchair, car 
seat, etc.) when scheduling 
an on-demand ride or a ride 
for a future time through the 
Apple phone app. 

Two testers will attempt to 
request two rides each using 
these conditions (4 total ride 
requests): 
 
Tester should see a screen 
pop prompting the type of 
accessory needed for car seat:  
1) Front-Facing Seat 
2) Rear-Facing Seat 
3) Booster Sear 
 
Tester should see a screen 
pop prompting the type of 
accessory needed for 
wheelchair: 
1) I have my own wheelchair 
2) I can transfer from the 
wheelchair to the car 
3) My wheelchair can fold and 
fit in a car trunk. 
 
Test locations (drop-off & pick-
up) to be drawn randomly from 
pre-populated address options 
provided. 

Criteria met if 100% of ride requests 
deliver the correct accessory screen pop, 
100% of rides successfully are 
requested, and the NEMT driver receives 
the request to bring the accessory. 
Additionally, to be successful the 
scheduling module within the app 
functions without freezing, logging the 
individual out, being requested 
incorrectly, or providing incorrect screen 
pops. 

PTA-
MAP008-
V01 

Integration Scheduling User is able to cancel a ride 
that is scheduled through 
the Apple phone app. 

Two testers attempt to cancel 
three rides each for six total 
ride cancelations. 

Criteria considered met if 100% of rides 
able to be canceled by testers using the 
Apple app. 

PTA-
MAP009-
V01 

System Notification User receives a SMS 
notification of scheduled 
ride 24 hours in advance. 

Five testers will verify 
notifications within the R4B 
app for a total of five 
notification tests. 

R4B will populate an SMS notification of 
scheduled ride 24 hours in advance for 
100% of tests. 
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TEST 
CASE ID TEST TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
MAP010-
V01 

System Alerts User receives a SMS 
notification with vehicle and 
driver information. 

Five testers will verify text 
notifications for a total five 
notification tests. 

R4B app will send SMS notification to all 
testers in less than 10-minutes to be 
considered successful. 

PTA-
MAP011-
V01 

System Ratings User receives an SMS text 
notification with a request to 
submit rating on her ride 
experience. 

Five testers receive an SMS 
text prompting to rate their ride 
and send a reply with a 
numerical rating on a 5-star 
rating scale. 

Five SMS text messages are sent by the 
R4B system and allow for a user to 
respond with a rating.  

PTA-
MAP012-
V01 

System Survey User is sent survey every 
30 days to provide 
feedback about recent 
transportation experiences. 

Three testers will receive a 
survey notification and 
complete the survey. 

Three survey notifications are sent out 
and testers are able to successfully 
complete and submit the survey, and 
data is accurately captured in the R4B 
system. 

PTA-
MAP013-
V01 

System Data User is able to view the 
remaining trip allowances 
for food trips. 

Two testers will request food 
specific trips and check 
remaining trip allowances. 

Data function criteria will be considered 
met with 100% success rate (all report 
requests completed). 

PTA-
MAP014-
V01 

System Availability User is able to view 
historical ride information 
(completed rides) on her 
account profile without an 
internet connection. 

Five testers will attempt to 
open and view their account 
information without an internet 
connection (i.e., Wi-Fi off, 
airplane mode, etc.). 

Access to historical profile data function 
will be considered met with 100% 
success rate with all five testers are able 
to view historical trip data on their profile 
without an internet connection. 

Source: City of Columbus 

6.2.2. Test Cases for the Android Mobile App 

The essential test cases planned for the R4B Android mobile app are the same as those tested within the Apple mobile app. These cases are 

separated because Android and Apple are separate platforms and under the hood are completely separate software packages. It is altogether 

possible for a case to pass on one platform and fail on other. Testers will be able to track each case uniquely via its identifier in order to capture results 

and report any defects as appropriate. 
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Table 4: R4B Mobile App Test Cases for Android Software 

TEST 
CASE ID TEST TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
MAN001-
V01 

System Installation User able to download and 
install the R4B application 
from the Google Play store 
on an Android phone. 

Five testers will search for the 
App in the Android store using 
keyword “Rides4Baby,” 
download, and install the app. 

Criteria considered met when five testers 
locate the app, download, and install the 
R4B app. 

PTA-
MAN002-
V01 

System Registration User is able to register for 
an account in order to 
access prenatal trip 
assistance through the R4B 
app on an Android phone. 

Five testers will attempt to 
register for an account via the 
Android mobile app for a total 
of five new registration tests. 

Test case considered passed if the 
following criteria are met: 
(a) All five testers successfully submitted 
a registration. 
(b) Five accounts created by the system 
for the registrants, each linked to the 
appropriate medical provider (i.e., 
medical ID). 
(c) Data for all five registrants are saved 
in the R4B database and can be viewed 
by the system administrator in the list of 
users. 
(d) Registrants are able to use the email 
and password specified during 
registration to log back into the R4B app. 
 
Note, registrant email and password 
should be tested for login to the Apple 
and Android apps to confirm data 
synchronization across platforms. See 
test cases PTA-MAP002-V01 and PTA-
WEB001-V01. 

PTA-
MAN003-
V01 

System Account 
Management 

User is able to reset 
account password from her 
Android phone. 

Three testers will attempt to 
reset their password. 

Criteria considered met if three users 
successfully change their password 
using the forgot password function. 
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TEST 
CASE ID TEST TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
MAN004-
V01 

System Profile 
Management 

User is able to view, 
update, and remove 
information on her account 
and those changes are 
successfully stored in the 
database.  

Five testers will attempt to 
create one profile for a total of 
five unique profile tests. 

Criteria considered met if five profiles 
created and retained (able to log out and 
back in again). 

PTA-
MAN005-
V01 

Integration Scheduling User is able to schedule an 
on-demand ride through 
the Android phone app. 

Two testers will attempt to 
request two rides each using 
these conditions (four total ride 
requests). 

Criteria met if 100% of ride requests 
deliver correct screen prompt (pop) and 
100% of rides successfully requested. To 
be successful, the ride will be requested 
without the app freezing, logging the 
individual out, being requested 
incorrectly, or providing incorrect screen 
pops. 

PTA-
MAN006-
V01 

Integration Scheduling User is able to schedule a 
ride for a future time (e.g., 
doctor’s appointment time) 
through the Android phone 
app. 

Test locations (drop-off & pick-
up) to be drawn randomly from 
pre-populated address options 
provided by MCOs. 
 
Two testers will attempt to 
request three rides each using 
these conditions. 

Criteria met if 100% of rides are 
successfully requested and NEMT driver 
receives the request. Additionally, to be 
successful the scheduling module within 
the app functions without freezing, 
logging the individual out, being 
requested incorrectly, or providing 
incorrect screen pops.  
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TEST 
CASE ID TEST TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
MAN007-
V01 

Integration System 
Accessibility 

User is able to select an 
accessory to be included in 
the ride (wheelchair, car 
seat, etc.) when scheduling 
an on-demand ride or a ride 
for a future time through the 
Android phone app. 

Two testers will attempt to 
request two rides each using 
these conditions (four total ride 
requests): 
 
Tester should see a screen 
pop prompting the type of 
accessory needed for car seat:  
1) Front-Facing Seat 
2) Rear-Facing Seat 
3) Booster Sear 
 
Tester should see a screen 
pop prompting the type of 
accessory needed for 
wheelchair: 
1) I have my own wheelchair 
2) I can transfer from the 
wheelchair to the car 
3) My wheelchair can fold and 
fit in a car trunk. 
 
Test locations (drop-off & pick-
up) to be drawn randomly from 
pre-populated address options 
provided. 

Criteria met if 100% of ride requests 
delivers the correct accessory screen 
pop, 100% of rides successfully are 
requested, and the NEMT driver receives 
the request to bring the accessory. 
Additionally, to be successful the 
scheduling module within the app 
functions without freezing, logging the 
individual out, being requested 
incorrectly, or providing incorrect screen 
pops. 

PTA-
MAN008-
V01 

Integration Scheduling User is able to cancel a ride 
that is scheduled through 
the Android phone app. 

Two testers attempt to cancel 
three rides each for six total 
ride cancelations. 

Criteria considered met if 100% of rides 
able to be canceled by tester using the 
Android app. 

PTA-
MAN009-
V01 

System Notification User receives a SMS 
notification of scheduled 
ride 24 hours in advance. 

Five testers will verify 
notifications within the R4B 
app for a total of five 
notification tests. 

R4B will populate an SMS notification of 
scheduled ride 24 hours in advance for 
100% of tests. 
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TEST 
CASE ID TEST TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
MAN010-
V01 

System Alerts User receives a SMS 
notification with vehicle and 
driver information. 

Five testers will verify text 
notifications for a total 5 
notification tests. 

R4B app will send SMS notification to all 
testers in less than 10 minutes to be 
considered successful. 

PTA-
MAN011-
V01 

System Ratings User receives a SMS text 
notification with a request to 
submit rating on her ride 
experience. 

Five testers receive an SMS 
text prompting to rate their ride 
and send a reply with a 
numerical rating on a 5-star 
rating scale. 

Five SMS text messages are sent by the 
R4B system and user is able to provide a 
rating.  

PTA-
MAN012-
V01 

System Survey User is sent survey every 
30 days to provide 
feedback about recent 
transportation experiences. 

Three testers will receive a 
survey notification and 
complete the survey. 

Three survey notifications are sent out 
and testers are able to successfully 
complete and submit the survey. 

PTA-
MAN013-
V01 

System Data User is able to view the 
remaining trip allowances 
for food trips. 

Two testers will request food 
specific trips and check 
remaining trip allowances. 

Data function criteria will be considered 
met with 100% success rate (all report 
requests completed). 

PTA-
MAN014-
V01 

System Availability User is able to view 
historical ride information 
(completed rides) on her 
account profile without an 
internet connection. 

Five testers will attempt to 
open and view their account 
information without an internet 
connection (i.e., Wi-Fi off, 
airplane mode, etc.). 

Access to historical profile data function 
will be considered met with 100% 
success rate with all five testers able to 
view historical trip data on their profile 
without an internet connection. 

Source: City of Columbus 

6.3. CALL CENTER TEST CASES 

The call center is a facility where call takers have been trained on how to support and respond to calls relating to the new R4B project. In cases where 

a user is unable to access the internet or prefers to speak with an agent at the call center to schedule a ride, the call center agent will use the web 

portal for accomplishing this action. As highlighted in section 3.3, it is not the objective to use the call center agents to exhaustively test the web portal, 

as this has already been addressed under section 6.1. The call center will focus on ensuring the toll-free call connection works, and the support staff 

are trained to answer questions regarding prenatal trip assistance and can perform basic functions on the R4B portal. The following test cases are 

planned for the R4B call center. 
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Table 5: R4B Call Center Test Cases 

TEST CASE 
ID 

TEST 
TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
CCC001-V01 

System Support 
Services 

Users able to call-in to toll-
free number for support, 
questions, complaints, etc. 
This includes: 

 Support for scheduling 
and canceling trips 

 Changing personal 
information 

 Downloading or 
accessing the user 
interfaces  

 Answering general 
questions about the 
service 

Five testers will call R4B 
support. 

Five calls successfully placed to R4B 
toll-free # without dropped connections. 

PTA-
CCC002-V01 

System Language 
Services 

Verify users receive 
support in English, 
Spanish, and Somali. 

Five testers will call R4B 
support and ask for support in 
English, Spanish, and Somali. 

Five calls successfully placed to R4B 
toll-free # and received support in 
English, Spanish, and Somali. 

PTA-
CCC003-V01 

System Administrator 
Access 

Call center agent is able to 
login to the web portal as 
an administrator, locate 
the call-in user account, 
and schedule a ride on 
behalf of the user. 

One tester will call the R4B 
support line and request to 
schedule a ride. 

 

One call center agent will 
schedule a ride for the call-in 
user. 

One ride is successfully scheduled by 
the call center agent, linked to the 
user’s existing account. 

PTA-
CCC004-V01 

System Administrator 
Access 

Call center agent is able to 
login to the web portal as 
an administrator, locate 
the call-in user account, 
and successfully cancel a 
ride on behalf of the user. 

One tester will call the R4B 
support line and request to 
cancel a ride. 

 

One call center agent will 
cancel a ride for the call-in 
user. 

One ride is successfully canceled by 
the call center agent, linked to the 
user’s existing account. 
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Source: City of Columbus 

6.4. OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE, AND ADMINISTRATION 

In addition to the web portal, Apple, and Android mobile apps, the R4B system will also be tested from the view of the system administrator and other 

administrator-related functions common during service operations. The following test cases are planned for OM&A functions of the R4B solution. 

Table 6: R4B Test Cases for Operations, Maintenance, and Administration 

TEST 
CASE ID TEST TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
OMA001-
V01 

System Administrator 
Access 

Ability to login and access 
the portal with administrator 
privileges. 

Five testers will attempt 
logging in. 

Login access function criteria will be 
considered met with 100% success rate 
(all login attempts successful). 

PTA-
OMA002-
V01 

System Administrator 
Access 

Ability to login and access 
the app with administrator 
privileges on both Apple 
and Android phones. 

Five testers will attempt 
logging in. 

Login access function criteria will be 
considered met with 100% success rate 
(all login attempts successful). 

PTA-
OMA003-
V01 

System Administrator 
Registration 

Ability for the administrator 
to register qualified 
applicants into the R4B 
system using the web 
portal. 

Five testers will attempt 
registering for a total of five 
tests. 

Administrator registration function criteria 
will be considered met with 100% 
success rate (all registration attempts 
successful). 

PTA-
OMA004-
V01 

System Administrator 
Registration 

Ability for the administrator 
to register qualified 
applicants into the R4B 
system using Apple or 
Android R4B app. 

Five testers will attempt 
registering for a total of five 
tests. 

Administrator registration function criteria 
will be considered met with 100% 
success rate (all registration attempts 
successful). 

PTA-
OMA005-
V01 

System Reporting Confirm the data reported 
between systems is 
current, correct, and 
complete between R4B 
platform (WEB, MAP, 
MAN) and OSU. 

Two testers will attempt to pull 
ride reports. 

Administrator reporting function criteria 
will be considered met with 100% 
success rate (all report requests 
completed). 
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TEST 
CASE ID TEST TYPE FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE METRIC PASS CRITERIA 

PTA-
OMA006-
V01 

Integration Data Confirm the agreed upon 
data housed within the R4B 
system is captured and 
recorded in the OS. 

One tester will retrieve and 
inspect historical data from 
R4B with co-op representative 
from the OS team. 

Data function criteria will be considered 
met with 100% success rate when all 
data fields have been reviewed and 
matched precisely between the two 
systems. 

Source: City of Columbus 
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 Acceptance Testing Scenarios 

Test scenarios are critically important to the acceptance of the system, as it tests the system’s ability to meet 

the requirements holistically, end-to-end, from all active participant viewpoints (traveler, NEMT driver and 

provider, MCO, City of Columbus, and system administrator). Scenarios are made up of a series of test 

cases used to simulate the system in a real-world operational environment. This approach validates the 

system’s ability to meet the concepts established through the project ConOps (PTA operational scenarios) 

and provides a decision gate for the production release of the R4B solution.  

The R4B solution is providing a service (prenatal trip assistance) across four different channels (Web, Apple, 

Android, Call Center). As a result, most of the functionality in one channel will exist (and be tested) on other 

channels. Due to this repetitive nature, the table below attempts to provide a condensed view into the 

objectives outlined in the master testing matrix with traceability to the requirements published in the RFP. 

The Acceptance Test Scenario (ATS) identifiers are used to segment the test objectives per channel. For 

example: 

• Web portal scenarios have identifiers in the 100-199 numerical range (e.g., PTA-ATS102-V01 

represents the third scenario tested for acceptance of the web portal R4B service channel) 

• Apple mobile app scenarios have identifiers in the 200-299 numerical range (e.g., PTA-ATS208-V01 

represents the ninth scenario tested for acceptance of the Apple mobile app) 

• Android mobile app scenarios have identifiers in the 300-399 numerical range (e.g., PTA-ATS304-

V01 represents the fifth scenario tested for acceptance of the Android mobile app) 

• Call center scenarios have identifiers in the 400-499 numerical range (e.g., PTA-ATS400-V01 

represents the first scenario tested for acceptance of the R4B call center) 

• Administrative (OM&A) scenarios have identifiers in the 500-599 numerical range (e.g., PTA-

ATS501-V01 represents the second scenario tested for acceptance of the administrator functions) 

The scenarios outlined below are reflective of the capabilities the system must be able to perform in order to 

receive acceptance of the R4B prenatal trip solution. The R4B system capability and performance will be 

deemed acceptable provided all testing elements within a scenario successfully passes the test from each 

participant’s viewpoint.  

Each scenario must meet the stated outcome as detailed in Table 9: Acceptance Test Scenario Results 

Matrix in order to be marked as pass. Table 7: Acceptance Testing Scenarios with Requirements 

Traceability provides the comprehensive list of scenarios that will be tested with traceability to the 

requirement(s) published in the RFP. 
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Table 7: Acceptance Testing Scenarios with Requirements Traceability 

FUNCTION 
ACCEPTANCE  

TEST SCENARIO ID SCENARIO DESCRIPTION 

TEST CASE ID 

REFERENCE REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION 

Scheduling: 

by medical 

appointment 

PTA-ATS100-V01 

PTA-ATS200-V01 

PTA-ATS300-V01 

 

Schedule a ride by appointment 

time for a vehicle. 

PTA-WEB006-V01 

PTA-WEB007-V01 

PTA-MAP006-V01 

PTA-MAP007-V01 

PTA-MAN006-V01 

PTA-MAN007-V01 

 

4.2.1. The PTA system shall provide the ability to 

schedule, change, and cancel transportation or change 

personal information using an application, web portal, 

text messaging, or call center. 

4.2.2. The PTA system shall allow users to input origin 

and destination and a time of departure for the trip 

reservation. The system shall allow for an originating 

trip and a return trip to be scheduled. 

4.2.3. The PTA interface shall provide scheduling, up to 

one month in advance, and transportation options for 

the NEMT trip to and from appointments. 

4.3.1. The PTA interface shall include an interactive 

map with real-time movement and location of the 

transportation prior to pick-up and en route. 

4.3.2. The interface shall offer a description of the pick-

up vehicle, driver, and company for identification by the 

traveler. 

4.3.10. The interface shall allow the user to select the 

reason for the trip and any additional stops requested 

on the way. 

4.4.3. Prescheduled trips shall be accessible and 

changes to those trips shall be able to be made. 

4.4.4. Travelers should be able to set preference to 

request a car seat(s) in the vehicle. Further, the user 

should be able to identify if forward-facing or rear-

facing is required so the car seats are set up in 

advance of arrival.  

PTA-ATS101-V01 

PTA-ATS201-V01 

PTA-ATS301-V01 

Schedule a ride by appointment 

time with child safety restraint. 

PTA-ATS102-V01 

PTA-ATS202-V01 

PTA-ATS302-V01 

Schedule a ride by appointment 

time with a folding wheelchair 

accessible vehicle. 

Scheduling: 

future date 

PTA-ATS103-V01 

PTA-ATS203-V01 

PTA-ATS303-V01 

PTA-ATS400-V01 

Schedule a ride by specified 

pick-up time up to 30 days in 

advance for a vehicle.  

PTA-WEB006-V01 

PTA-WEB007-V01 

PTA-MAP006-V01 

PTA-MAP007-V01 

PTA-MAN006-V01 

PTA-MAN007-V01 

PTA-CCC003-V01 

PTA-ATS104-V01 

PTA-ATS204-V01 

PTA-ATS304-V01 

Schedule a ride by specified 

pick-up time up to 30 days in 

advance with child safety 

restraint.  

PTA-ATS105-V01 

PTA-ATS205-V01 

PTA-ATS305-V01 

Schedule a ride by specified 

pick-up time up to 30 days in 

advance with a folding 

wheelchair accessible vehicle.  

Scheduling: 

on-demand 

PTA-ATS106-V01 

PTA-ATS206-V01 

PTA-ATS306-V01 

Schedule an on-demand ride 

for a vehicle. 

PTA-WEB005-V01 

PTA-WEB007-V01 

PTA-MAP005-V01 
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FUNCTION 
ACCEPTANCE  

TEST SCENARIO ID SCENARIO DESCRIPTION 

TEST CASE ID 

REFERENCE REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION 

PTA-ATS107-V01 

PTA-ATS207-V01 

PTA-ATS307-V01 

Schedule an on-demand ride 

with child safety restraint.  

PTA-MAP007-V01 

PTA-MAN005-V01 

PTA-MAN007-V01 

4.5.1. The call center shall allow the traveler to call and 

schedule, change, and cancel trips or change personal 

information using a phone. 

4.6.1., 4.6.2 Transportation shall accommodate the 

following scenarios: 

4.6.1.1. Rider and adult or child passenger 

4.6.1.2. Rider with children in need of car seats 

4.6.1.3. Reduced mobility rider with children in need of 

car seats 

4.6.2.1. Reduced mobility rider 

4.6.2.2. Single rider 

PTA-ATS108-V01 

PTA-ATS208-V01 

PTA-ATS308-V01 

Schedule an on-demand ride 

with a folding wheelchair 

accessible vehicle. 

Scheduling: 

cancel 

appointment 

PTA-ATS109-V01 
PTA-ATS209-V01 

PTA-ATS309-V01 

Cancel a ride made by 

appointment time for a vehicle. 

PTA-WEB008-V01 

PTA-MAP008-V01 

PTA-MAN008-V01 

 

4.2.1. The PTA system shall provide the ability to 

schedule, change, and cancel transportation or change 

personal information using an application, web portal, 

text messaging, or call center. 

4.5.1. The call center shall allow the traveler to call and 

schedule, change, and cancel trips or change personal 

information using a phone. 

 

PTA-ATS110-V01 

PTA-ATS210-V01 

PTA-ATS310-V01 

Cancel a ride made by 

appointment time with child 

safety restraint. 

PTA-ATS111-V01 

PTA-ATS211-V01 

PTA-ATS311-V01 

Cancel a ride made by 

appointment time with a folding 

wheelchair accessible vehicle. 

Scheduling: 

cancel future 

ride 

PTA-ATS112-V01 

PTA-ATS212-V01 

PTA-ATS312-V01 

PTA-ATS401-V01 

Cancel a ride made for a 

specified time in the future for a 

vehicle.  

PTA-WEB008-V01 

PTA-MAP008-V01 

PTA-MAN008-V01 

PTA-CCC004-V01 

 PTA-ATS113-V01 

PTA-ATS213-V01 

PTA-ATS313-V01 

Cancel a ride made for a 

specified time in the future with 

child safety restraint.  

PTA-ATS114-V01 

PTA-ATS214-V01 

PTA-ATS314-V01 

Cancel a ride made for a 

specified time in the future with 

a folding wheelchair accessible 

vehicle.  
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FUNCTION 
ACCEPTANCE  

TEST SCENARIO ID SCENARIO DESCRIPTION 

TEST CASE ID 

REFERENCE REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION 

Scheduling: 

cancel  

on-demand 

PTA-ATS115-V01 

PTA-ATS215-V01 

PTA-ATS315-V01 

Cancel an on-demand ride  

for a vehicle. 

PTA-WEB008-V01 

PTA-MAP008-V01 

PTA-MAN008-V01 

 

 
PTA-ATS116-V01 

PTA-ATS216-V01 

PTA-ATS316-V01 

Cancel an on-demand ride with 

child safety restraint.  

PTA-ATS117-V01 

PTA-ATS217-V01 

PTA-ATS317-V01 

Cancel an on-demand ride with 

a folding wheelchair accessible 

vehicle. 

Account:  

-Management 

-Registration 

-Login 

-Profile 

PTA-ATS500-V01 

PTA-ATS501-V01 

PTA-ATS502-V01 

New users are able to be 

registered on portal by 

Administrator. 

PTA-OMA003-V01 

PTA-OMA004-V01 

4.3.4. The interface shall be easy to use for varying 

levels of education and technology understanding. 

4.4.1. Traveler account preferences and information 

shall be updated in the interface.  

4.4.2. Previous trip history shall be accessible. The trip 

history should tabulate the number of trips taken 

compared to the allotted trips allowed under the 

traveler’s plan. 

4.4.4. Travelers should be able to set preference to 

request a car seat(s) in the vehicle. Further, the user 

should be able to identify if forward-facing or rear-

facing is required so the car seats are set up in 

advance of arrival. 

PTA-ATS119-V01 

PTA-ATS219-V01 

PTA-ATS319-V01 

Users are able to reset their 

password and login to the 

system independently. 

PTA-WEB003-V01 

PTA-MAP003-V01 

PTA-MAN003-V01 

PTA-ATS120-V01 

PTA-ATS220-V01 

PTA-ATS320-V01 

Users are able to create, read, 

update, and delete their own 

profile preferences. 

PTA-WEB004-V01 

PTA-MAP004-V01 

PTA-MAN004-V01 

PTA-OMA001-V01 

PTA-OMA002-V01 

Messaging: 

-Notifications 

-Alerts 

PTA-ATS121-V01 

PTA-ATS221-V01 

PTA-ATS321-V01 

Users with scheduled trips 

receive a 24-hour advance 

notification. 

PTA-WEB009-V01 

PTA-MAP009-V01 

PTA-MAN009-V01 

4.3.3. At a minimum, the system shall provide 

notifications to the traveler via the traveler’s preferred 
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FUNCTION 
ACCEPTANCE  

TEST SCENARIO ID SCENARIO DESCRIPTION 

TEST CASE ID 

REFERENCE REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION 

SMS text PTA-ATS122-V01 

PTA-ATS222-V01 

PTA-ATS322-V01 

Users receive real-time alerts to 

the configured preferred 

communication. 

PTA-WEB010-V01 

PTA-WEB009-V01 

PTA-WEB004-V01 

PTA-MAP010-V01 

PTA-MAP009-V01 

PTA-MAP004-V01 

PTA-MAN010-V01 

PTA-MAN009-V01 

PTA-MAN004-V01 

method of communication (text, application notification, 

email, or call) at the following intervals: 

4.3.3.1. 48-hour reminder before travel  

4.3.3.2. 24-hour reminder before travel  

4.3.3.3. 2-hour reminder before travel  

4.3.3.4. When driver is on his or her way  

4.3.3.5. Notice of driver arrival 

4.3.7. The interface shall solicit feedback following the 

completion of each trip so the traveler can relay her 

satisfaction with the transportation and the service. 

4.3.11. The user interface shall alert travelers when 

their scheduled trip is delayed or canceled via the 

travelers preferred method of communication. 

 

PTA-ATS123-V01 

PTA-ATS223-V01 

PTA-ATS323-V01 

The system sends SMS 

messages and receives user 

responses (i.e., trip reminders, 

rate trip experience, confirm 

and/or cancel a ride). 

PTA-WEB010-V01 

PTA-MAP010-V01 

PTA-MAN010-V01 

Survey 

Rating 

PTA-ATS124-V01 

PTA-ATS224-V01 

PTA-ATS324-V01 

Users are prompted to rate 

their trip experience (5-star 

rating scale) 

 

PTA-WEB011-V01 

PTA-MAP011-V01 

PTA-MAN011-V01 

4.3.6. The interface shall have an option to provide 

feedback to collect traveler information on how the 

application is working for users. 

4.3.7. The interface shall solicit feedback following the 

completion of each trip so the traveler can relay her 

satisfaction with the transportation and the service. 

4.3.9. The interface shall allow a selection to indicate 

that particular feedback is a complaint so that it can be 

appropriately routed through the MCO. 
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FUNCTION 
ACCEPTANCE  

TEST SCENARIO ID SCENARIO DESCRIPTION 

TEST CASE ID 

REFERENCE REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION 

Call Center PTA-ATS402-V01 Users able to call-in to toll-free 

number for support, questions, 

complaints, etc. 

PTA-CCC001-V01 4.5.1. The call center shall allow the traveler to call and 

schedule, change, and cancel trips or change personal 

information using a phone. 

4.5.2. The call center shall provide assistance with 

downloading or accessing the user interfaces and 

answering general questions about the service. 

4.5.3. The call center shall provide services to assist 

hearing impaired travelers. 

4.5.5. The offeror’s staff shall be available to provide 

assistance to members through the toll-free 

call-in system every Monday through Friday, at all 

times during the hours of 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Eastern 

Time, except for the following major holidays: New 

Year’s Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor 

Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day. 

System 

Accessibility 

PTA-ATS125-V01 

PTA-ATS225-V01 

PTA-ATS325-V01 

PTA-ATS403-V01 

User (users, MCOs, City, call 

center agents) able to access 

instructions/Frequently Asked 

Questions (FAQ)/help. 

 4.1.2. The application and web portal shall include 

instructions, support, and frequently asked questions to 

assist travelers in the use of the app. The instructions 

shall be written in plain language. 

4.3.4. The interface shall be easy to use for varying 

levels of education and technology understanding. 

4.12.1. The offeror shall provide any outreach or 

training materials for approval by the MCOs and the 

Ohio Department of Medicaid (ODM). 

4.12.2. The offeror shall provide training on the 

proposed system for the MCOs, City, OSU, and 

CelebrateOne staff. 

Data 

Management 

PTA-ATS126-V01 

PTA-ATS226-V01 

PTA-ATS326-V01 

All trips are recorded in the 

user’s ride history, including 

canceled trips. 

PTA-WEB013-V01 

PTA-MAP013-V01 

PTA-MAN013-V01 

PTA-OMA005-V01 

4.4.2 Previous trip history shall be accessible. The trip 

history should tabulate the number of trips taken 

compared to the allotted trips allowed under the 

traveler’s plan. 
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FUNCTION 
ACCEPTANCE  

TEST SCENARIO ID SCENARIO DESCRIPTION 

TEST CASE ID 

REFERENCE REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION 

PTA-ATS127-V01 

PTA-ATS227-V01 

PTA-ATS327-V01 

Grocery trip is logged against 

trip allowances when the trip is 

executed. 

PTA-WEB013-V01 

PTA-MAP013-V01 

PTA-MAN013-V01 

PTA-OMA005-V01 

4.8.3. The system shall support offline usage by 

travelers when internet connectivity is temporarily 

unavailable for an uninterrupted experience. 

4.9.1. The system shall provide the trip data to the 

Operating System without Personally Identifiable 

Information (PII) and Personal Health Information 

(PHI). See list of data elements defined 4.9.1.1 through 

4.9.1.10. 

4.9.2. The data shall also record canceled trips. 

PTA-ATS128-V01 

PTA-ATS228-V01 

PTA-ATS328-V01 

Trip allowance is not deducted 

when a ride is canceled. 

PTA-WEB013-V01 

PTA-MAP013-V01 

PTA-MAN013-V01 

PTA-OMA005-V01 
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FUNCTION 
ACCEPTANCE  

TEST SCENARIO ID SCENARIO DESCRIPTION 

TEST CASE ID 

REFERENCE REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION 

PTA-ATS503-V01 Trip data is synchronized 

appropriately between systems 

(R4B system, MCOs, medical 

offices, Operating System). At a 

minimum, the system should 

provide the following data to the 

Operating System: 

 Trip data – participant ID, trip 
request (time, origin, 
destination, route, added 
stop), trip start time, mode, 
special requests [(Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA), 
car seat(s), additional 
passenger, travel assistance], 
trip end time, cancelation, 
customer satisfaction, cost of 
trip. 

 Key performance metrics – 
number of mobile app 
downloads, usability statistics 
related to the mobile apps, 
customer complaints related 
to the app/transportation 
services. 

PTA-OMA005-V01 

PTA-OMA006-V01 

4.9.4. The offeror shall provide origin and destination 

data that is anonymized and compliant with HIPPA 

standards.  

4.9.5. The offeror shall provide the following app 

related data: 

4.9.5.1. Number of times the app is downloaded. 

4.9.3. Data access should be aggregated into varying 

levels including MCO, City and City partner, and third-

party or public user. 

4.9.5.2. Usability statistics related to the app. 

4.9.5.3. Customer complaints related to the 

app/transportation services. 

4.11.3. The offeror shall validate the interoperability of 

its application with other microservices and the 

Operating System core in a sandbox environment, and 

to inform the Operating System architectural team 

when promotion from the sandbox environment to 

production is ready to follow production deployment 

procedures. 

4.11.4. The offeror shall be responsible for supporting 

API versioning to ensure that interoperability is 

validated with each release and needs to be 

responsible for maintaining its state, such as 

databases and database update scripts. Externally 

built applications need to support elastic load 

(sometimes considered horizontal scalability) and 

handle failure gracefully to ensure proper operation of 

the microservices environment. 

Source: City of Columbus  
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 Test Result Summary 

This appendix presents the results of testing for each of the tests performed (cases and scenarios). It 

includes a defect management log with outstanding issues, design changes, and high-level metrics of the 

testing process, exit criteria, with acceptance agreements for R4B prenatal trip service, an initiative of the 

PTA project.  

A.1 TEST OUTCOMES 

There were approximately 13 individuals who participated in testing over the life of the testing period. This 

included City of Columbus, OSU, MCO staff, Kaizen Health system administrators, and various 

transportation stakeholders. Although NEMT drivers were not explicitly involved in testing the various R4B 

cases, they participated indirectly when showing up to execute live rides that were scheduled during 

scenario testing. The team confirmed NEMT drivers received ride requests and the most suitable driver 

(assigned by the system) arrived with the accessibility options requested. 

 Test Case Report 

Testing occurred in two segments. The first round of testing focused on the functionality of each essential 

function – namely, did the function work, could it be broken and if so under what conditions, and were there 

any bugs, etc. All functions (i.e., all test cases) were tested under the leadership of the test leader, City of 

Columbus, with primary testers being OSU volunteers who tested each case from the perspective of the 

user as well as MCO staff. Throughout this process, any bugs, inconsistencies, errors, etc., that were 

detected were captured in the defect tool and reported to the R4B development team. The development 

team modified, updated, and enhanced the software to address issues that bubbled up during testing.  

With each new software version released, the previously failed test cases were re-tested until they 

successfully met the pass criteria. As a result, the majority of entries logged in the comments column simply 

provides a windowpane view of the software bugs/issues experienced initially, which were captured and 

resolved through the defect tool (see section A.2). The current status listed reflects the final set of testing 

that was performed for the stated objective. 

Table 8 presented in the following pages provides a detailed log of the final results of testing each case for 

this first segment. 
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Table 8: Test Case Results Matrix 

CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE 
WEB AND DATA 
ELEMENTS 

TESTER 
ROLE 

TEST 
STATUS 

DATE 
RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Call Center PTA-CCC001-V01 Support 
Services 

Users able to call-in 
to toll-free number 
for support, 
questions, 
complaints, etc. 

 Support for 
scheduling and 
canceling trips 

 Changing 
personal 
information 

 Downloading or 
accessing the 
user interfaces 

 Answering 
general 
questions about 
the service 

DESCRIPTION 
Users are able to call the toll-free number for support, 
questions, complaints, etc.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B web portal: 
https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org or login to the app on the 
phone. 
●   Click '? Help & FAQ' on the left-hand side of the screen. 
●   Scroll to the last page of the document and the user should 
have access to the toll-free number 1-866-294-0065. 
●   Dial the toll-free number. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   User can call the toll-free number for support, questions, 
complaints, etc. 

DATA 
N/A. 
 
WEB 
N/A. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers, 
MCO 
Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholders. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

Call Center PTA-CCC002-V01 Language 
Services 

Verify users receive 
support in English, 
Spanish and 
Somali. 

DESCRIPTION 
Additional support in various languages should be provided, 
including English, Spanish, and Somali.  

DATA 
N/A. 
 
WEB 
N/A.   
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers, 
Transportation 
Stakeholders. 

Deferred 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

No language support 
options. Defect logged 
DFT009.  
 
Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) meeting 
conducted. There is a 
language translation 
validation process 
which must take place 
to offer this feature 
appropriately. For now, 
function is being 
removed from initial 
deployment and 
deferred.  

 

Change request 
submitted CR003.  

DFT009 Closed. 

https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE 
WEB AND DATA 
ELEMENTS 

TESTER 
ROLE 

TEST 
STATUS 

DATE 
RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Call Center PTA-CCC003-V01 Administrator 
Access 

Call center agent is 
able to login to the 
web portal as an 
administrator, 
locate the call-in 
user account, and 
schedule a ride on 
behalf of the user. 

DESCRIPTION 
Call center agent should be able to login and have 
administrator privileges to the R4B web portal.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B web portal: 
https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org 
●   Administrator should have privileges to see the list of rides 
on the home screen. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to click the "NEW 
RIDER" button at the bottom of the screen and add new rider to 
the R4B system. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to click "NEW RIDE" 
icon or click "Schedule Ride" on the left-hand side of the screen 
to add new ride for any riders in the R4B system. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to edit and update the 
rider information. 
●   To edit the rider's profile information, click on the rider's 
name and then click on the pen icon to enter the edit mode to 
update the profile information. Click "EDIT RIDER" to save the 
information. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to cancel the 
scheduled rides. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Administrator should have privileges to enter new riders to 
the system, edit their profile information, schedule rides, and 
delete scheduled rides through the web portal. 

DATA 

N/A. 

 

WEB 

N/A. 

Traveler. Passed 5/23/19  

https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE 
WEB AND DATA 
ELEMENTS 

TESTER 
ROLE 

TEST 
STATUS 

DATE 
RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Call Center PTA-CCC004-V01 Administrator 
Access 

Call center agent is 
able to login to the 
web portal as an 
administrator, 
locate the call-in 
user account, and 
cancel a ride on 
behalf of the user. 

DESCRIPTION 
Call center agent should be able to login and have 
administrator privileges to the R4B web portal.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B web portal: 
https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org 
●   Administrator should have privileges to see the list of rides 
on the home screen. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to click the "NEW 
RIDER" button at the bottom of the screen and add new rider to 
the R4B system. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to click "NEW RIDE" 
icon or click "Schedule Ride" on the left hand side of the screen 
to add new ride for any riders in the R4B system. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to edit and update the 
rider information. 
●   To edit the rider's profile information, click on the rider's 
name and then click on the pen icon to enter the edit mode to 
update the profile information. Click "EDIT RIDER" to save the 
information. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to cancel the 
scheduled rides. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Administrator should have privileges to enter new riders to 
the system, edit their profile information, schedule rides, and 
delete scheduled rides through the web portal. 

DATA 

N/A. 

 

WEB 

N/A. 

Traveler. Passed 5/23/19  

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-MAN001-V01 Installation User able to 
download and 
install the R4B app 
from the Google 
Play store on an 
Android phone. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have ability to download the R4B app for free 
from the app store. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   User clicks on the google play store icon and opens the app 
store. 
●   Enter "Rides4Baby" to search for the R4B app. 
●   Identify the R4B app and click "Install" to install the R4B app 
on Android phone. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Find the app when searched in the google play store. 
●   Successfully install the app on their phone. 

DATA 
N/A. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, Get button, Install. 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

   

https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE 
WEB AND DATA 
ELEMENTS 

TESTER 
ROLE 

TEST 
STATUS 

DATE 
RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-MAN002-V01 Registration User is able to 
register for an 
account in order to 
access prenatal trip 
assistance through 
the R4B app on an 
Android phone. 

DESCRIPTION 
To register for access, users must first acquire a unique 
member ID access code from the OSU research team. When 
the user is entered into the R4B system as a qualifying traveler, 
a unique member ID will be generated by the R4B system.  
 
The OSU research team will assist the user with registration by  
(a) providing a unique access code to the user,  
(b) providing app information to successfully download on their 
phone and  
(c) answering any questions during registration. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Open R4B app and select FIRST TIME USER? to be 
directed to the registration form.  
●   Fill out each field on the form and click REGISTER. 
●   Upon successful registration, navigate to the login page and 
use the email and password specified to login to R4B portal. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   If all fields are filled out appropriately and the register button 
is clicked, the following workflows are initiated: 
     (a) confirmation message displayed on the screen to the 
user. 
     (b) confirmation email sent to the email provided during 
registration. 
     (c) account is created for the user by the system. 
●   If any of the fields are left blank, the register button will not 
activate (unable to click). 
●   If the passwords do not match, an error message will 
display to the user. 
●   If internet connection is lost during registration, a message 
box will pop "It appears that you have no internet connection. 
Please call 1-866-294-0065 for assistance." User will be 
required to click to close the pop-up. 

DATA 
Required fields: Member ID, 
First Name, Last Name, 
Email, Password, Confirm 
Password. 
Optional fields: None. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, Register action. 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Unable to see 
password 
requirements. Defect 
logged DFT001.  

 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR006.  

 

DFT001 Closed.  
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE 
WEB AND DATA 
ELEMENTS 

TESTER 
ROLE 

TEST 
STATUS 

DATE 
RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-MAN003-V01 Account 
Management 

User is able to reset 
account password 
from an Android 
phone. 

DESCRIPTION 
User should have the ability to reset the password for the 
account.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Open R4B app on their Android phone and attempt to login 
using invalid credentials:  
●   Select FORGOT PASSWORD? and enter the account 
email address when prompted. Select RESET. An email will be 
sent to the entered email address. 
●   Click the link within the email to be redirected to a web 
page. Enter the new password and select UPDATE 
PASSWORD.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Entering invalid credentials in step 1 will display a message 
to the user "There was a problem logging you in: invalid 
combination of email/password." 
●   When an email is entered in step 2, a message is displayed 
to the user: "A reset password link has been sent to your 
email." User should receive an email shortly thereafter 
informing that a password reset was requested with a hyperlink 
to set new password. Upon clicking the link and successfully 
setting new password, a message is displayed to the user: 
"Password changed. You can login now." The page also 
provides a LOGIN button that directs users to the login page. 
●   If an incorrect email is entered in the second step, a 
message will display to the user: "Unknown email. Please call 
1-866-294-0065." 
●   If the new passwords do not match, an error message will 
display to the user.  

DATA 
Email, Password, Confirm 
Password, Remember Me. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, Forgot 
Password? action, Reset 
action, Login action. 
  

Test Leader, 
MCO 
Provider, 
Travelers, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Unable to see 
password 
requirements. Defect 
logged DFT001.  

 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR006.  

 

DFT001 Closed.  
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE 
WEB AND DATA 
ELEMENTS 

TESTER 
ROLE 

TEST 
STATUS 

DATE 
RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-MAN004-V01 Profile 
Management 

User is able to view, 
update, and remove 
information on her 
account and those 
changes are 
successfully stored 
in the database.  

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have the ability to update profile information using 
their Android phone.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B app on their Android phone. 
●   Click the three lines on the top of the screen and click "My 
Trips." 
●   Click the pen icon to enter into edit profile mode. 
●   Update all fields in the user profile and click EDIT RIDER to 
save the changes. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   When profile fields are updated and all fields are 
successfully saved, a pop-up message will show at the bottom 
of the screen saying "User updated successfully." 
●   When profile fields are updated and all fields are 
successfully saved, the user should be able to see the updated 
profile information on the home page. 
●   If any of the fields are left empty, the user will not be able to 
click EDIT RIDER action button. 

DATA 
Required fields: First Name, 
Last Name, Phone, 
Address, Date of Birth, 
Email, Notification 
Preference. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, Cancel, and Edit 
Rider button. 
 
 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

There may be a field 
mislabeled. Defect 
logged DFT007. 

 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR007. 
 
No feedback option 
available in menu. 
Defect logged DFT010.  

 

Feedback function is 
only available after test 
completion. Function 
verified and tested 
successfully.  

 

DFT007, DFT010 
Closed.   
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-MAN005-V01 Scheduling User is able to 
schedule an on-
demand ride 
through the Android 
phone app. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have ability to schedule an on-demand ride using 
the Android phone app.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B app on their phone. 
●   Enter no. of passengers under "How Many Passengers?" 
filed from the dropdown.  
●   If the user or person accompanying the user is in a 
wheelchair, choose Yes or No from the dropdown and click 
OK.  
●   If selected Yes, "Select All That Apply" will appear and the 
user need to select from the dropdown menu (I have my own 
wheelchair, I can transfer from the wheelchair to the car, my 
wheelchair can fold up and fit in a car trunk). All three options 
must be checked to book a ride. If all the options are not 
selected, an error message "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 
for assistance with this request." will be displayed on the 
screen.  
●   If selected No, follow the next steps to book a ride. 
●   If more than 1 passenger is selected under "How Many 
Passengers?" field, "Will Any Children Need Safety Seats" field 
will appear and need to be filled in. Select 'Yes' or 'No' and click 
OK.  
●   If selected 'Yes' for the above step, "Number of Child Safety 
Seats Needed" field will appear and need to be filled in to book 
a ride. 
●   For each child, user needs to check if they need a "Front-
Facing Seat," "Rear-Facing Seat" or a "Booster Seat" and click 
OK. 
●   Enter the "Pick-Up Address Category" from the dropdown 
menu. 
●   Enter the "Pick-Up Address." 
●   Enter the "Drop-Off Address Category" from the dropdown 
menu. 
●   Enter the "Drop-Off address.” 
●   Under "Schedule Type" from the dropdown, choose 
Immediately for the on-demand ride. 
●   Enter the "Pick-Up Delay" time from the dropdown (20 
minutes, 40 minutes, 60 minutes, ASAP). 
●   Click 'Add Pick-Up Directions' to enter any additional 
directions for the driver. 
●   After all fields are filled out, enter "Book My Ride." 
●   A screen with the ride details (pick up address, drop-off 
address and estimated arrival at destination) will pop-up. Click 
OK. 
●   For any changes in the ride, hit "CANCEL RIDE" and start 
the procedure from step 1 to book a ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   When all the fields are all entered, the user should be able 
to successfully book an on-demand ride.  
●   When user does not select all the options for wheelchair 
under "Select All That Apply," an error message will pop-up on 
the screen "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 for assistance with 

DATA 
Required fields: How Many 
Passengers?, Is Anyone In a 
Wheelchair, Select All That 
Apply, Will Any Children 
Need Safety Seats, Number 
of Child Safety Seats 
Needed, Child 1, Child 2 
etc., Pick-Up Address 
Category, Pick-Up Address, 
Drop-Off Address Category, 
Drop-Off Address, Schedule 
Type, Pick-Up Delay. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out, Book My 
Ride, Add Pick Up 
Directions, Cancel Ride 
button, OK button. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Unable to make 
changes to 
prescheduled trips (per 
requirements). Defect 
logged DFT002. 

Users are still able to 
“make changes” to a 
trip, however, it may 
not be through an “edit 
trip button” like one 
might expect, rather 
through a cancel-and-
reschedule process. 
The development team 
offered that it’s easier 
for the software to track 
and maintain data 
integrity this way and 
project team agrees. A 
change request to the 
system design has 
been logged CR001. 
 

Unable to add stop to a 
trip. Defect logged 
DFT011.  

To maintain data 
integrity, a system 
design change request 
was submitted to allow 
users to cancel and 
reschedule a ride. 
CR002 logged. 
 
Scheduling only 
available in 15-minute 
increments. May need 
more granularity. 
Defect logged DFT012. 

 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR008.  

 

Scenario retested with 
approved design 
changes and passed.  

 

DFT002, DFT011, 
DFT012 – All Closed.   
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE 
WEB AND DATA 
ELEMENTS 

TESTER 
ROLE 

TEST 
STATUS 

DATE 
RUN TESTING COMMENT 

this request." and the user will need to call the customer care to 
book a ride. 
●   User should receive a confirmation about the schedules ride 
if scheduled by "Pick-Up Time" or by "Appointment Time" either 
by text message or by automated voice call based on the 
preferences chosen by the user.  
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-MAN006-V01 Scheduling User is able to 
schedule a ride for 
a future time (e.g., 
doctor’s 
appointment time) 
through the Android 
phone app. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have ability to schedule a ride for a future time 
(e.g. based on the doctor's appointment) using the Android 
phone app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B app on their Android phone. 
●   Enter no. of passengers under "How Many Passengers?" 
filed from the dropdown.  
●   If the user or person accompanying the user is in a 
wheelchair, choose Yes or No from the dropdown and click 
OK.  
●   If selected Yes, "Select All That Apply" will appear and the 
user need to select from the dropdown menu (I have my own 
wheelchair, I can transfer from the wheelchair to the car, my 
wheelchair can fold up and fit in a car trunk). All three options 
must be checked to book a ride. If all the options are not 
selected, an error message "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 
for assistance with this request." will be displayed on the 
screen.  
●   If selected No, follow the next steps to book a ride. 
●   If more than one passenger is selected under "How Many 
Passengers?" field, "Will Any Children Need Safety Seats" field 
will appear and need to be filled in. Select 'Yes' or 'No' and click 
OK.  
●   If selected 'Yes' for the above step, "Number of Child Safety 
Seats Needed" field will appear and need to be filled in to book 
a ride.  
●   For each child, user needs to check if they need a "Front-
Facing Seat," "Rear-Facing Seat" or a "Booster Seat" and click 
OK. 
●   Enter the "Pick-Up Address Category" from the dropdown 
menu. 
●   Enter the "Pick-Up Address." 
●   Enter the "Drop-Off Address Category" from the dropdown 
menu. 
●   Enter the "Drop-Off address. 
●    Under "Schedule Type" from the dropdown, choose "By 
Appointment Time" or "By Pick-Up Time" to schedule a ride for 
a future time. 
●    Enter Pick-Up Date and Enter Pick-Up Time (Hour, 
Minutes, Period).  
●    Click 'Add Pick up Directions' to enter any additional 
directions for the driver. 

●   After all fields are filled out, enter "Book My Ride." 
●   A screen with the ride details (pick-up address, drop-off 
address and estimated arrival at destination) will pop-up. Click 
OK. 
●   For any changes in the ride, hit "CANCEL RIDE" and start 
the procedure from step 1 to book a ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   When all the fields are all entered, the user should be able 
to successfully book a ride for the future time.  
●   When user does not select all the options for wheelchair 

DATA 
Required fields: How Many 
Passengers?, Is Anyone In a 
Wheelchair, Select All That 
Apply, Will Any Children 
Need Safety Seats, Number 
of Child Safety Seats 
Needed, Child 1, Child 2 
etc., Pick-Up Address 
Category, Pick-Up Address, 
Drop-Off Address Category, 
Drop-Off Address, Schedule 
Type, Pick-Up Delay. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out, Book My 
Ride, Add Pick-Up 
Directions, Cancel Ride 
button, OK button. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers, 
Transportation 
Stakeholders. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Did not receive an SMS 
confirmation for 
booking trip in advance. 
Defect logged DFT003. 

Software was updated. 
DFT003 Closed. 
 
Can only schedule a 
ride 14-days in 
advance (not 30). 
Defect logged DFT006. 

Software was updated. 
DFT006 Closed,  

 
Unable to add stop to a 
trip. Defect logged 
DFT011.  

To maintain data 
integrity, a system 
design change request 
was submitted to allow 
users to cancel and 
reschedule a ride. 
CR002 logged. 

 
Scheduling only 
available in 15-minute 
increments. May need 
more granularity. 
Defect logged DFT012. 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR008.  

 

Scenario retested with 
approved design 
changes, updated 
software, and scenario 
passed successfully.  

 

DFT011, DFT012 
Closed   
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under "Select All That Apply," an error message will pop-up on 
the screen "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 for assistance with 
this request." and the user will need to call the customer care to 
book a ride. 
●   User should receive a confirmation about the schedules ride 
if scheduled by "Pick-Up Time" or by "Appointment Time" either 
by text message or by automated voice call based on the 
preferences chosen by the user.  

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-MAN007-V01 System 
Accessibility 

User is able to 
select an accessory 
to be included in the 
ride (wheelchair, 
car seat, etc.) when 
scheduling for an 
on-demand or ride 
for the future time 
through the Android 
phone app. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have the option of selecting the wheelchair and 
car seat options when scheduling for both on-demand and for a 
future time (e.g. based on the doctor's appointment) using the 
Android phone app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   When user goes through the steps listed under PTA-
MAN005-V01 or PTA-MAN006-V01 test cases to book a ride, 
user will also have the ability to select wheelchair and car seat 
options. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   When all the fields are all entered, the user should be able 
to successfully book a ride for the future time.  
●   When user does not select all the options for wheelchair 
under "Select All That Apply," an error message will pop-up on 
the screen "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 for assistance with 
this request." and the user will need to call the customer care to 
book a ride. 

DATA 
Required fields: How Many 
Passengers?, Is Anyone In a 
Wheelchair, Select All That 
Apply, Will Any Children 
Need Safety Seats, Number 
of Child Safety Seats 
Needed, Child 1, Child 2 
etc., Pick-Up Address 
Category, Pick-Up Address, 
Drop-Off Address Category, 
Drop-Off Address, Schedule 
Type, Pick-Up Delay. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out, Book My 
Ride, Add Pick Up 
Directions. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-MAN008-V01 Scheduling User is able to 
cancel a ride that is 
scheduled through 
the Android phone 
app. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have ability to cancel a scheduled ride using the 
Android phone app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B app on Android phone. 
●   Click the three lines (menu) on the top of the screen and 
click "My Trips." 
●   A list of scheduled rides will appear on the screen. 
●   Click on the three lines that appear to the right side of the 
scheduled ride box and click Cancel to cancel the ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   User when logged in to the account, should be able to see 
the list of schedule rides and be able to cancel the rides. 
●   User will not be able to cancel the ride after the schedule 
ride has arrived. 

DATA 
 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, User Profile 
Information, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-MAN009-V01 Notification User receives a 
SMS notification of 
scheduled ride 24 
hours in advance. 

DESCRIPTION 
User receives SMS notification to confirm the appointment 24 
hours in advance of the scheduled ride. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   After user goes through the steps listed under PTA-
MAN006-V01 test case to schedule a ride and is more than 24 
hours in advance, the user will receive a call or text message 
asking to confirm the appointment. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●  User should receive a text message or call 24 hours before 
the appointment based on the preferences chosen by the user. 
●  If the user misses the first call or text message, another 
confirmation request will be sent one hour later. If the user 
misses that one too, another confirmation request will be sent 
one hour later. If the ride is not confirmed by the user during the 
three calls or text messages, the ride will be canceled. 
● If the scheduled ride is less than 24 hours in advance, the 
user will receive only one notification one hour before the ride 
which will also include the driver vehicle information. 

DATA 
SMS text message. 
 
WEB 
N/A. 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-MAN010-V01 Alerts User receives a 
SMS notification 
with vehicle and 
driver information. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should receive a text about the driver vehicle information 
before the ride. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   After the user goes through the steps for PTA-MAN006-V01 
test case to schedule a ride, the user will receive a notification 
with the driver vehicle information as soon as a driver is 
matched with the user. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●  If the scheduled ride is less than 24 hours in advance, the 
user will receive only one notification one hour before the ride 
which will also include the driver vehicle information. 
●  If the scheduled ride is more than 24 hours in advance, the 
user will receive a notification with the driver vehicle information 
as soon as the user is matched up with a driver. 

DATA 
SMS text message. 
 
WEB 
N/A. 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-MAN011-V01 Ratings User receives an 
SMS text 
notification with a 
request to submit 
rating on her ride 
experience. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should receive a text message prompting to submit a 
rating for the ride experience. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   User will receive the below text message after the user 
completes the ride. 
On a scale of 1 to 5, overall how satisfied were you with your 
R4B ride today?  
        5   Very satisfied 
        4   Somewhat satisfied 
        3   Neither satisfied or dissatisfied 
        2   Somewhat dissatisfied 
        1   Very dissatisfied 
●   User replies to the text based on ride experience. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   User will receive a text to the registered phone number the 
survey information about the rider experience. 
●   User should be able to reply to the survey questions. 

DATA 
SMS message. 
 
WEB 
N/A. 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

   

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-MAN012-V01 Survey User is sent survey 
every 30 days to 
provide feedback 
about recent 
transportation 
experiences. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users will be encouraged to provide feedback on recent 
transportation experiences which could include R4B service. 
The system will send feedback request notification every 30 
days.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   User will receive an email with a link to complete a 
satisfaction survey. 
●   User clicks the link and is directed to the app to input and 
submit text-based feedback on their experience with the R4B 
service. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   User will receive an email invitation to complete a 
satisfaction survey. 
●   Once the survey is completed and submitted, a message 
will be displayed thanking the user for the feedback. 

DATA 
Feedback.  
 
WEB 
R4B logo, submit action. 

Test Leader, 
Travelers, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Deferred 5/10/19 OSU has requested 
that this survey process 
not be done through 
the system, but that 
OSU conduct the 
survey separately. No 
test conducted. 

 

Change request 
submitted CR005.  
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-MAN013-V01 Data User is able to view 
the remaining trip 
allowances for food 
trips. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have the ability to view the number of food trip 
allowances they have remaining. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN006-V01 to login to the R4B 
web portal and schedule a trip. 
●   Select food bank, food, or grocery from the "Drop-Off 
Address Category." 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   The number of remaining allowances should be viewable 
next to the address category selected. 

DATA 
Required fields: How Many 
Passengers?, Is Anyone In a 
Wheelchair, Select All That 
Apply, Will Any Children 
Need Safety Seats, Number 
of Child Safety Seats 
Needed, Child 1, Child 2 
etc., Pick-Up Address 
Category, Pick-Up Address, 
Drop-Off Address Category, 
Drop-Off Address, Schedule 
Type, Pick-Up Delay. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out, Book My 
Ride, Add Pick-Up 
Directions, Cancel Ride 
button, OK button. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-MAN014-V01 Availability User is able to view 
historical ride 
information 
(completed rides) 
on the account 
profile without an 
internet connection. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should be able to log into their account to view past trips 
taken.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   User opens R4B app on their smartphone and navigates to 
the profile section by selecting My Trips. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   User will receive an alert that she is offline and data will be 
refreshed with updated info once they are back online. 
●   User will be able to view past trips.  

DATA 
Historical trip data. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, navigation menu. 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Deferred 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

No historical 
information can be 
viewed when offline. 
Defect logged. 
DFT013. 
 
System does not store 
data on user’s mobile 
app for risk of 
presenting outdated 
information. To avoid 
user confusion, this is 
not planned on the 
roadmap. 
 
System Requirements 
(REQ) and design 
change logged CR004.  
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Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-MAP001-V01 Installation User able to 
download and 
install the R4B 
application from the 
Apple app store. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have ability to download the R4B app for free 
from the Apple app store. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   User click on the app store icon and open the app store 
app. 
●   Enter "Rides4Baby" to search for the R4B app. 
●   Identify the R4B app and click "GET" to install the R4B app 
on the Apple phone. 
●   User will be prompted to either enter their Apple ID 
password or Touch ID to install the app on the phone. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Find the app when searched in the app store. 
●   Successfully install the app on an Apple phone. 

DATA 
Requires existing Apple ID 
account (username, 
password, or biometric 
authorization). 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, get button, install 
action. 

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-MAP002-V01 Registration User is able to 
register for an 
account in order to 
access prenatal trip 
assistance through 
the R4B app on the 
Apple phone. 

DESCRIPTION 
To register for access, users must first acquire a unique 
member ID access code from the OSU research team. When 
the user is entered into the R4B system as a qualifying traveler, 
a unique member ID will be generated by the R4B system.  
 
The OSU research team will assist the user with registration by  
(a) providing a unique access code to the user,  
(b) providing app information to successfully download on their 
Apple phone and  
(c) answering any questions during registration. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Open R4B app and select FIRST TIME USER? to be 
directed to the registration form.  
●   Fill out each field on the form and click REGISTER. 
●   Upon successful registration, navigate to the login page and 
use the email and password specified to login to R4B portal. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   If all fields are filled out appropriately and the register button 
is clicked, the following workflows are initiated: 
     (a) confirmation message displayed on the screen to the 
user. 
     (b) confirmation email sent to the email provided during 
registration. 
     (c) account is created for the user by the system. 
●   If any of the fields are left blank, the register button will not 
activate (unable to click). 
●   If the passwords do not match, an error message will 
display to the user. 
●   If internet connection is lost during registration, a message 
box will pop "It appears that you have no internet connection. 
Please call 1-866-294-0065 for assistance." User will be 
required to click to close the pop-up. 

DATA 
Required fields: Member ID, 
First Name, Last Name, 
Email, Password, Confirm 
Password. 
Optional fields: None. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, register action. 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Unable to see 
password 
requirements. Defect 
logged DFT001. 

 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR006.  

 

DFT001 Closed. 
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Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-MAP003-V01 Account 
Management 

User is able to reset 
account password 
from her Apple 
phone. 

DESCRIPTION 
User should have the ability to reset the password for the 
account.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Open R4B app on an Apple phone and attempt to login 
using invalid credentials:  
●   Select FORGOT PASSWORD? and enter the account 
email address when prompted. Select RESET. An email will be 
sent to the entered email address. 
●   Click the link within the email to be redirected to a web 
page. Enter the new password and select UPDATE 
PASSWORD.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Entering invalid credentials in step 1 will display a message 
to the user "There was a problem logging you in: invalid 
combination of email/password." 
●   When an email is entered in step 2, a message is displayed 
to the user: "A reset password link has been sent to your 
email." User should receive an email shortly thereafter 
informing that a password reset was requested with a hyperlink 
to set new password. Upon clicking the link and successfully 
setting new password, a message is displayed to the user: 
"Password changed. You can login now." The page also 
provides a LOGIN button that directs users to the login page. 
●   If an incorrect email is entered in the second step, a 
message will display to the user: "Unknown email. Please call 
1-866-294-0065." 
●   If the new passwords do not match, an error message will 
display to the user.  

DATA 
Email, Password, Confirm 
Password, Remember Me. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, Forgot 
Password? action, Reset 
action, Login action. 
  

Test Leader, 
MCO 
Provider, 
Travelers, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Unable to see 
password 
requirements. Defect 
logged DFT001. 

 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR006.  

 

DFT001 Closed. 
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Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-MAP004-V01 Profile 
Management 

User is able to view, 
update, and remove 
information on the 
account and those 
changes are 
successfully stored 
in the database.  

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have the ability to update profile information using 
an Apple phone.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B app on an Apple phone. 
●   Click the three lines (menu) on the top of the screen and 
click "My Trips." 
●   Click the pen icon to enter into edit profile mode. 
●   Update all fields in the user profile and click EDIT RIDER to 
save the changes. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   When profile fields are updated and all fields are 
successfully saved, a pop-up message will show at the bottom 
of the screen saying "User updated successfully." 
●   When profile fields are updated and all fields are 
successfully saved, the user should be able to see the updated 
profile information on the home page. 
●   If any of the fields are left empty, the user will not be able to 
click EDIT RIDER action button. 

DATA 
Required fields: First Name, 
Last Name, Phone, 
Address, Date of Birth, 
Email, Notification 
Preference. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, Cancel, and Edit 
Rider buttons. 
 
 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

There may be a field 
mislabeled. Defect 
logged DFT007. 

 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR007. 
 
No feedback option 
available in menu. 
Defect logged DFT010.  

 

Feedback function is 
only available after test 
completion. Function 
verified and tested 
successfully.  

 

DFT007, DFT010 
Closed.   
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Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-MAP005-V01 Scheduling User is able to 
schedule an on-
demand ride 
through the Apple 
phone app. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have ability to schedule an on-demand ride using 
the Apple phone app.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B app on Apple phone. 
●   Enter no. of passengers under "How Many Passengers?" 
filed from the dropdown.  
●   If the user or person accompanying the user is in a 
wheelchair, choose Yes or No from the dropdown and click 
OK.  
●   If selected Yes, "Select All That Apply" will appear and the 
user need to select from the dropdown menu (I have my own 
wheelchair, I can transfer from the wheelchair to the car, my 
wheelchair can fold up and fit in a car truck). All three options 
must be checked to book a ride. If all the options are not 
selected, an error message "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 
for assistance with this request." will be displayed on the 
screen.  
●   If selected No, follow the next steps to book a ride. 
●   If more than 1 passenger is selected under "How Many 
Passengers?" field, "Will Any Children Need Safety Seats" field 
will appear and need to be filled in. Select 'Yes' or 'No' and click 
OK.  
●   If selected 'Yes' for the above step, "Number of Child Safety 
Seats Needed" field will appear and need to be filled in to book 
a ride. 
●   For each child, user needs to check if they need a "Front-
Facing Seat," "Rear-Facing Seat" or a "Booster Seat" and click 
OK. 
●   Enter the "Pick-Up Address Category" from the dropdown 
menu. 
●   Enter the "Pick-Up Address." 
●   Enter the "Drop-Off Address Category" from the dropdown 
menu. 
●   Enter the "Drop-Off address.” 
●   Under "Schedule Type" from the dropdown, choose 
Immediately for the on-demand ride. 
●    Enter the "Pick-Up Delay" time  from the dropdown (20 
minutes, 40 minutes, 60 minutes, ASAP). 
●   Click “Add Pick-Up Directions” to enter any additional 
directions for the driver. 
●   After all fields are filled out, enter "Book My Ride." 
●   A screen with the ride details (pick-up address, drop-off 
address and estimated arrival at destination) will pop-up. Click 
OK. 
●   For any changes in the ride, hit "CANCEL RIDE" and start 
the procedure from step 1 to book a ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   When all the fields are all entered, the user should be able 
to successfully book an on-demand ride.  
●   When user does not select all the options for wheelchair 
under "Select All That Apply," an error message will pop-up on 
the screen "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 for assistance with 

DATA 
Required fields: How Many 
Passengers?, Is Anyone In a 
Wheelchair, Select All That 
Apply, Will Any Children 
Need Safety Seats, Number 
of Child Safety Seats 
Needed, Child 1, Child 2 
etc., Pick-Up Address 
Category, Pick-Up Address, 
Drop-Off Address Category, 
Drop-Off Address, Schedule 
Type, Pick-Up Delay. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out, Book My 
Ride, Add Pick-Up 
Directions, Cancel Ride 
button, OK button. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Unable to make 
changes to 
prescheduled trips (per 
requirements). Defect 
logged DFT002. 

Users are still able to 
“make changes” to a 
trip, however, it may 
not be through an “edit 
trip button” like one 
might expect, rather 
through a cancel-and-
reschedule process. 
The development team 
offered that it’s easier 
for the software to track 
and maintain data 
integrity this way and 
project team agrees. A 
change request to the 
system design has 
been logged CR001. 
Unable to add stop to a 
trip. Defect logged 
DFT011.  

To maintain data 
integrity, a system 
design change request 
was submitted to allow 
users to cancel and 
reschedule a ride. 
CR002 logged. 
 
Scheduling only 
available in 15-minute 
increments. May need 
more granularity. 
Defect logged DFT012. 

 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR008.  

 

Scenario retested with 
approved design 
changes and passed.  

 

DFT002, DFT011, 
DFT012 – All Closed.   
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this request." and the user will need to call the customer care to 
book a ride. 
●   User should receive a confirmation about the schedules ride 
if scheduled by "Pick-Up Time" or by "Appointment Time" either 
by text message or by automated voice call based on the 
preferences chosen by the user.  
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Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-MAP006-V01 Scheduling User is able to 
schedule a ride for 
a future time (e.g., 
doctor’s 
appointment time) 
through the Apple 
phone app. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have ability to schedule a ride for a future time 
(e.g. based on the doctor's appointment) using the Apple 
phone app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B app on an Apple phone. 
●   Enter no. of passengers under "How Many Passengers?" 
filed from the dropdown.  
●   If the user or person accompanying the user is in a 
wheelchair, choose Yes or No from the dropdown and click 
OK.  
●   If selected Yes, "Select All That Apply" will appear and the 
user need to select from the dropdown menu (I have my own 
wheelchair, I can transfer from the wheelchair to the car, my 
wheelchair can fold up and fit in a car truck). All three options 
must be checked to book a ride. If all the options are not 
selected, an error message "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 
for assistance with this request." will be displayed on the 
screen.  
●   If selected No, follow the next steps to book a ride. 
●   If more than one passenger is selected under "How Many 
Passengers?" field, "Will Any Children Need Safety Seats" field 
will appear and need to be filled in. Select 'Yes' or 'No' and click 
OK.  
●   If selected 'Yes' for the above step, "Number of Child Safety 
Seats Needed" field will appear and need to be filled in to book 
a ride.  
●   For each child, user needs to check if they need a "Front-
Facing Seat," "Rear-Facing Seat" or a "Booster Seat" and click 
OK. 
●   Enter the "Pick-Up Address Category" from the dropdown 
menu. 
●   Enter the "Pick-Up Address." 
●   Enter the "Drop-Off Address Category" from the dropdown 
menu. 
●   Enter the "Drop-Off address.” 
●    Under "Schedule Type" from the dropdown, choose "By 
Appointment Time" or "By Pick-Up Time" to schedule a ride for 
a future time. 
●    Enter Pick-Up Date and Enter Pick-Up Time (Hour, 
Minutes, Period).  
●    Click “Add Pick-Up Directions” to enter any additional 
directions for the driver. 

●   After all fields are filled out, enter "Book My Ride." 
●   A screen with the ride details (pick-up address, drop-off 
address and estimated arrival at destination) will pop-up. Click 
OK. 
●   For any changes in the ride, hit "CANCEL RIDE" and start 
the procedure from the beginning to book a ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   When all the fields are all entered, the user should be able 
to successfully book a ride for the future time.  
●   When user does not select all the options for wheelchair 

DATA 
Required fields: How Many 
Passengers?, Is Anyone In a 
Wheelchair, Select All That 
Apply, Will Any Children 
Need Safety Seats, Number 
of Child Safety Seats 
Needed, Child 1, Child 2 
etc., Pick-Up Address 
Category, Pick-Up Address, 
Drop-Off Address Category, 
Drop-Off Address, Schedule 
Type, Pick-Up Delay. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out, Book My 
Ride, Add Pick-Up 
Directions, Cancel Ride 
button, OK button. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers, 
Transportation 
Stakeholders. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Did not receive an SMS 
confirmation for 
booking trip in advance. 
Defect logged DFT003. 

Software was updated. 
DFT003 Closed. 
 
Can only schedule a 
ride 14-days in 
advance (not 30). 
Defect logged DFT006. 

Software was updated. 
DFT006 Closed,  

 
Unable to add stop to a 
trip. Defect logged 
DFT011.  

To maintain data 
integrity, a system 
design change request 
was submitted to allow 
users to cancel and 
reschedule a ride. 
CR002 logged. 

 
Scheduling only 
available in 15-minute 
increments. May need 
more granularity. 
Defect logged DFT012. 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR008.  

 

Scenario retested with 
approved design 
changes, updated 
software, and scenario 
passed successfully.  

 

DFT011, DFT012 
Closed   
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under "Select All That Apply," an error message will pop-up on 
the screen "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 for assistance with 
this request." and the user will need to call the customer care to 
book a ride. 
●   User should receive a confirmation about the schedules ride 
if scheduled by "Pick-Up Time" or by "Appointment Time" either 
by text message or by automated voice call based on the 
preferences chosen by the user.  

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-MAP007-V01 System 
Accessibility 

User is able to 
select an accessory 
to be included in the 
ride (wheelchair, 
car seat, etc.) when 
scheduling for an 
on-demand or ride 
for the future time 
through the Apple 
phone app. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have ability to have the option of selecting the 
wheelchair and car seat options when scheduling for both on-
demand and for a future time (e.g. based on the doctor's 
appointment) using the Apple phone app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   When user goes through the steps listed under PTA-
MAP005-V01 or PTA-MAP006-V01 test cases to book a ride, 
user will also have the ability to select wheelchair and car seat 
options. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   When all the fields are all entered, the user should be able 
to successfully book a ride for the future time.  
●   When user does not select all the options for wheelchair 
under "Select All That Apply," an error message will pop-up on 
the screen "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 for assistance with 
this request." and the user will need to call the customer care to 
book a ride. 

DATA 
Required fields: How Many 
Passengers?, Is Anyone In a 
Wheelchair, Select All That 
Apply, Will Any Children 
Need Safety Seats, Number 
of Child Safety Seats 
Needed, Child 1, Child 2 
etc., Pick-Up Address 
Category, Pick-Up Address, 
Drop-Off Address Category, 
Drop-Off Address, Schedule 
Type, Pick-Up Delay. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out, Book My 
Ride, Add Pick-Up 
Directions. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers, 
Transportation 
Stakeholders. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-MAP008-V01 Scheduling User is able to 
cancel a ride that is 
scheduled through 
the Apple phone 
app. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have ability to cancel a scheduled ride using the 
Apple phone app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B app on Apple phone. 
●   Click the three lines (menu) on the top of the screen and 
click "My Trips." 
●   A list of scheduled rides will appear on the screen. 
●   Click on the three lines that appear to the right side of the 
scheduled ride box and click Cancel to cancel the ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   User when logged in to the account, should be able to see 
the list of schedule rides and be able to cancel the rides. 
●   User will not be able to cancel the ride after the schedule 
ride has arrived. 

DATA 
Trip data 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, User Profile 
Information, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 
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Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-MAP009-V01 Notification User receives a 
SMS notification of 
scheduled ride 24 
hours in advance. 

DESCRIPTION 
User receives SMS notification to confirm the appointment 24 
hours in advance of the scheduled ride. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   After user goes through the steps listed under PTA-
WEB006-V01 test case to schedule a ride and is more than 24 
hours in advance, the user will receive a call or text message 
asking to confirm the appointment. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●  User should receive a text message or call 24 hours before 
the appointment based on the preferences chosen by the user. 
●  If the user misses the first call or text message, another 
confirmation request will be sent one hour later. If the user 
misses that one too, another confirmation request will be sent 
one hour later. If the ride is not confirmed by the user during the 
three calls or text messages, the ride will be canceled. 
● If the scheduled ride is less than 24 hours in advance, the 
user will receive only one notification one hour before the ride 
which will also include the driver vehicle information. 

DATA 
SMS text message. 
 
WEB 
N/A. 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-MAP010-V01 Alerts User receives a 
SMS notification 
with vehicle and 
driver information. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should receive a text about the driver vehicle information 
before the ride. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   After user goes through the steps listed under PTA-
MAP006-V01 test case to schedule a ride, the user will receive 
a notification with the driver vehicle information as soon as a 
driver is matched with the user. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●  If the scheduled ride is less than 24 hours in advance, the 
user will receive only one notification one hour before the ride 
which will also include the driver vehicle information. 
●  If the scheduled ride is more than 24 hours in advance, the 
user will receive a notification with the driver vehicle information 
as soon as the user is matched up with a driver. 

DATA 
SMS text message. 
 
WEB 
N/A. 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 
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Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-MAP011-V01 Ratings User receives a 
SMS text 
notification with a 
request to submit a 
rating on their ride 
experience. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should receive a text message prompting to submit a 
rating for the ride experience. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   User will receive the below text message after the user 
completes the ride. 
On a scale of 1 to 5, overall how satisfied were you with your 
R4B ride today?  
        5   Very satisfied 
        4   Somewhat satisfied 
        3   Neither satisfied or dissatisfied 
        2   Somewhat dissatisfied 
        1   Very dissatisfied 
●   User reply to the text based on their ride experience. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   User will receive a text to the registered phone number, 
prompting user to rate the ride experience. 
●   User should be able to reply via SMS text with a numerical 
value between 1 and 5. 

●   The R4B system receives the rating response and saves 
the data, linking to the appropriate user account, for the correct 
ride taken.  

DATA 
SMS message. 
 
WEB 
N/A. 

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-MAP012-V01 Survey User is sent survey 
every 30 days to 
provide feedback 
about recent 
transportation 
experiences. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users will be encouraged to provide feedback on recent 
transportation experiences which could include R4B service. 
The system will send feedback request notification every 30 
days.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   User will receive an email with a link to complete a 
satisfaction survey. 
●   User clicks the link and is directed to the app to input and 
submit text-based feedback on the experience with the R4B 
service. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   User will receive an email invitation to complete a 
satisfaction survey. 
●   Once the survey is completed and submitted, a message 
will be displayed thanking the user for the feedback. 

DATA 
Star rating widget. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Deferred 5/10/19 OSU has requested 
that this survey process 
not be done through 
the system, but that 
OSU conduct the 
survey separately. No 
test conducted. 

 

Change request 
submitted CR005.  
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Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-MAP013-V01 Data User is able to view 
the remaining trip 
allowances for food 
trips. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have the ability to view the number of food trip 
allowances they have remaining. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP006-V01 to login to the R4B 
web portal and schedule a trip. 
●   Select food bank, food, or grocery from the "Drop-Off 
Address Category." 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   The number of remaining allowances should be viewable 
next to the address category selected. 

DATA 
Required fields: How Many 
Passengers?, Is Anyone In a 
Wheelchair, Select All That 
Apply, Will Any Children 
Need Safety Seats, Number 
of Child Safety Seats 
Needed, Child 1, Child 2 
etc., Pick-Up Address 
Category, Pick-Up Address, 
Drop-Off Address Category, 
Drop-Off Address, Schedule 
Type, Pick-Up Delay. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out, Book My 
Ride, Add Pick-Up 
Directions, Cancel Ride 
button, OK button. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-MAP014-V01 Availability User is able to view 
historical ride 
information 
(completed rides) 
on the account 
profile without an 
internet connection. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should be able to log into their account to view past trips 
taken.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   User opens R4B app on their smartphone and navigates to 
the profile section by selecting “My Trips.” 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   User will receive an alert that she is offline and data will be 
refreshed with updated info once back online. 
●   User will be able to view past trips.  

DATA 
Historical trip data. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, submit action. 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Deferred  5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

No historical 
information can be 
viewed when offline. 
Defect logged. 
DFT013. 
 
System does not store 
data on user’s mobile 
app for risk of 
presenting outdated 
information. To avoid 
user confusion, this is 
not planned on the 
roadmap. 
 
System REQ and 
design change logged 
CR004.  
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Operations, 
Maintenance, 
Administration 

PTA-OMA001-V01 Administrator 
Access 

Ability to login and 
access the portal 
with administrator 
privileges. 

DESCRIPTION 
Administrator should be able to login and have administrator 
privileges to the R4B web portal.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B web portal: 
https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org  
●   Administrator should have privileges to see the list of rides 
on the home screen. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to click the "NEW 
RIDER" button at the bottom of the screen and add new rider to 
the R4B system. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to click "NEW RIDE" 
icon or Click "Schedule Ride" on the left-hand side of the 
screen to add new ride for any riders in the R4B system. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to edit and update the 
rider information. 
●   To edit the rider's profile information, click on the rider's 
name and then click on the pen icon to enter the edit mode to 
update the profile information. Click "EDIT RIDER" to save the 
information. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to cancel the 
scheduled rides. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Administrator should have privileges to enter new riders to 
the system, edit their profile information, schedule rides, delete 
scheduled rides through the web portal. 

DATA 
User's Name. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, navigation menu, 
Search, Log Out, New Rider 
action, Schedule Ride 
action, View Riders action, 
Help & FAQ action. 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Select rider software 
development kit (SDK) 
has Kaizen Health 
logo, not R4B. Defect 
logged DFT004. 

 

Corrections were made 
by the development 
team and the capability 
was re-tested and 
passed. 

DFT004 Resolved. 

https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/
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Operations, 
Maintenance, 
Administration 

PTA-OMA002-V01 Administrator 
Access 

Ability to login and 
access the app with 
administrator 
privileges on both 
Apple and Android 
phones. 

DESCRIPTION 
Administrator should be able to login and have administrator 
privileges to the R4B app on Apple and Android phones. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login R4B on the Apple or Android phone. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to see the list of rides 
on the home screen. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to click the "NEW 
RIDER" button at the bottom of the screen and add new rider to 
the R4B system. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to click three lines on 
top of the screen and click "Schedule Ride" to add new ride for 
any riders in the R4B system. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to edit and update the 
rider information. 
●   To edit the rider's profile information, click on the rider's 
name and then click on the pen icon to enter the edit mode to 
update the profile information. Click "EDIT RIDER" to save the 
information. 
●   Administrator should have privileges to cancel the 
scheduled rides. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Administrator should have privileges to enter new riders to 
the system, edit their profile information, schedule rides, delete 
scheduled rides through the Apple and Android apps. 

DATA 
User's Name. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, navigation menu, 
Search, Log Out, New Rider 
action, Schedule Ride 
action, View Riders action, 
Help & FAQ action. 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Select rider SDK has 
Kaizen Health logo, not 
R4B. Defect logged 
DFT004. 
 
Timeouts experienced. 
Unable to log back in. 
Defect logged DFT005. 

 

Corrections were made 
by the development 
team and the capability 
was re-tested and 
passed. 

 

DFT004, DFT005 
Resolved. 

Operations, 
Maintenance, 
Administration 

PTA-OMA003-V01 Administrator 
Registration 

Ability for the 
administrator to 
register qualified 
applicants into the 
R4B system using 
the web portal. 

DESCRIPTION 
Administrator should have the ability to register qualified 
applicants into the R4B system via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B web portal: 
https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org  
●   Click "NEW RIDER" on the bottom of the home page. 
●   Enter all fields and click "CREATE RIDER." 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   If any of the fields are left blank, the Create Rider button will 
not activate (unable to click). 
●   If internet connection is lost while adding a rider to the 
system, a message box will pop "It appears that you have no 
internet connection. Please call 1-866-294-0065 for 
assistance." Administrator will be required to click to close the 
pop-up. 

DATA 
Required fields: Healthcare 
Provider, First Name, Last 
Name, Phone, Address, 
Date of Birth, Notification 
Preference. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, Administrator's 
name, Schedule Ride, View 
Riders, Help & FAQ, Log 
Out, New Rider, Cancel, and 
Create Rider buttons. 

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Select rider SDK has 
Kaizen Health logo, not 
R4B. Defect logged 
DFT004. 

 

Corrections were made 
by the development 
team and the capability 
was re-tested and 
passed. 

 

DFT004 Resolved. 

https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/
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Operations, 
Maintenance, 
Administration 

PTA-OMA004-V01 Administrator 
Registration 

Ability for the 
administrator to 
register qualified 
applicants into the 
R4B system using 
Apple or Android 
R4B app. 

DESCRIPTION 
Administrator should have the ability to register qualified 
applicants into the R4B for Apple and Android mobile apps. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B web portal: 
https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org  
●   Click "NEW RIDER" on the bottom of the home page. 
●   Enter all fields and click "CREATE RIDER." 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●    Once all the fields are entered and Create Rider button is 
clicked, the list of riders on the home page should be updated 
with the new rider information. 
●   If any of the fields are left blank, the Create Rider button will 
not activate (unable to click). 
●   If internet connection is lost while adding a rider to the 
system, a message box will pop "It appears that you have no 
internet connection. Please call 1-866-294-0065 for 
assistance." Administrator will be required to click to close the 
pop-up. 

DATA 
Required fields: Healthcare 
Provider, First Name, Last 
Name, Phone, Address, 
Date of Birth, Notification 
Preference. 
 
WEB Cancel and Create 
Rider buttons. 

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Select rider SDK has 
Kaizen Health logo, not 
R4B. Defect logged 
DFT004. 

 

Corrections were made 
by the development 
team and the capability 
was re-tested and 
passed. 

 

DFT004 Resolved.  

Operations, 
Maintenance, 
Administration 

PTA-OMA005-V01 Reporting Confirm the data 
reported between 
systems is current, 
correct, and 
complete between 
R4B platform 
(WEB, MAP, MAN) 
and OSU. 

DESCRIPTION 
The integrity of the data captured and stored in two different 
systems (MCO and R4B) needs to remain consistent and 
correct (high fidelity). This can be confirmed by pulling reports 
from each system and comparing the results.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Testers are to establish parameters for reporting for both 
systems (fields to display, begin and end dates of report, any 
other qualifiers (for ex. new registrants only between two dates 
or all users, etc.) 
●   Retrieve report from R4B, login to the R4B administrator 
portal with an administrative account: 
https://app.kaizenhealth.org  
●   Select ANALYTICS and enter the agreed upon query 
variables. 
●   Review and compare results with OSU report generated. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Once all query fields are entered and VIEW REPORT 
button is clicked, resulting data should populate on the screen. 
●   When compared, both reports reflect the exact same data. 

DATA 
Query fields: quick date filter, 
filter by date range, hospital 
group. 

 
Data table: ID, status, user 
name/id, pick-up location, 
dispatch, pick-up, drop-off 
location, drop-off, cost. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, navigation menu 
(dashboard, administrator, 
users, addresses, analytics, 
(user name)), export (csv, 
xls) action, visualization 
charts, data table, number of 
records to display action, 
search action, view on map 
action. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/
https://app.kaizenhealth.org/
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Operations, 
Maintenance, 
Administration 

PTA-OMA006-V01 Data Confirm the agreed 
upon data housed 
within the R4B 
system is captured 
and recorded in the 
Operating System. 

DESCRIPTION 
R4B will log historical data into the Operating System, which 
will be used by PTA stakeholders for performance measures.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Testers work with the Operating System team and confirm 
the data elements and attributes are viewable within the 
Operating System.  
●   For R4B side, retrieve a report from R4B following test case 
procedure PTA-OMA006-V01. 
●   Review and compare results with the data the Operating 
System administrator retrieved. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   When compared, both data sets reflect the exact same 
data. 

DATA 
Operating System: Member 
ID, Ride ID, Ride Created 
Date, Ride Created Time, 
Ride Status (cancelation 
reason is not collected), 
Scheduled Pick-up Date, 
Scheduled Pick-up Time, 
Actual Pick-up Date, Actual 
Pick-up Time, Pick-up 
location type, Pick-up 
Address (no street address - 
only city, state, ZIP code for 
all addresses), Intended 
Drop-off Date, Intended 
Drop-off Time, Intended 
Drop-off Address, Actual 
Drop-off Date, Actual Drop-
off time, Actual Drop-off 
type, Added stop, Type of 
added stop, Transportation 
Provider, Vehicle, Additional 
Passenger in your party, 
Additional Passenger 
outside your party, Child 
seat, ADA request, Cost of 
trip, Ride Rating. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, navigation menu 
(dashboard, administrator, 
users, addresses, analytics, 
(user name)), export (csv, 
xls) action, visualization 
charts, data table, number of 
records to display action, 
search action, view on map 
action. 

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 
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Web Portal PTA-WEB001-V01 Registration User is able to 
register for an 
account in order to 
access prenatal trip 
assistance through 
the R4B web portal. 

DESCRIPTION 
To register for access, users must first acquire a unique 
member ID access code from the OSU research team. When 
the user is entered into the R4B system as a qualifying traveler, 
a unique member ID will be generated by the R4B system.  
 
The OSU research team will assist the user with registration by  
(a) providing a unique access code to the user,  
(b) providing URL to the R4B web portal and  
(c) answering any questions during registration. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Navigate to the R4B home page URL: 
https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org and select FIRST TIME 
USER? to be directed to the registration form.  
●   Fill out each field on the form and click REGISTER. 
●   Upon successful registration, navigate to the login page and 
use the email and password specified to login to R4B portal. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   If all fields are filled out appropriately and the register button 
is clicked, the following workflows are initiated: 
     (a) confirmation message displayed on the screen to the 
user. 
     (b) confirmation email sent to the email provided during 
registration. 
     (c) account is created for the user by the system. 
●   If any of the fields are left blank, the register button will not 
activate (unable to click). 
●   If the passwords do not match, an error message will 
display to the user. 
●   If internet connection is lost during registration, a message 
box will pop "It appears that you have no internet connection. 
Please call 1-866-294-0065 for assistance." User will be 
required to click to close the pop-up. 

DATA 
Required fields: Member ID, 
First Name, Last Name, 
Email, Password, Confirm 
Password. 
Optional fields: None. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, Register action. 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Unable to see 
password 
requirements. Defect 
logged DFT001. 

 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR006.  

 

DFT001 Closed. 

Web Portal PTA-WEB002-V01 Registration Detect and prevent 
unauthorized 
registrants from 
creating an account 
to access R4B on 
the web portal. 

DESCRIPTION 
Without an access code, users are unable to register for an 
account. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Navigate to the registration URL: 
https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/#/register and attempt to 
register with an invalid access code (medical ID). 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   If the medical ID field is left blank, the REGISTER button will 
not activate (unable to click). 
●   If an invalid code is entered into the medical ID field, an 
error will display to the user: "There was an error registering 
your account: We couldn't find that member ID, Please call 1-
866-294-0065." 

DATA 
Required fields: Member ID, 
First Name, Last Name, 
Email, Password, Confirm 
Password 
Optional fields: None. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, Register action. 
  

Test Leader, 
Traveler. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/
https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/#/register
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Web Portal PTA-WEB003-V01 Account 
Management 

User is able to reset 
account password 
using the web 
portal. 

DESCRIPTION 
User should have the ability to reset the password for the 
account.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Navigate to the R4B home page URL: 
https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org and attempt to login using 
invalid credentials:  
●   Select FORGOT PASSWORD? and enter the account 
email address when prompted. Select RESET. An email will be 
sent to the entered email address. 
●   Click the link within the email to be redirected to a web 
page. Enter the new password and select UPDATE 
PASSWORD.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Entering invalid credentials in step 1 will display a message 
to the user "There was a problem logging you in: invalid 
combination of email/password." 
●   When an email is entered in step 2, a message is displayed 
to the user: "A reset password link has been sent to your 
email." User should receive an email shortly thereafter 
informing that a password reset was requested with a hyperlink 
to set new password. Upon clicking the link and successfully 
setting new password, a message is displayed to the user: 
"Password changed. You can login now." The page also 
provides a LOGIN button that directs users to the login page. 
●   If an incorrect email is entered in the second step, a 
message will display to the user: "Unknown email. Please call 
1-866-294-0065." 
●   If the new passwords do not match, an error message will 
display to the user.  

DATA 
Email, Password, Confirm 
Password, Remember Me. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, Forgot 
Password? action, Reset 
action, Login action. 
  

Test Leader, 
MCO 
Provider, 
Travelers, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Unable to see 
password 
requirements. Defect 
logged DFT001. 

 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR006.  

 

DFT001 Closed. 

https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/
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Web Portal PTA-WEB004-V01 Profile 
Management 

User is able to view, 
update and remove 
information on the 
account and those 
changes are 
successfully stored 
in the database.  

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have the ability to update information on their 
profile.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B web portal: 
https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org.  
●   Click the "My Trips" button on the left-hand side of the 
screen. 
●   Click the pen icon to enter into edit profile mode. 
●   Update all fields in the user profile and click EDIT RIDER to 
save the changes. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   When profile fields are updated and all fields are 
successfully saved, a pop-up message will show at the bottom 
of the screen saying "User updated successfully." 
●   When profile fields are updated and all fields are 
successfully saved, the user should be able to see the updated 
profile information on the home page. 
●   If any of the fields are left empty, the user will not be able to 
click EDIT RIDER action button. 

DATA 
Required fields: First Name, 
Last Name, Phone, 
Address, Date of Birth, 
Email, Notification 
Preference. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, Cancel, and Edit 
Rider buttons. 
 
 
  

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

There may be a field 
mislabeled. Defect 
logged DFT007. 

 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR007. 
 
No feedback option 
available in menu. 
Defect logged DFT010.  

 

Feedback function is 
only available after test 
completion. Function 
verified and tested 
successfully.  

 

DFT007, DFT010 
Closed.   

https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/
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Web Portal PTA-WEB005-V01 Scheduling User is able to 
schedule an on-
demand ride 
through the web 
portal. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have ability to schedule an on-demand ride using 
the web portal.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B web portal: 
https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org.  
●   Enter no. of passengers under "How Many Passengers?" 
filled from the dropdown.  
●   If the user or person accompanying the user is in a 
wheelchair, choose Yes or No from the dropdown and click 
OK.  
●   If selected Yes, "Select All That Apply" will appear and the 
user need to select from the dropdown menu (I have my own 
wheelchair, I can transfer from the wheelchair to the car, my 
wheelchair can fold up and fit in a car truck). All three options 
must be checked to book a ride. If all the options are not 
selected, an error message "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 
for assistance with this request." will be displayed on the 
screen.  
●   If selected No, follow the next steps to book a ride. 
●   If more than one passenger is selected under "How Many 
Passengers?" field, "Will Any Children Need Safety Seats" field 
will appear and need to be filled in. Select 'Yes' or 'No' and click 
OK.  
●   If selected 'Yes' for the above step, "Number of Child Safety 
Seats Needed" field will appear and need to be filled in to book 
a ride. 
●   For each child, user needs to check if they need a "Front-
Facing Seat," "Rear-Facing Seat" or a "Booster Seat" and click 
OK. 
●   Enter the "Pick-Up Address Category" from the dropdown 
menu. 
●   Enter the "Pick-Up Address." 
●   Enter the "Drop-Off Address Category" from the dropdown 
menu. 
●   Enter the "Drop-Off Address.” 
●   Under "Schedule Type" from the dropdown, choose 
Immediately for the on-demand ride. 
●   Enter the "Pick-Up Delay" time from the dropdown (20 
minutes, 40 minutes, 60 minutes, ASAP). 
●   Click “Add Pick-Up Directions” to enter any additional 
directions for the driver. 
●   After all fields are filled out, enter "Book My Ride." 
●   A screen with the ride details (pick-up address, drop-off 
address and estimated arrival at destination) will pop-up. Click 
OK. 
●   For any changes in the ride, hit "CANCEL RIDE" and start 
the procedure from step 1 to book a ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   When all the fields are all entered, the user should be able 
to successfully book an on-demand ride.  
●   When user does not select all the options for wheelchair 
under "Select All That Apply," an error message will pop-up on 

DATA 
Required fields: How Many 
Passengers?, Is Anyone In a 
Wheelchair, Select All That 
Apply, Will Any Children 
Need Safety Seats, Number 
of Child Safety Seats 
Needed, Child 1, Child 2 
etc., Pick-Up Address 
Category, Pick-Up Address, 
Drop-Off Address Category, 
Drop-Off Address, Schedule 
Type, Pick-Up Delay. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out, Embedded 
Google Maps in the 
background, Book My Ride, 
Add Pick-Up Directions, 
Cancel Ride button, OK 
button. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Unable to make 
changes to 
prescheduled trips (per 
requirements). Defect 
logged DFT002. 

Users are still able to 
“make changes” to a 
trip, however, it may 
not be through an “edit 
trip button” like one 
might expect, rather 
through a cancel-and-
reschedule process. 
The development team 
offered that it’s easier 
for the software to track 
and maintain data 
integrity this way and 
project team agrees. A 
change request to the 
system design has 
been logged CR001. 
Unable to add stop to a 
trip. Defect logged 
DFT011. 

  

To maintain data 
integrity, a system 
design change request 
was submitted to allow 
users to cancel and 
reschedule a ride. 
CR002 logged. 
 
Scheduling only 
available in 15-minute 
increments. May need 
more granularity. 
Defect logged DFT012. 

 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR008.  

 

Scenario retested with 
approved design 
changes and passed.  

 

DFT002, DFT011, 
DFT012 – All Closed.   

https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/
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the screen "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 for assistance with 
this request." and the user will need to call the customer care to 
book a ride. 
●   User should receive a confirmation about the schedules ride 
if scheduled by "Pick-Up Time" or by "Appointment Time" either 
by text message or by automated voice call based on the 
preferences chosen by the user.  
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Web Portal PTA-WEB006-V01 Scheduling User is able to 
schedule a ride for 
a future time (e.g., 
doctor’s 
appointment time) 
through the web 
portal. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have ability to schedule a ride for a future time 
(e.g. based on the doctor's appointment) using the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B web portal: 
https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org.  
●   Enter no. of passengers under "How Many Passengers?" 
filled from the dropdown.  
●   If the user or person accompanying the user is in a 
wheelchair, choose Yes or No from the dropdown and click 
OK.  
●   If selected Yes, "Select All That Apply" will appear and the 
user need to select from the dropdown menu (I have my own 
wheelchair, I can transfer from the wheelchair to the car, my 
wheelchair can fold up and fit in a car truck). All three options 
must be checked to book a ride. If all the options are not 
selected, an error message "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 
for assistance with this request." will be displayed on the 
screen.  
●   If selected No, follow the next steps to book a ride. 
●   If more than one passenger is selected under "How Many 
Passengers?" field, "Will Any Children Need Safety Seats" field 
will appear and need to be filled in. Select 'Yes' or 'No' and click 
OK.  
●   If selected 'Yes' for the above step, "Number of Child Safety 
Seats Needed" field will appear and need to be filled in to book 
a ride.  
●   For each child, user needs to check if they need a "Front-
Facing Seat," "Rear-Facing Seat" or a "Booster Seat" and click 
OK. 
●   Enter the "Pick-Up Address Category" from the dropdown 
menu. 
●   Enter the "Pick-Up Address." 
●   Enter the "Drop-Off Address Category" from the dropdown 
menu. 
●   Enter the "Drop-Off address.” 
●    Under "Schedule Type" from the dropdown, choose "By 
Appointment Time" or "By Pick-Up Time" to schedule a ride for 
a future time. 
●    Enter Pick-Up Date and Enter Pick-Up Time (Hour, 
Minutes, Period).  
●    Click “Add Pick-Up Directions” to enter any additional 
directions for the driver. 

●   After all fields are filled out, enter "Book My Ride." 
●   A screen with the ride details (pick-up address, drop-off 
address and estimated arrival at destination) will pop-up. Click 
OK. 
●   For any changes in the ride, hit "CANCEL RIDE" and start 
the procedure from step 1 to book a ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   When all the fields are all entered, the user should be able 
to successfully book a ride for the future time.  
●   When user does not select all the options for wheelchair 

DATA 
Required fields: How Many 
Passengers?, Is Anyone In a 
Wheelchair, Select All That 
Apply, Will Any Children 
Need Safety Seats, Number 
of Child Safety Seats 
Needed, Child 1, Child 2 
etc., Pick-Up Address 
Category, Pick-Up Address, 
Drop-Off Address Category, 
Drop-Off Address, Schedule 
Type, Pick-Up Delay. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out, Embedded 
Google Maps in the 
background, Book My Ride, 
Add Pick-Up Directions, 
Cancel Ride button, OK 
button. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers, 
Transportation 
Stakeholders. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

Did not receive an SMS 
confirmation for 
booking trip in advance. 
Defect logged DFT003. 

Software was updated. 
DFT003 Closed. 
 
Can only schedule a 
ride 14 days in 
advance (not 30). 
Defect logged DFT006. 

Software was updated. 
DFT006 Closed,  

 
Unable to add stop to a 
trip. Defect logged 
DFT011.  

To maintain data 
integrity, a system 
design change request 
was submitted to allow 
users to cancel and 
reschedule a ride. 
CR002 logged. 

 
Scheduling only 
available in 15-minute 
increments. May need 
more granularity. 
Defect logged DFT012. 

Suggestion received 
and change request to 
make an enhancement 
to the system was 
submitted CR008.  

 

Scenario retested with 
approved design 
changes, updated 
software, and scenario 
passed successfully.  

 

DFT011, DFT012 
Closed   

https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/
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under "Select All That Apply," an error message will pop-up on 
the screen "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 for assistance with 
this request." and the user will need to call the customer care to 
book a ride. 
●   User should receive a confirmation about the schedules ride 
if scheduled by "Pick-Up Time" or by "Appointment Time" either 
by text message or by automated voice call based on the 
preferences chosen by the user.  

Web Portal PTA-WEB007-V01 System 
Accessibility 

User is able to 
select an accessory 
to be included in the 
ride (wheelchair, 
car seat, etc.) when 
scheduling for an 
on-demand or ride 
for a future time 
through the web 
portal. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have ability to have the option of selecting the 
wheelchair and car seat options when scheduling for both on-
demand and for a future time  (e.g. based on the doctor's 
appointment) using the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   When user goes through the steps listed under PTA-
WEB005-V01 or PTA-WEB006-V01 test cases to book a ride, 
user will also have the ability to select wheelchair and car seat 
options. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   When all the fields are all entered, the user should be able 
to successfully book a ride for the future time.  
●   When user does not select all the options for wheelchair 
under "Select All That Apply," an error message will pop-up on 
the screen "Please contact 1-866-642-9279 for assistance with 
this request." and the user will need to call the customer care to 
book a ride. 

DATA 
Required fields: How Many 
Passengers?, Is Anyone In a 
Wheelchair, Select All That 
Apply, Will Any Children 
Need Safety Seats, Number 
of Child Safety Seats 
Needed, Child 1, Child 2 
etc., Pick-Up Address 
Category, Pick-Up Address, 
Drop-Off Address Category, 
Drop-Off Address, Schedule 
Type, Pick-Up Delay. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out, Embedded 
Google Maps in the 
background, Book My Ride, 
Add Pick-Up Directions. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers, 
Transportation 
Stakeholders. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

Web Portal PTA-WEB008-V01 Scheduling User is able to 
cancel a ride that is 
scheduled through 
the web portal. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have ability to cancel a scheduled ride using the 
web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Login to the R4B web portal: 
https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org.  
●   Click "My Trips" on the left hand side of the screen. 
●   A list of scheduled rides will appear on the screen. 
●   Click on the three lines that appear to the right side of the 
scheduled ride box and click “Cancel” to cancel the ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   User when logged in to the account, should be able to see 
the list of schedule rides and be able to cancel the rides. 
●   User will not be able to cancel the ride after the schedule 
ride has arrived. 

DATA 
Trip data. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, User Profile 
Information, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out. 
  

Test Leader, 
Travelers. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/
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Web Portal PTA-WEB009-V01 Notification User receives a 
SMS notification of 
scheduled ride 24 
hours in advance. 

DESCRIPTION 
User receives SMS notification to confirm the appointment 24 
hours in advance of the scheduled ride. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   After user goes through the steps listed under the PTA-
WEB006-V01 test case to schedule a ride and is more than 24 
hours in advance, the user will receive a call or text message 
asking to confirm the appointment. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●  User should receive a text message or call 24 hours before 
the appointment based on the preferences chosen by the user. 
●  If the user misses the first call or text message, another 
confirmation request will be sent one hour later. If the user 
misses that one too, another confirmation request will be sent 
one hour later. If the ride is not confirmed by the user during the 
three calls or text messages, the ride will be canceled. 
● If the scheduled ride is less than 24 hours in advance, the 
user will receive only one notification one hour before the ride 
which will also include the driver vehicle information. 

DATA 
SMS text message. 
 
WEB 
N/A. 

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

Web Portal PTA-WEB010-V01 Alerts User receives a 
SMS notification 
with vehicle and 
driver information. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should receive a text about the driver vehicle information 
before the ride. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB004-V01 to ensure user profile 
(i.e., phone number and SMS text) preferences are configured 
for the user.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB005-V01 or PTA-WEB006-V01 
to schedule a ride. 
●   User will receive real-time alerts via SMS text with NEMT 
driver and vehicle information as soon as a driver is matched 
with the user. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●  If the scheduled ride is less than 24 hours in advance, the 
user will receive only one notification one hour before the ride 
which will also include the driver vehicle information. 
●  If the scheduled ride is more than 24 hours in advance, the 
user will receive a notification with the driver vehicle information 
as soon as the user is matched up with a driver. 

DATA 
SMS text message. 
 
WEB 
N/A. 

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 
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Web Portal PTA-WEB011-V01 Ratings User receives a 
SMS request to 
submit rating on 
their ride 
experience. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should receive a message prompting to rate the ride 
experience via the web portal.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow test procedure PTA-WEB005-V01 or PTA-WEB006-
V01 to schedule a ride. 
●   User will receive the below text message after the user 
completes the ride. 
On a scale of 1 to 5, overall how satisfied were you with your 
R4B ride today?  
        5   Very satisfied 
        4   Somewhat satisfied 
        3   Neither satisfied or dissatisfied 
        2   Somewhat dissatisfied 
        1   Very dissatisfied 
●   User reply to the text based on the ride experience. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 

●   User will receive a text to the registered phone number, 
prompting user to rate their ride experience. 
●   User should be able to reply via SMS text with a numerical 
value between 1 and 5. 

●   The R4B system receives the rating response and saves 
the data, linking to the appropriate user account, for the correct 
ride taken.      

DATA 
SMS text message. 
 
WEB 
N/A.  

 

 

Test Leader, 
Data 
Consumer,  
MCO 
Provider, 
Traveler, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

Web Portal PTA-WEB012-V01 Survey User is sent survey 
every 30 days to 
provide feedback 
about recent 
transportation 
experiences. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users will be encouraged to provide feedback on recent 
transportation experiences which could include R4B service. 
The system will send feedback request notification every 30 
days.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   User will receive an email with a link to complete a 
satisfaction survey. 
●   User clicks the link and is directed to the web portal to input 
and submit text-based feedback on their experience with the 
R4B service. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   User will receive an email invitation to complete a 
satisfaction survey. 
●   Once the survey is completed and submitted, a message 
will be displayed thanking the user for their feedback. 

DATA 
 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, submit action. 

Test Leader, 
Travelers, 
Tester 
Technical. 

Deferred 5/10/19   OSU has requested 
that this survey process 
not be done through 
the system, but that 
OSU conduct the 
survey separately.  No 
test conducted. 

 

Change request 
submitted CR005.  
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Web Portal PTA-WEB013-V01 Data User is able to view 
the remaining trip 
allowances for food 
trips. 

DESCRIPTION 
Users should have the ability to view the number of food trip 
allowances they have remaining. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB006-V01 to login to the R4B 
web portal and schedule a trip. 
●   Select food bank, food, or grocery from the "Drop-Off 
Address Category." 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   The number of remaining allowances should be viewable 
next to the address category selected. 

DATA 
Required fields: How Many 
Passengers?, Is Anyone In a 
Wheelchair, Select All That 
Apply, Will Any Children 
Need Safety Seats, Number 
of Child Safety Seats 
Needed, Child 1, Child 2 
etc., Pick-Up Address 
Category, Pick-Up Address, 
Drop-Off Address Category, 
Drop-Off Address, Schedule 
Type, Pick-Up Delay. 
 
WEB 
R4B logo, My Trips, 
Schedule Ride, Help and 
FAQ, Log Out, Book My 
Ride, Add Pick-Up 
Directions, Cancel Ride 
button, OK button. 

Test Leader, 
Travelers. 

Passed 5/10/19 - 
5/16/19 

  

Source: City of Columbus
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 Acceptance Test Scenario Report 

The second round of testing focused on verifying each R4B channel for operational readiness by conducting 

a set of tests that reflected usage of the system in real-world scenarios. This testing primarily consisted of 

the City of Columbus, OSU, transportation stakeholders, and administrators of the system. 

Throughout this process, all bugs, inconsistencies, errors, etc., detected were captured in the defect tool 

and reported to the R4B development team. The development team modified, updated, and enhanced the 

software as appropriate to address issues that arose during acceptance testing.  

Any scenario that may have failed was re-tested until either it successfully met the expected outcome or a 

low-risk decision to modify the design was made. Table 9 below provides a log of the final results of this last 

test segment of testing.
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Table 9: Acceptance Test Scenario Results Matrix 

CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS300-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by 
appointment time for a 
vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to schedule rides by a medical appointment time 
via the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the app marketplace.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN006-V01 to login schedule a trip in the 
Android mobile app. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19 Unable to make changes to 
prescheduled trips (per 
requirements). Defect logged 
DFT002. 

 

Users are still able to “make 
changes” to a trip, however, it may 
not be through an “edit trip button” 
like one might expect, rather 
through a cancel-and-reschedule 
process. The development team 
offered that it’s easier for the 
software to track and maintain 
data integrity this way and project 
team agrees. A change request to 
the system design has been 
logged CR001. 

Scenario retested with approved 
design changes and passed.  

 

DFT002 Closed.   

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS301-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by 
appointment time with child 
safety restraint. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to schedule 
rides by a medical appointment time via the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
child safety seat. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
amenity to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/30/19   
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS302-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by 
appointment time with a 
folding wheelchair accessible 
vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to schedule a ride by medical 
appointment time with NEMT transportation that can accommodate a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle via the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
amenity to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS303-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by specified 
pick up time up to 30 days in 
advance for a vehicle.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users will be able to schedule a ride to an approved location for a 
specific time in the future (up to 30 days) via the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN006-V01 to schedule a trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS304-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by specified 
pick-up time up to 30 days in 
advance with child safety 
restraint.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to schedule 
rides by specified pick-up time up to 30 days in advance with child 
safety restraint via the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
child safety seat. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
amenity to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/30/19 Upon booking, instantly received a 
text indicating the trip was 
canceled even though it appears 
in the trip history. Defect logged 
DFT018. 

 

Corrections were made by the 
development team and the 
capability was re-tested and 
passed. 

 

DFT018 Resolved. 

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS305-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by specified 
pick-up time up to 30 days in 
advance with a folding 
wheelchair accessible 
vehicle.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to schedule a ride by specified 
pick-up time up to 30 days in advance NEMT transportation that can 
accommodate a folding wheelchair accessible vehicle via the Android 
mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
amenity to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS306-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule an on-demand ride 
for a vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users will be able to schedule an on-demand ride via the Android 
mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN005-V01 to schedule a trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19 Text confirmation states ride will 
arrive when the ride is actually 
booked. Maybe just a text change 
to say we just booked your trip 
that you requested at ______ p.m. 
Defect logged DFT014. 
 
Driver information is correct. 
Driver's phone number is listed 
under his picture in the driver 
details -this was his personal 
phone number and not masked.  
Defect logged DFT017. 

 

Corrections were made by the 
development team and the 
capability was re-tested and 
passed. 

 

DFT014 and DFT017 are 
resolved. 

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS307-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule an on-demand ride 
with child safety restraint.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to schedule 
an on-demand ride with child safety restraint via the Android mobile 
app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
child safety seat. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
amenity to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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TEST 
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS308-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule an on-demand ride 
with a folding wheelchair 
accessible vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to schedule an on-demand 
ride with a folding wheelchair accessible vehicle via the Android mobile 
app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
amenity to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS309-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride made by 
appointment time for a 
vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to cancel a scheduled medical appointment trip via 
the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the app marketplace.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN006-V01 to schedule a trip. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS310-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by appointment 
time with child safety restraint. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to cancel a 
trip made to a medical appointment on the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
child safety seat. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS311-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by appointment 
time with a folding wheelchair 
accessible vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify a scheduled trip for a reduced mobility rider can be canceled via 
the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS312-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by specified 
pick-up time up to 30 days in 
advance for a vehicle.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with a trip scheduled for a specific time in the future (up to 
30 days) is able to cancel the ride via the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN006-V01 to schedule a trip. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS313-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by specified 
pick-up time up to 30 days in 
advance with child safety 
restraint.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to cancel a 
ride for a specific pick up time up to 30 days in advance via the Android 
mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
child safety seat. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS314-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by specified 
pick-up time up to 30 days in 
advance with a folding 
wheelchair accessible 
vehicle.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to cancel a ride scheduled for 
some time in the future via the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS315-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel an on-demand ride for 
a vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users will be able to cancel an on-demand ride via the Android 
mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN005-V01 to schedule a trip. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS316-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel an on-demand ride 
with child safety restraint.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to cancel an 
on-demand ride via the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
child safety seat. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS317-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel an on-demand ride 
with a folding wheelchair 
accessible vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to cancel an on-demand ride 
via the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS318-
V01 

Registration New users are able to be 
registered on portal by 
administrator. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to register and be registered by an administrator 
via the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to register as a user in the 
system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-OMA004-V01 to login as an administrator 
and register a new user in the web system. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification of successful integration; MCO user linking with R4B 
account (via medical ID). 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS319-
V01 

Login Users are able to reset their 
password independently. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify registered users (i.e., with an account) are able to reset their 
password independently via the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN003-V01 to reset an account password 
and log back into the system. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS320-
V01 

Profile 
Management 

Users are able to create, 
read, update, and delete their 
own profile preferences. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users have the flexibility to create, read, update, delete (CRUD) 
on their own profile via the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN004-V01 to navigate to the user profile 
and perform updates to the account. 
●   Follow procedure PTA-OMA002-V01 to update a user profile using a 
system administrator account. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   Verification data integrity and consistency; updates made to an 
account on one platform propagates and reflect through the entire 
system. 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS321-
V01 

Notifications Users with scheduled trips 
receive a 24-hour advance 
notification. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users receive a 24-hour friendly reminder via SMS text for an 
upcoming scheduled ride on Android mobile app. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Alerts function is responsible for providing real-time updates 
associated with the Scheduling function. As such, testers must have (a) 
scheduled ride, (b) updated user preferences in order to test this 
objective. In addition, only testers that executed those scenario tests are 
able to perform this test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure user profile scenario (ATS320) has been successfully 
executed, updating communication preferences (text or voice).  
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS300 - ATS308) 
have been successfully executed. 
●   Review test procedure PTA-MAN009-V01, outlining the functionality 
of the 24-hour notification and verify the mechanism is operating as 
outlined. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS322-
V01 

Alerts Users receive real-time alerts 
to the configured preferred 
communication. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users receive real-time notifications relating to their scheduled 
ride on Android mobile app. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Alerts function is responsible for providing real-time updates 
associated with the Scheduling function. As such, testers must have (a) 
scheduled ride, (b) canceled a ride and (c) updated user preferences in 
order to test this objective. In addition, only testers that executed those 
scenario tests are able to perform this test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure user profile scenario (ATS320) has been successfully 
executed, updating communication preferences (text or voice).  
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS300 - ATS308) 
have been successfully executed. 
●   Review test procedure PTA-MAN009-V01 and PTA-MAN010-V01, 
outlining the functionality of alerts and notifications and verify the 
alerting mechanism is operating as outlined. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS323-
V01 

SMS Text The system sends SMS 
messages and receives user 
responses (i.e., trip 
reminders, rate trip 
experience, confirm and/or 
cancel a ride). 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to receive SMS text messages on Android mobile 
app. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The SMS Text function is an important communication channel between 
system and user and is associated with various functions, including 
Alerting, Scheduling, and Ratings. As such, testers must have (a) 
scheduled ride and (b) updated user preferences in order to test this 
objective. In addition, only testers that executed those scenario tests are 
able to perform this test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure user profile scenario (ATS320) has been successfully 
executed, updating communication preferences (text or voice).  
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS300 - ATS308) 
have been successfully executed. 
●   Review test procedure PTA-MAN009-V01, PTA-MAN010-V01, and 
PTA-MAN011-V01, outlining the various types of communications 
expected via SMS text.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification SMS messaging can be used to send and receive 
information from users.  
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS324-
V01 

Ratings Users are prompted to rate 
their trip experience (5-star 
scale) 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are prompted to rate their trip experience after completing a 
trip on their Android mobile app. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Ratings function is associated with the Scheduling function and will 
only be presented after a ride has been completed. As such, testers 
must first have completed a ride in order to test this objective. In 
addition, only testers that executed this scenario is able to perform this 
test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS300 - ATS308) 
have been successfully executed. 
●   Review test procedure PTA-MAN011-V01 to providing a rating on 
the trip experience.  

●   Complete a trip and look for a survey to be provided. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Customer feedback is collected for future performance analysis. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19    

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS325-
V01 

System 
Accessibility 

User (Users, MCOs, City, call 
center agents) able to access 
instructions/FAQ/help. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to access help, instructions, answers to FAQ via 
the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Login to the mobile app and select Help & FAQ option on the 
navigation bar. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   User is able to view 17-page program guide with instructions, help, 
screenshots and support contact information. 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Verification of digital support and training provided to users by way of 
digital documentation. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed    5/23/19 Clicking help links to a program in 
the app store to download to view 
a Portable Document Format 
(PDF). Defect logged DFT008. 

 

Corrections were made by the 
development team and the 
capability was re-tested and 
passed. 

 

DFT008 Resolved.  
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS326-
V01 

Data 
Management 

All trips are added to user’s 
ride history, including 
canceled trips. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify the system logs all trips scheduled, including their current status 
(scheduled, en route, canceled, completed) via the Android mobile app. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Data Management function is responsible for maintaining high 
fidelity data across all systems that make up the R4B solution. To test 
this functionality testers must first complete (a) schedule a ride and (b) 
cancel a ride. Only testers that have performed these scenario tests are 
able to verify this test.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS300 - ATS308) 
have been successfully executed.  
●   Ensure one of the ride-canceling scenarios (ATS309 - ATS318) have 
been successfully executed. 
●   Log into the portal and count, verifying the total number of trips 
displayed equals the sum of all executed and canceled trips.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification the system is tracking and logging scheduling outcomes 
appropriately. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS327-
V01 

Data 
Management 

Grocery trip is logged against 
trip allowances. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify completed trips, including grocery trips, are logged against a 
user's trip allowances when a ride is scheduled via the Android mobile 
app. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Data Management function is responsible for maintaining high 
fidelity data across all systems that make up the R4B solution. To test 
this functionality, only testers that have executed a ride scheduling 
scenario (in full) and captured the trip allowance value before and after 
the trip are able to perform this test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS300 – ATS308) 
have been successfully executed, observing the trip allowances before 
and after the trip.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification the system is financially sound with accurate outcomes 
(trip counting and allowance deduction). 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS328-
V01 

Data 
Management 

Trip allowance is not 
deducted when ride is 
canceled. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify trips canceled via the Android mobile app are not deducted 
against a user’s trip allowance. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Data Management function is responsible for maintaining high 
fidelity data across all systems that make up the R4B solution. To test 
this functionality, only testers that have scheduled a ride and captured 
the trip allowance value in the process are able to perform this test. 
Once the trip has been canceled, the tester should verify the activity did 
not deduct an allowance since the trip did not occur.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS300 – ATS308) 
have been successfully executed, observing the trip allowances when 
selecting trip type.  
●   Attempt to cancel the trip by following any of the trip cancelation 
scenarios (ATS309 – ATS318) and comparing the trip allowance value 
has not been deducted.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification the system is financially sound with accurate outcomes 
(trip counting and allowance deduction). 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Android 
Mobile App 

PTA-
ATS329-
V01 

Data 
Management 

Users have access to trip 
information when no internet 
is available (e.g., airplane 
mode) 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify a user can access their information via the Android mobile app 
even when the user may not be connected to the internet (this could be 
due to no Wi-Fi signal or the phone has been set to airplane mode). 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAN002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Upon opening the mobile app, the app presents an alert in the form 
of a small banner informing the user they are offline, that data may not 
be accurately up-to-date and prompting the user to connect to the 
Internet for updated information. Below this alert, user's trip history is 
displayed. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Deferred 5/23/19 Data fields are blank and returns 
Null Null for name. No historical 
information can be viewed when 
offline.  Defect logged DFT013. 

 

System does not store data on 
user’s mobile app for risk of 
presenting outdated information.  
To avoid use confusion, this is not 
planned on the roadmap. 

 

System design change logged at 
CR004.  

 

DFT013 has been closed. 
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS200-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by 
appointment time for a 
vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to schedule rides by a medical appointment time 
via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP006-V01 to login to schedule a trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19 Unable to make changes to 
prescheduled trips (per 
requirements). Defect logged 
DFT002. 

Users are still able to “make 
changes” to a trip, however, it may 
not be through an “edit trip button” 
like one might expect, rather 
through a cancel-and-reschedule 
process. The development team 
offered that it’s easier for the 
software to track and maintain 
data integrity this way and project 
team agrees. A change request to 
the system design has been 
logged CR001. 

 

Scenario retested with approved 
design changes and passed.  

 

DFT002 Closed.   

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS201-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by 
appointment time with child 
safety restraint.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to schedule 
rides by a medical appointment time via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
child safety seat. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
amenity to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/30/19   
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS202-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by 
appointment time with a 
folding wheelchair accessible 
vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to schedule a ride by medical 
appointment time with NEMT transportation that can accommodate a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
amenity to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS203-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by specified 
pick up time up to 30 days in 
advance for a vehicle.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users will be able to schedule a ride to an approved location for a 
specific time in the future (up to 30 days) via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP006-V01 to login and schedule a trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS204-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by specified 
pick up time up to 30 days in 
advance with child safety 
restraint.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to schedule 
rides by specified pick-up time up to 30 days in advance with child 
safety restraint via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
child safety seat. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
amenity to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/30/19 Upon booking, instantly received a 
text indicating the trip was 
canceled even though it appears 
in the trip history. Defect logged 
DFT018. 

 

Corrections were made by the 
development team and the 
capability was re-tested and 
passed. 

 

DFT018 Resolved.  

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS205-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by specified 
pick up time up to 30 days in 
advance with a folding 
wheelchair accessible 
vehicle.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to schedule a ride by specified 
pick-up time up to 30 days in advance with NEMT transportation that 
can accommodate a folding wheelchair accessible vehicle via the Apple 
mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
amenity to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS206-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule an on-demand ride 
for a vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users will be able to schedule an on-demand ride via the Apple 
mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP005-V01 to login and schedule a trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19 Text confirmation states ride will 
arrive when the ride is actually 
booked. Maybe just a text 
changed to say we just booked 
your trip that you requested at 
______ p.m. Defect logged 
DFT014. 

 

Corrections were made by the 
development team and the 
capability was re-tested and 
passed. 
 
DFT014 resolved. 

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS207-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule an on-demand ride 
with child safety restraint.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to schedule 
an on-demand ride with child safety restraint via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
child safety seat. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
amenity to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS208-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule an on-demand ride 
with a folding wheelchair 
accessible vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to schedule an on-demand 
ride with a folding wheelchair accessible vehicle via the Apple mobile 
app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
amenity to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS209-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride made by 
appointment time for a 
vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to cancel a scheduled medical appointment trip via 
the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP006-V01 to login and schedule a trip. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS210-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by appointment 
time with child safety restraint.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to cancel a 
trip made to a medical appointment via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
child safety seat. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS211-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by appointment 
time with a folding wheelchair 
accessible vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify a scheduled trip for a reduced mobility rider for a medical 
appointment is able to cancel the ride via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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TEST 
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Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS212-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by specified 
pick-up time up to 30 days in 
advance for a vehicle.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with a trip scheduled for a specific time in the future (up to 
30 days) is able to cancel the ride via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP006-V01 to login and schedule a trip. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS213-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by specified 
pick-up time up to 30 days in 
advance with child safety 
restraint.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to cancel a 
ride for a specific pick-up time up to 30 days in advance via the Apple 
mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
child safety seat. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS214-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by specified 
pick-up time up to 30 days in 
advance with a folding 
wheelchair accessible 
vehicle.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to cancel a ride scheduled for 
some time in the future via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS215-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel an on-demand ride for 
a vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users will be able to cancel an on-demand ride via the Apple 
mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP005-V01 to login and schedule a trip. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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TEST 
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Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS216-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel an on-demand ride 
with child safety restraint.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to cancel an 
on-demand ride via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
child safety seat. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS217-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel an on-demand ride 
with a folding wheelchair 
accessible vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to cancel an on-demand ride 
via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP008-V01 to cancel the scheduled trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors or significant performance 
delays should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS218-
V01 

Registration New users are able to be 
registered on portal by 
administrator. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to register and be registered by an administrator 
via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to register as a user in the 
system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-OMA003-V01 to login as an administrator 
and register a new user in the web system. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification of successful integration; MCO user linking with R4B 
account (via medical ID). 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS219-
V01 

Login Users are able to reset their 
password independently. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify registered users (i.e., with an account) are able to reset their 
password independently via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP003-V01 to reset an account password 
and log back into the system. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS220-
V01 

Profile 
Management 

Users are able to create, 
read, update, and delete their 
own profile preferences. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users have the flexibility to perform CRUD operations on their 
own profile (create, read, update, delete) via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP004-V01 to navigate to the user profile 
and perform updates to the account. 
●   Follow procedure PTA-OMA002-V01 to update a user profile using a 
system administrator account. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   Verification of data integrity and consistency; updates made to an 
account on one platform propagate and reflect through the entire 
system. 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS221-
V01 

Notifications Users with scheduled trips 
receive a 24-hour advance 
notification. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users receive a 24-hour friendly reminder via SMS text for an 
upcoming scheduled ride on Apple mobile app. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Alerts function is responsible for providing real-time updates 
associated with the Scheduling function. As such, testers must have (a) 
scheduled ride, (b) updated user preferences in order to test this 
objective. In addition, only testers that executed those scenario tests are 
able to perform this test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure user profile scenario (ATS220) has been successfully 
executed, updating communication preferences (text or voice).  
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS200 - ATS208) 
have been successfully executed. 
●   Review test procedure PTA-MAP009-V01, outlining the functionality 
of the 24-hour notification and verify the alerting mechanism is operating 
as outlined. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS222-
V01 

Alerts Users receive real-time alerts 
to the configured preferred 
communication. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users receive real-time alerts and notifications relating to their 
scheduled ride on Apple mobile app. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Alerts function is responsible for providing real-time updates 
associated with the Scheduling function. As such, testers must have (a) 
scheduled ride, (b) canceled a ride and (c) updated user preferences in 
order to test this objective. In addition, only testers that executed those 
scenario tests are able to perform this test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure user profile scenario (ATS220) has been successfully 
executed, updating communication preferences (text or voice).  
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS200 - ATS208) 
have been successfully executed. 
●   Review test procedure PTA-MAP009-V01 and PTA-MAP010-V01, 
outlining the functionality of alerts and notifications and verify the 
alerting mechanism is operating as outlined. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS223-
V01 

SMS Text The system sends SMS 
messages and receives user 
responses (i.e., trip 
reminders, rate trip 
experience, confirm and/or 
cancel a ride). 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to receive SMS text messages on an Apple mobile 
phone. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The SMS Text function is an important communication channel between 
system and user and is associated with various functions, including 
Alerting, Scheduling, and Ratings. As such, testers must have (a) 
scheduled ride and (b) updated user preferences in order to test this 
objective. In addition, only testers that executed those scenario tests are 
able to perform this test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure user profile scenario (ATS220) has been successfully 
executed, updating communication preferences (text or voice).  
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS200 - ATS208) 
have been successfully executed. 
●   Review test procedure PTA-MAP009-V01, PTA-MAP010-V01, and 
PTA-MAP011-V01, outlining the various types of communications 
expected via SMS text.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification SMS messaging can be used to send and receive 
information from users.  
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS224-
V01 

Ratings Users are prompted to rate 
their trip experience (5-star 
scale) 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are prompted to rate their trip experience after completing a 
ride on their Apple mobile app. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The rating function is associated with the scheduling function and will 
only be presented after a ride has been completed. As such, testers 
must first have completed a ride in order to test this objective. In 
addition, only testers that executed this scenario is able to perform this 
test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS200 - ATS208) 
have been successfully executed. 
●   Review test procedure PTA-MAP011-V01 to providing a rating on 
the trip experience.  

●   Complete a trip and look for a survey to be provided. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Customer feedback is collected for future performance analysis. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19    

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS225-
V01 

System 
Accessibility 

User (Users, MCOs, City, call 
center agents) able to access 
instructions/FAQ/help. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to access help, instructions, answers to FAQ via 
the Apple mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Apple store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Login to the mobile app and select Help & FAQ option on the 
navigation bar. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   User is able to view 17-page program guide with instructions, help, 
screenshots, and support contact information. 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Verification of digital support and training provided to users by way of 
digital documentation. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19 Clicking help links to a program in 
the app store to download to view 
a PDF. Defect logged DFT008. 
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TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS226-
V01 

Data 
Management 

All trips are added to user’s 
ride history, including 
canceled trips. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify the system logs all trips scheduled, including their current status 
(scheduled, en route, canceled, completed) via the Apple mobile app. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Data Management function is responsible for maintaining high 
fidelity data across all systems that make up the R4B solution. To test 
this functionality testers must first complete (a) schedule a ride and (b) 
cancel a ride. Only testers that have performed these scenario tests are 
able to verify this test.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS200 - ATS208) 
have been successfully executed.  
●   Ensure one of the ride-canceling scenarios (ATS209 - ATS218) have 
been successfully executed. 
●   Log into the portal and count, verifying the total number of trips 
displayed equals the sum of all executed and canceled trips.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification the system is tracking and logging scheduling outcomes 
appropriately. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator 

Passed 5/23/19   

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS227-
V01 

Data 
Management 

Grocery trip is logged against 
trip allowances. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify completed trips, including grocery trips, are logged against a 
user's trip allowances when a ride is scheduled via the Apple mobile 
app. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Data Management function is responsible for maintaining high 
fidelity data across all systems that make up the R4B solution. To test 
this functionality, only testers that have executed a ride scheduling 
scenario (in full) and captured the trip allowance value before and after 
the trip are able to perform this test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS200 - ATS208) 
have been successfully executed, observing the trip allowances before 
and after the trip.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification the system is financially sound with accurate outcomes 
(trip counting and allowance deduction). 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator 

Passed 5/23/19   
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TEST 
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Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS228-
V01 

Data 
Management 

Trip allowance is not 
deducted when ride is 
canceled. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify trips canceled via the Apple mobile app are not deducted against 
a user’s trip allowance. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Data Management function is responsible for maintaining high 
fidelity data across all systems that make up the R4B solution. To test 
this functionality, only testers that have scheduled a ride and captured 
the trip allowance value in the process are able to perform this test. 
Once the trip has been canceled, the tester should verify the activity did 
not deduct an allowance since the trip did not occur.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS200 – ATS208) 
have been successfully executed, observing the trip allowances when 
selecting trip type.  
●   Attempt to cancel the trip by following any of the trip cancelation 
scenarios (ATS209 – ATS218) and comparing the trip allowance value 
has not been deducted.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification the system is financially sound with accurate outcomes 
(trip counting and allowance deduction). 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Apple Mobile 
App 

PTA-
ATS229-
V01 

Data 
Management 

Users have access to trip 
information when no internet 
is available (e.g., airplane 
mode). 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify a user can access their information via the Apple mobile app 
even when the user may not be connected to the internet (this could be 
due to no Wi-Fi signal or the phone has been set to airplane mode). 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download and install the 
software from the Android store.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-MAP002-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Upon opening the mobile app, the app presents an alert in the form 
of a small banner informing the user they are offline, that data may not 
be accurately up-to-date and prompting the user to connect to the 
Internet for updated information. Below this alert, user's trip history is 
displayed. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Deferred 5/23/19 Data fields are blank and returns 
Null Null for name. Defect logged 
DFT013. 

 

System design CR004 logged. 

 

DFT013 closed. 
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TEST 
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Call Center PTA-
ATS400-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by 
appointment time for a 
vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users will be able to schedule rides by a medical appointment 
time using the support call center in the event the user does not have 
access to internet.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-CCC001-V01 to contact the call center and 
request to schedule a ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   The call center agent uses the web portal to schedule a ride on 
behalf of the user. 
●   No errors or choppiness with voice quality should be experienced. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19 Unable to make changes to 
prescheduled trips (per 
requirements). Defect logged 
DFT002. 

Users are still able to “make 
changes” to a trip, however, it may 
not be through an “edit trip button” 
like one might expect, rather 
through a cancel-and-reschedule 
process. The development team 
offered that it’s easier for the 
software to track and maintain 
data integrity this way and project 
team agrees. A change request to 
the system design has been 
logged CR001. 

 

Scenario retested with approved 
design changes and passed.  

 

DFT002 Closed.   

Call Center PTA-
ATS401-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by appointment 
time for a vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users will be able to cancel a medical appointment trip using the 
support call center in the event the user does not have access to 
internet.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-CCC001-V01 to contact the call center and 
request to cancel a ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   The call center agent uses the web portal to locate and cancel the 
ride on behalf of the user. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   No errors or choppiness with voice quality should be experienced. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver should not arrive to execute 
the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   
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TEST 
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Call Center PTA-
ATS402-
V01 

Call Center Users able to call-in to toll-
free number for support, 
questions, complaints, etc. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to receive general and technical support, answers 
to FAQ, and log compliments or complaints using the R4B call center. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-CCC001-V01 to reach an agent at the call 
center.  
●   User requests support with downloading the R4B mobile app.  
●   User requests assistance with understanding which locations they 
are permitted to ask for transportation.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Verification of support staff is trained with R4B solutions. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Call Center PTA-
ATS403-
V01 

System 
Accessibility 

User (users, MCOs, City, call 
center agents) able to access 
instructions/FAQ/help. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to receive general and technical support, answers 
to FAQ, and log compliments or complaints using the R4B call center. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-CCC001-V01 to reach an agent at the call 
center.  
●   Confirm agent is able to access FAQ support material on R4B web 
portal. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Verification of support staff is trained with R4B solutions. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19 Link in portal goes to a 
placeholder PDF in a new 
window. Defect logged DFT008. 
 
Corrections were made by the 
development team and the 
capability was re-tested and 
passed. 

Operations, 
Maintenance, 
Administration 

PTA-
ATS500-
V01 

Registration Administrator able to register 
new users for use on the web 
portal. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to be registered by an administrator via the web 
portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-OMA003-V01 to login as an administrator 
and register a new user in the system. 
●   New account user (i.e., tester) to follow procedure PTA-WEB003-
V01 to reset password and verify can login to the web portal. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification of administrative support for R4B solution. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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Operations, 
Maintenance, 
Administration 

PTA-
ATS501-
V01 

Registration Administrator able to register 
new users for use on the 
Apple mobile app. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to be registered by an administrator via the Apple 
mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-OMA004-V01 to login as an administrator 
and register a new user in the system. 
●   New account user follows procedure PTA-MAP001-V01 to download 
and install the app from the Apple store.  
●   New account user (i.e., tester) to follow procedure PTA-MAP003-
V01 to reset password and verify can login on the Apple mobile app. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification of administrative support for R4B solution. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Operations, 
Maintenance, 
Administration 

PTA-
ATS502-
V01 

Registration Administrator able to register 
new users for use on the 
Android mobile app. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to register and be registered by an administrator 
via the Android mobile app. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-OMA004-V01 to login as an administrator 
and register a new user in the system. 
●   New account user follows procedure PTA-MAN001-V01 to download 
and install the app from the Android store.  
●   New account user (i.e., tester) to follow procedure PTA-MAN003-
V01 to reset password and verify can login to the Android mobile app. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification of administrative support for R4B solution. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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Operations, 
Maintenance, 
Administration 

PTA-
ATS503-
V02 

Data 
Management 

Trip data is synchronized 
appropriately between 
systems (R4B system, 
MCOs, medical offices, 
Operating System). At a 
minimum, the system should 
provide the following data to 
the Operating System: 
- Trip data – participant ID, 
trip request (time, origin, 
destination, route, added 
stop), trip start time, mode, 
special requests (ADA, car 
seat(s), additional passenger, 
travel assistance), trip end 
time, cancelation, customer 
satisfaction, cost of trip. 
- Key performance metrics – 
number of mobile app 
downloads, usability statistics 
related to the mobile apps, 
customer complaints related 
to the app/transportation 
services. 

DESCRIPTION 
The integrity of data captured and stored in different systems (MCO, 
R4B, Operating System) needs to remain consistent and correct (high 
fidelity). In addition, R4B should log historical data into the Operating 
System, which will be used by PTA stakeholders for performance 
measures.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-OMA005-V01 to verify data integrity between 
systems.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-OMA006-V01 to verify trip and key 
performance indicator (KPI) data is being sent and captured by the 
Operating System.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Verification of compliance with data management policies 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 

Test Leader, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/17/19   

Web Portal PTA-
ATS100-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by 
appointment time for a 
vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to schedule rides by a medical appointment time 
via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB006-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and schedule a trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19 Unable to make changes to 
prescheduled trips (per 
requirements). Defect logged 
DFT002. 

 

Users are still able to “make 
changes” to a trip, however, it may 
not be through an “edit trip button” 
like one might expect, rather 
through a cancel-and-reschedule 
process. The development team 
offered that it’s easier for the 
software to track and maintain 
data integrity this way and project 
team agrees. A change request to 
the system design has been 
logged CR001. 
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Web Portal PTA-
ATS101-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by 
appointment time with child 
safety restraint. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to schedule 
rides by a medical appointment time via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting the 
child safety seat option. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
accessibility option(s) to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19  

Web Portal PTA-
ATS102-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by 
appointment time with a 
folding wheelchair accessible 
vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to schedule a ride by medical 
appointment time with NEMT transportation that can accommodate a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting 
wheelchair and check-marking all options. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
accessibility option(s) to execute the trip. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19  
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Web Portal PTA-
ATS103-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by specified 
pick up time up to 30 days in 
advance for a vehicle.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users will be able to schedule a ride to an approved location for a 
specific time in the future (up to 30 days) via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB006-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and schedule a trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/29/19   

Web Portal PTA-
ATS104-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by specified 
pick up time up to 30 days in 
advance with child safety 
restraint.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to schedule 
rides by specified pick up time up to 30 days in advance with child 
safety restraint via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting the 
child safety seat option. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
accessibility option(s) to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/30/19   
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Web Portal PTA-
ATS105-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule a ride by specified 
pick-up time up to 30 days in 
advance with a folding 
wheelchair accessible 
vehicle.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to schedule a ride by specified 
pick up time up to 30 days in advance with NEMT transportation that 
can accommodate a folding wheelchair accessible vehicle via the web 
portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting 
wheelchair and check-marking all options. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
accessibility option(s) to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19  

Web Portal PTA-
ATS106-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule an on-demand ride 
for a vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to schedule an on-demand ride via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB005-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and schedule a trip. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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Web Portal PTA-
ATS107-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule an on-demand ride 
with child safety restraint.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to schedule 
an on-demand ride with child safety restraint via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting the 
child safety seat option. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
accessibility option(s) to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/24/19   

Web Portal PTA-
ATS108-
V01 

Scheduling Schedule an on-demand ride 
with a folding wheelchair 
accessible vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to schedule an on-demand 
ride with a folding wheelchair accessible vehicle via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting 
wheelchair and check-marking all options. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   If ride is not canceled, NEMT driver will arrive with the requested 
accessibility option(s) to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19 When going to schedule trips then 
back to rides, it's showing up Null 
Null. 
In app, can't click on trip history 
items to see all detail.  Ships you 
back to create a new ride.  Need 
to hard restart the app and web 
portal. 
Booked time versus expected 
pick-up time were wrong.  Booked 
at 3:09 p.m. and received text that 
ride was coming at 3:09 p.m. but 
ride was really expected at 3:12 
p.m. 
See screenshot with Null Null 
Defects logged DFT016, DFT017. 

 

Corrections were made by the 
development team and the 
capability was re-tested and 
passed. 

 

DFT016 is closed and DFT017 is 
resolved. 
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Web Portal PTA-
ATS109-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride made by 
appointment time for a 
vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users will be able to cancel a scheduled medical appointment trip 
via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  

●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB006-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and schedule a ride. 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB008-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and cancel a scheduled ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver receives the notification and 
should not arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Web Portal PTA-
ATS110-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by appointment 
time with child safety restraint. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to cancel a 
trip made to a medical appointment via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting the 
child safety seat option. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB008-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and cancel a scheduled ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver receives the notification and 
should not arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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Web Portal PTA-
ATS111-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by appointment 
time with a folding wheelchair 
accessible vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify a scheduled trip for a reduced mobility rider for a medical 
appointment can be canceled via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB008-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and cancel a scheduled ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver receives the notification and 
should not arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Web Portal PTA-
ATS112-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by specified 
pick up time up to 30 days in 
advance for a vehicle.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with a trip scheduled for a specific time in the future (up to 
30 days) is able to cancel the ride via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB006-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and schedule a trip. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB008-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and cancel a scheduled ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver receives the notification and 
should not arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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Web Portal PTA-
ATS113-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by specified 
pick-up time up to 30 days in 
advance with child safety 
restraint.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to cancel a 
ride for a specific pick-up time up to 30 days in advance via the web 
portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
child safety seat. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB008-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and cancel a scheduled ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver receives the notification and 
should not arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Web Portal PTA-
ATS114-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel a ride by specified 
pick-up time up to 30 days in 
advance with a folding 
wheelchair accessible 
vehicle.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to cancel a ride scheduled for 
some time in the future via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB008-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and cancel a scheduled ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver receives the notification and 
should not arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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Web Portal PTA-
ATS115-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel an on-demand ride for 
a vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users will be able to cancel an on-demand ride via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB005-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and schedule a trip. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB008-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and cancel a scheduled ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver receives the notification and 
should not arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Web Portal PTA-
ATS116-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel an on-demand ride 
with child safety restraint.  

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users with one or more child passengers will be able to cancel an 
on-demand ride via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
child safety seat. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB008-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and cancel a scheduled ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver receives the notification and 
should not arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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Web Portal PTA-
ATS117-
V01 

Scheduling Cancel an on-demand ride 
with a folding wheelchair 
accessible vehicle. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify reduced mobility riders will be able to cancel an on-demand ride 
via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB007-V01 to schedule a trip, selecting a 
folding wheelchair accessible vehicle. 

●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB008-V01 to login to the R4B web portal 
and cancel a scheduled ride. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 
●   When a ride is canceled, NEMT driver receives the notification and 
should not arrive to execute the trip.  

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Web Portal PTA-
ATS118-
V01 

Registration New users are able to be 
registered on portal by 
administrator. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to register and be registered by an administrator 
via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to register as a user in the 
system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-OMA003-V01 to login as an administrator 
and register a new user in the web system. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification of successful integration; MCO user linking with R4B 
account (via medical ID). 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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Web Portal PTA-
ATS119-
V01 

Login Users are able to reset their 
password independently. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify registered users (i.e., with an account) are able to reset their 
password independently via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB002-V01 to reset an account password 
and log back into the system. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Web Portal PTA-
ATS120-
V01 

Profile 
Management 

Users are able to create, 
read, update, and delete their 
own profile preferences. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users have the flexibility to perform CRUD operations on their 
own profile (create, read, update, delete) via the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered in 
the system.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB004-V01 to navigate to a user profile 
and perform updates to the account.  
●   Follow procedure PTA-OMA001-V01 to update a user profile using a 
system admin account. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   Verification data integrity and consistency; updates made to an 
account on one platform propagates and reflect through the entire 
system. 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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Web Portal PTA-
ATS121-
V01 

Notifications Users with scheduled trips 
receive a 24-hour advance 
notification. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users receive a 24-hour friendly reminder via SMS text for an 
upcoming scheduled ride that was scheduled through the web portal. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Alerts function is responsible for providing real-time updates 
associated with the Scheduling function. As such, testers must have (a) 
scheduled ride, (b) updated user preferences in order to test this 
objective. In addition, only testers that executed those scenario tests are 
able to perform this test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure user profile scenario (ATS120) has been successfully 
executed, updating communication preferences (text or voice).  
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS100 - ATS108) 
have been successfully executed. 
●   Review test procedure PTA-WEB009-V01, outlining the functionality 
of the 24-hour notification and verify the alerting mechanism is operating 
as outlined. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Web Portal PTA-
ATS122-
V01 

Alerts Users receive real-time alerts 
to the configured preferred 
communication. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users receive real-time notifications relating to a ride scheduled 
via the web portal. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Alerts function is responsible for providing real-time updates 
associated with the Scheduling function. As such, testers must have (a) 
scheduled ride, (b) canceled a ride and (c) updated user preferences in 
order to test this objective. In addition, only testers that executed those 
scenario tests are able to perform this test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure user profile scenario (ATS120) has been successfully 
executed, updating communication preferences (text or voice).  
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS100 - ATS108) 
have been successfully executed. 
●   Review test procedure PTA-WEB009-V01 and PTA-WEB010-V01, 
outlining the functionality of alerts and notifications and verify the 
alerting mechanism is operating as outlined. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
MCO Provider, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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Web Portal PTA-
ATS123-
V01 

SMS Text The system sends SMS 
messages and receives user 
responses (i.e., trip 
reminders, rate trip 
experience, confirm and/or 
cancel a ride). 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to receive SMS text messages for the number 
configured in user profile through the web portal. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The SMS Text function is an important communication channel between 
system and user and is associated with various functions, including 
Alerting, Scheduling, and Ratings. As such, testers must have (a) 
scheduled ride and (b) updated user preferences in order to test this 
objective. In addition, only testers that executed those scenario tests are 
able to perform this test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure user profile scenario (ATS120) has been successfully 
executed, updating communication preferences (text or voice).  
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS100 - ATS108) 
have been successfully executed. 
●   Review test procedure PTA-WEB009-V01, PTA-WEB010-V01, and 
PTA-WEB011-V01, outlining the various types of communications 
expected via SMS text.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification SMS messaging can be used to send and receive 
information from users.  
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19  
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Web Portal PTA-
ATS124-
V01 

Ratings Users are prompted to rate 
their trip experience (5-star 
scale). 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are prompted to rate their trip experience after completing a 
ride via the web portal. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Ratings function is associated with the Scheduling function and will 
only be presented after a ride has been completed. As such, testers 
must first have scheduled a ride in order to test this objective. In 
addition, only testers that executed this scenario is able to perform this 
test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS100 - ATS108) 
have been successfully executed. 
●   Review test procedure PTA-WEB011-V01 to providing a rating on 
the trip experience.  

●   Complete a trip and look for a survey to be provided. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Customer feedback is collected for future performance analysis. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Web Portal PTA-
ATS125-
V01 

System 
Accessibility 

User (Users, MCOs, City, call 
center agents) able to access 
instructions/FAQ/help. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify users are able to access help, instructions, answers to FAQ via 
the web portal. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Follow procedure PTA-WEB001-V01 to ensure user is registered 
and has an account. 
●   Login to the web portal and select Help & FAQ option on the 
navigation bar. 
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   User is able to view 17-page program guide with instructions, help, 
screenshots and support contact information. 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Verification of digital support and training provided to users by way of 
digital documentation. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 6/1/19 Link in portal goes to a 
placeholder PDF in a new 
window. Defect logged DFT008. 

 

Corrections were made by the 
development team and the 
capability was re-tested and 
passed. 

 

DFT008 Resolved.  
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Web Portal PTA-
ATS126-
V01 

Data 
Management 

All trips are added to user’s 
ride history, including 
canceled trips. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify the system logs all trips scheduled, including their current status 
(scheduled, en route, canceled, completed) via the web portal. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Data Management function is responsible for maintaining high 
fidelity data across all systems that make up the R4B solution. To test 
this functionality testers must first complete (a) schedule a ride and (b) 
cancel a ride. Only testers that have performed these scenario tests are 
able to verify this test.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS100 - ATS108) 
have been successfully executed.  
●   Ensure one of the ride-canceling scenarios (ATS109 - ATS118) have 
been successfully executed. 
●   Log into the portal and count, verifying the total number of trips 
displayed equals the sum of all executed and canceled trips.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification the system is tracking and logging scheduling outcomes 
appropriately. 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   

Web Portal PTA-
ATS127-
V01 

Data 
Management 

Grocery trip is logged against 
trip allowances. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify completed trips, including grocery trips, are logged against a 
user's trip allowances when a ride is scheduled via the web portal. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Data Management function is responsible for maintaining high 
fidelity data across all systems that make up the R4B solution. To test 
this functionality, only testers that have executed a ride scheduling 
scenario (in full) and captured the trip allowance value before and after 
the trip are able to perform this test. 
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS100 – ATS108) 
have been successfully executed, observing the trip allowances before 
and after the trip.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification the system is financially sound with accurate outcomes 
(trip counting and allowance deduction). 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19   
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CHANNEL TEST ID FUNCTION TEST OBJECTIVE TEST PROCEDURE TESTER ROLE 
TEST 
STATUS DATE RUN TESTING COMMENT 

Web Portal PTA-
ATS128-
V01 

Data 
Management 

An allowance for a trip is not 
deducted when a ride is 
canceled. 

DESCRIPTION 
Verify completed trips only, deduct against a user's trip allowances 
when a ride is scheduled via the web portal. If the trip is canceled, the 
system should not deduct an allowance. 
 
PREREQUISITE 
The Data Management function is responsible for maintaining high 
fidelity data across all systems that make up the R4B solution. To test 
this functionality, only testers that have scheduled a ride and captured 
the trip allowance value in the process are able to perform this test. 
Once the trip has been canceled, the tester should verify the activity did 
not deduct an allowance since the trip did not occur.  
 
PROCEDURE 
●   Ensure one of the ride scheduling scenarios (ATS100 - ATS108) 
have been successfully executed, observing the trip allowances when 
selecting trip type.  
●   Attempt to cancel the trip by following any of the trip cancelation 
scenarios (ATS109 - ATS118) and comparing the trip allowance value 
has not been deducted.  
 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
●   Verification of operational readiness for current objective. 
●   Data and web elements validated per procedure. 
●   Verification the system is financially sound with accurate outcomes 
(trip counting and allowance deduction). 
●   Successful outcomes as stated in the procedure(s). 
●   During acceptance testing, no errors, page hanging, or otherwise 
significant performance delays. 

Test Leader, Traveler, 
Transportation 
Stakeholder, System 
Administrator. 

Passed 5/23/19 Trip does not deduct until trip is 
taken. Defect logged DFT019. 

 

There are a few architectural 
approaches that can be taken 
here, each with unique set of 
drawbacks/benefits, and this one 
is good. At this time the current 
process flow meets expected user 
needs, requirements and 
generates data correctly. No 
further action needed.  

 

DFT019 Closed. 

 

Source: City of Columbus 
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A.2 DEFECT MANAGEMENT TOOL 

The defect tool was used during testing to capture, track, monitor, and address anomalies observed during 

the testing period. For each entry, the development team worked to understand and reproduce (where 

possible) the defect, identify the root cause, summarize a response, and log the activities taken to resolve 

the issue. As outlined in section 4.4.2 helps with prioritizing defects based on severity level (critical to low) 

and maintains traceability to the test ID as well as status. The status field provides a simplified view of the 

various states a defect passes through as it moves toward resolution and closure. A defect can have the 

following status values:  

• Opened – indicates the defect has been logged and reported for correction. 

• Re-Opened – indicates a defect was once closed and then reopened for modification. 

• Closed – indicates a defect was received, reviewed, and determined was not a defect (i.e., duplicate 

entry or a request for enhancement). In these cases, no corrective action is taken, and an explanation 

is provided by the development team while closing-out the defect ticket.  

• Canceled – indicates a scenario or test case where the defect derived was canceled and therefore, 

the defect is canceled by default. 

• Resolved – indicates a defect has been successfully reviewed, verified, and a resolution was 

implemented to solve the problem along with the and resolution date when a defect was corrected. 

• Returned – indicates the defect was returned to the tester for additional information. 

• Deferred – indicates the defect has been designated for correction for a later date or a change in 

requirement. 

In cases when a conflict arose between a design element that tied to a requirement and the software 

product, the development manager coordinated with the test lead to determine if a change to the system 

design and/or requirement was appropriate. The City of Columbus project manager (who was also the MTP 

test lead) carefully reviewed all requests to make a change that impacts the system design and 

requirements. All change requests have been captured within the change logger tool. 
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Table 10 below provides an overview of the resulting defects captured and closed or resolved during testing.  

Table 10: Defect Management Matrix 

DEFECT 
NO. 

DEFECT 
DESCRIPTION SEVERITY 

DEFECT 
STATUS TEST ID FUNCTION 

RESOLUTION 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

DFT001 Password 
requirements. 
Suggest putting 
password 
requirements 
under the 
password when 
setting it so user 
knows 
requirements. 

Low Closed WEB001, WEB003, 
MAP002, MAP003, 
MAN002, MAN003 

Account 
Management 

Suggestion received. 
Feedback provided for 
enhancement 
consideration. Closing item 
as an enhancement 
request, not a defect.  

Enhancement 
request 
CR006 
logged. 

DFT002 Edit ride: I cannot 
edit a ride. I can 
create and 
cancel. This 
occurs on both 
app and web 
portal.  

High Closed WEB005, MAP005, 
MAN005 

Scheduling Defect confirmed. 
Development team offered 
that it’s easier for the 
software to cancel a ride 
and start a new ride versus 
editing an existing ride and 
project team agreed. 
System design change 
logged. 

System 
design 
CR001 
logged. 

DFT003 I only received a 
text message for 
trip cancelation, 
not advance 
booking. 
Immediate 
booking did give 
a text message. 

Medium Resolved WEB006, MAP006, 
MAN006 

Notifications Defect confirmed. Software 
updated. 
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DEFECT 
NO. 

DEFECT 
DESCRIPTION SEVERITY 

DEFECT 
STATUS TEST ID FUNCTION 

RESOLUTION 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

DFT004 Select rider SDK 
has Kaizen 
Health logo, not 
R4B. 

Low Resolved OMA001, OMA002, 
OMA003, OMA004 

OM&A Defect confirmed. Logo 
updated. 

  

DFT005 App seems to 
timeout and 
occasionally 
won't show 
riders. I logged 
out and then 
couldn't input 
email/password. 
Had to hard 
close. 

Medium Resolved OMA002 OM&A Defect confirmed. Software 
updated. 

  

DFT006 I can only book 
14 days in 
advance, not 29 
or 30 days. 

Medium Resolved WEB006, MAP006, 
MAN006 

Scheduling Defect confirmed. Software 
updated to allow up to 30 
days in advance.  

  

DFT007 Suggest 
changing text 
below line if 
business name 
(Kroger) is 
required and not 
address. 

Low Closed WEB004, MAP004, 
MAN004 

Profile 
Management 

Suggestion received. 
Feedback provided for 
enhancement 
consideration. Closing item 
as an enhancement 
request, not a defect.  

Enhancement 
request 
CR007 
logged. 
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DEFECT 
NO. 

DEFECT 
DESCRIPTION SEVERITY 

DEFECT 
STATUS TEST ID FUNCTION 

RESOLUTION 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

DFT008 FAQ and Help. 
Neither FAQs nor 
Help were 
available on app 
or website. 
Instead, web 
portal linked to 
PDF and mobile 
apps prompted to 
download PDF 
viewer.  

High Resolved ATS125, ATS225, 
ATS335 

System 
Accessibility 

Defect confirmed. Software 
updated. 

  

DFT009 No language 
options provided 
in the app or 
otherwise call 
center.  

High Deferred CCC002 Language 
Services 

Defect confirmed. IRB 
meeting conducted. There 
is a language translation 
validation process which 
must take place to offer this 
feature appropriately. 
Team to evaluate the 
process (for development 
effort). For now, function is 
being removed from initial 
deployment and deferred 
for a future release. 
System design change 
logged.  

System 
design 
CR003 
logged. 

DFT010 Feedback. No 
feedback option 
was presented. 

High Resolved WEB004, MAP004, 
MAN004 

Survey/Ratings Feedback function is only 
available after test 
completion. Function 
verified and tested 
successfully. 
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DEFECT 
NO. 

DEFECT 
DESCRIPTION SEVERITY 

DEFECT 
STATUS TEST ID FUNCTION 

RESOLUTION 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

DFT011 Stop on a trip. I 
did not see an 
option to stop at 
a location (food, 
pharmacy) when 
scheduling a trip.  

Medium Closed WEB005, WEB006, 
MAP005, MAP006, 
MAN005, MAN006 

Scheduling Similar to the edit ride 
feature. Development team 
decided it’s easier for the 
software to cancel a ride 
and start a new ride versus 
allowing a stop on an 
existing trip and project 
team agreed. System 
design change logged.  

System 
design 
CR002 
logged. 

DFT012 Appointment 
time. The 
intervals provided 
are in 15 minutes 
increments. 
There may be a 
need for more 
granularity. 
Suggest using 
phone clock to 
set time? 

Low Closed WEB005, WEB006, 
MAP005, MAP006, 
MAN005, MAN006 

Scheduling Suggestion received. 
Feedback provided for 
enhancement 
consideration. Closing item 
as an enhancement 
request, not a defect. 

Enhancement 
request 
CR008 
logged. 

DFT013 Lack of trip 
information 
available when 
internet 
connection is 
lost. 

Medium Closed MAP014, MAN014, 
ATS230, ATS330 

Data 
Management 

Defect confirmed. The 
system does not store or 
cache trip data on users 
mobile app. There is a 
possibility the information 
presented may not be up-
to-date if showing cached 
data. Project team has 
decided to move forward 
for now as-is. System 
design change logged.  

System 
design 
CR004 
logged. 
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DEFECT 
NO. 

DEFECT 
DESCRIPTION SEVERITY 

DEFECT 
STATUS TEST ID FUNCTION 

RESOLUTION 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

DFT014 Cell phone 
numbers of 
NEMT driver’s 
with car seats are 
not masked. 

High Resolved MAP010, MAN010 Notifications Defect confirmed. Kaizen 
Health worked with the 
mobility provider to ensure 
the NEMT driver’s phone 
number is masked. This 
was retested and passed. 

 

DFT015 Notification of a 
car seat trip 
arrival after the 
car seat NEMT 
driver arrives on 
site. Driver’s 
arrival notification 
comes late for 
car seat NEMT 
drivers – not 
other NEMT 
drivers.  

Low Closed MAP010, MAN010 Notifications Defect confirmed. The car 
seat NEMT driver will call 
the user upon arrival to 
share their location which 
may or may not come 
before the text message.  
None of the tests had a 
time difference between 
arrival and text of more 
than five minutes. No 
further action needed. 
Closing DFT015 ticket. 

 

DFT016 When going to 
schedule trips 
then back to 
rides, it's showing 
up Null Null. In 
app, can't click 
on trip history 
items to see all 
detail. Ships you 
back to create a 
new ride. Need 
to hard restart 
the app and web 
portal. 

High Closed MAP005 Scheduling Defect confirmed. The 
vendor shared that the 
system will not allow users 
to be logged in to both the 
web portal and their app at 
the same time. This is 
acceptable to the team. 

No further action needed. 
Closing DFT016 ticket. 
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DEFECT 
NO. 

DEFECT 
DESCRIPTION SEVERITY 

DEFECT 
STATUS TEST ID FUNCTION 

RESOLUTION 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

DFT017 Booked time 
versus expected 
pick-up time 
were wrong. 
Booked at 3:09 
p.m. and 
received text that 
ride was coming 
at 3:09 p.m. but 
ride was really 
expected at 3:12 
p.m. 

High Resolved MAP010, MAN010 Notifications Defect confirmed.  
Corrections were made by 
the development team and 
the capability was re-tested 
and passed. Closing 
DFT017 ticket. 

 

DFT018 Upon booking a 
ride, instantly 
received a text 
indicating the trip 
was canceled 
even though it 
appears in the 
trip history. 

High Resolved MAP010, MAN010 Notifications Corrections were made by 
the development team and 
the capability was re-tested 
and passed.  

 

DFT019 Trip does not 
deduct against 
allowances until 
trip is taken. This 
process would 
report incorrect 
number of 
allowances when 
planning various 
trip schedules in 
advance.  

Low Closed ATS129 Data 
Management 

There are a few 
architectural approaches 
that can be taken here, 
each with unique set of 
drawbacks/benefits. At this 
time the current process 
flow meets expected user 
needs, requirements, and 
generates data correctly. 
No further action needed. 
Closing DFT019 ticket. 
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DEFECT 
NO. 

DEFECT 
DESCRIPTION SEVERITY 

DEFECT 
STATUS TEST ID FUNCTION 

RESOLUTION 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

DFT020 Scheduled a ride, 
received text that 
ride was coming 
and has arrived. 
However, text did 
not include name 
and license plate. 

Medium Closed MAP010, MAN010 Notifications Issue investigated and 
confirmed that for safety 
purposes, the driver name 
and plate will be displayed. 
No further action needed. 
Closing DFT020 ticket. 

 

Source: City of Columbus 

A.3 TEST METRICS  

This section informs on the test metrics from executing the test plan. 

Table 11: Test Cases Passed vs Failed 

 Total ATS Test Cases 

Total Number of Tests 148 97 51 

Ratio of ATS to Test Cases 2:1     

Ratio of Pass to Failed 140:0     

Source: City of Columbus 

Table 12: Test Cases by Test Status  

Test Case Status Total Call Center 

Android  

Mobile App 

Apple  

Mobile App OM&A Web Portal 

Planned 0 0 0 0 0 0 

In-Progress 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Passed 140 7 41 41 10 41 
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Test Case Status Total Call Center 

Android  

Mobile App 

Apple  

Mobile App OM&A Web Portal 

Failed 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Deferred 8 1 3 3 0 1 

Canceled 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Source: City of Columbus 

Table 13: Defect by Status Type 

Defect Status Total  High Medium Low 

Open 0 0 0 0 

Closed 10 2 3 5 

Canceled 0 0 0 0 

Resolved 9 5 3 1 

Deferred 1 1 0 0 

Source: City of Columbus 

Table 14: Change Request Status 

Change Request Status Total 

Approved 5 

Submitted 3 

Source: City of Columbus 

A.4 OUTSTANDING ISSUES 

This section discusses any open defects the project is tracking along with the reason it remains open. There are no outstanding issues. 
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Table 15: Outstanding Issues 

DEFECT 
NO. DEFECT DESCRIPTION SEVERITY 

DEFECT 
STATUS NOTES 

N/A     

Source: City of Columbus 

A.5 CHANGE REQUEST LOG 

This section documents the Change Requests (CR) that have been captured, evaluated, and instantiated throughout the testing life cycle.  

Table 16: Change Request Log 

CR ID DESCRIPTION JUSTIFICATION DEFECT ID REQUIREMENT STATUS 

CR001 Request to change 
requirement for 
modifying an existing trip 
scheduled for a future 
date. Instead, the 
system can offer to 
cancel and reschedule.  

At this time, there are 
complexities with 
customizing an off-the-
shelf product that could 
potentially lead to data 
integrity issues. Vendor 
has previously tested this 
functionality with results 
that do not meets its 
expectations.  

DFT002 4.2.1. The PTA system shall provide the ability 
to schedule, change, and cancel 
transportation or change personal information 
using an application, web portal, text 
messaging, or call center. 

4.4.3. Prescheduled trips shall be accessible 
and changes to those trips shall be able to be 
made. 

4.5.1. The call center shall allow the traveler to 
call and schedule, change, and cancel trips or 
change personal information using a phone. 

Approved.  

Project team 
decided it’s 
acceptable for 
the user to 
cancel a ride 
and start a new 
ride versus edit 
an existing ride. 
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CR ID DESCRIPTION JUSTIFICATION DEFECT ID REQUIREMENT STATUS 

CR002 Request to change 
requirement to allow 
stopping at a location 
(food, pharmacy) when 
scheduling a trip or 
when a trip is en route. 
Instead, stops can be 
scheduled ahead of 
time.  

At this time, there are 
complexities with 
customizing an off-the-
shelf product that could 
potentially lead to data 
integrity issues. 

DFT011 4.2.1. The PTA system shall provide the ability 
to schedule, change, and cancel 
transportation or change personal information 
using an application, web portal, text 
messaging, or call center. 

4.4.3. Prescheduled trips shall be accessible 
and changes to those trips shall be able to be 
made. 

4.5.1. The call center shall allow the traveler to 
call and schedule, change, and cancel trips or 
change personal information using a phone. 

Approved.  

Project team 
decided it’s 
acceptable for 
the user to 
book two trips 
on a leg rather 
than including a 
stop within one 
trip. 

CR003 Request to defer 
providing additional 
language options at time 
of deployment for all 
channels of the R4B 
solution. English will 
remain the primary, 
source language of 
support. 

IRB meeting conducted. 
There is a language 
translation validation 
process which must take 
place to offer this feature 
appropriately. Team to 
evaluate the process (for 
development effort).  

DFT009 4.3.5. The interface shall provide multiple 
language options for travelers. In addition to 
English, Spanish, and Somali shall be 
provided. 

Approved.  

For now, 
function is 
being removed 
from initial 
deployment. 

CR004 Request to change 
requirement and not 
allow users to access 
account information 
when an internet 
connection is not 
detected. 

The system does not 
store or cache trip data on 
user’s mobile app. There 
is a possibility the 
information presented 
may not be up-to-date if 
it’s offline.  

DFT013 4.8.3. The system shall support offline usage 
by travelers when internet connectivity is 
temporarily unavailable for an uninterrupted 
experience. 

 

 

Approved. 

Project team 
has decided to 
move forward 
for now as-is 
since this 
provides a 
similar 
experience to 
other ride 
hailing apps. 
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CR ID DESCRIPTION JUSTIFICATION DEFECT ID REQUIREMENT STATUS 

CR005 Request to move the 
every 30-day user 
feedback collection 
mechanism away from 
an automated interface 
that users have to 
intentionally engage in 
order to share thoughts 
on the transportation 
they’ve received. 

OSU is able to send 
customer survey requests 
to the user base for a 
more personalized 
experience every 30 
days. The feedback will 
be collected and used to 
measure the 
effectiveness of the 
prenatal trip assistance 
program.  

N/A 4.3.6. The interface shall have an option to 

provide feedback to collect traveler 

information on how the application is working 

for users. 

 

 

Approved.  

A human-
centric 
approach to 
collecting 
feedback on 
services may 
increase the 
number of 
responses.  

 

CR006 Enhancement request 
was made to show 
users the password 
requirements on the 
screen when they are 
trying to test the 
password. 

The system should inform 
users of the criteria for 
setting passwords to 
improve usability and 
prevent users from 
experiencing potential 
frustrations.  

DFT001 4.1.2. The application and web portal shall 

include instructions, support, and frequently 

asked questions to assist travelers in the use 

of the app. The instructions shall be written in 

plain language. 

4.3.4. The interface shall be easy to use for 

varying levels of education and technology 

understanding. 

Submitted. 

CR007 Enhancement request 
was made to improve 
the way the system 
displays elements on 
the preferences page. 
Specifically, the 
“business name” text 
field is required, but the 
presentation and 
placement of elements 
on the page appears as 
if the “address” field is 
being referenced. 

The system should 
present profile 
information clearly to 
avoid any potential 
confusion.  

DFT007 4.3.4. The interface shall be easy to use for 

varying levels of education and technology 

understanding. 

Submitted. 
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CR ID DESCRIPTION JUSTIFICATION DEFECT ID REQUIREMENT STATUS 

CR008 Enhancement request 
was made to provide 
more granularity in the 
time intervals offered to 
users when scheduling 
a trip. Suggest using 
phone clock to set time.  

Appointment time. The 
intervals provided are in 
15 minutes increments. 
There may be a need for 
more granularity. 

DFT012  Submitted. 

Source: City of Columbus 

A.6 EXIT CRITERIA 

This section gives the conditions that were fulfilled so as to stop testing.  

Table 17: Test Exit Criteria 

Criteria Met/Not Met 

All planned test cases and scenarios have been executed  Met 

Test scenarios achieve a 100% pass ratio (in relation to failures) Met 

All defects found have been recorded in the defect management tool Met 

All high-severity defects have been resolved and retested Met 

Outstanding issues have a plan and schedule for resolution Met 

MTP with Test Summary Report (this appendix) issued to all stakeholders Met 

Source: City of Columbus 

A.7 TEST ACCEPTANCE 

The information being reported on this MTP is correct and grants permission for the project to move forward with the production deployment.  
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Table 18: Test Sign-offs 

Role Name Date 

Test Manager Andrew Wolpert 5/31/19 

Test Lead Jeff Kupko 5/31/19 

Test Researcher 1 Courtney Lynch 5/31/19 

Test Researcher 2 Erinn Hade 5/31/19 

Test Tech Lead Ram Boyapati 5/31/19 

Source: City of Columbus 
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B.1 NUMBERING CONVENTION 

Each testing element contains a unique identifier for traceability and configuration management. Test cases 

and scenarios for all projects in the Smart Columbus program will follow the same convention, each 

representing an identifiable attribute of the traced metric. The convention is as follows: 

 

Figure 2: Numbering Convention 

Source: City of Columbus  

Table 19: Numbering Convention Definitions 

Octet Description 
Data Type, 
Casing 

Number of 
Characters 
or Digits 

a. Project 
Abbreviation 

The designated Smart Columbus project acronym 

(i.e., PTA) 

String, 

upper case 

Variable  

b. Test Type Code  WEB: Test Case for the web portal 

 MAP: Test Case for the Apple mobile app 

• MAN: Test Case for the Android mobile app 

 CCC: Test Case for the R4B central call center 

 OMA: Test Case for the OM&A administration 
function 

 ATS: Acceptance Test Scenarios 

String, 

upper case 

3 

c. Test Number An integer incrementing by one, indicating the 

number of requirements established. 

Integer 3 

d. “V” Static 
Character 

Static letter “V” represents the version for the 

particular test objective and procedure. 

Character 1 

e. Version Number An integer incrementing by one, indicating the 

number of revisions made to the test element. 

Integer 2 

Source: City of Columbus  

An example of a test case for the R4B app, would be PTA-MAP001-V01. 

Project 
Abbreviation 

Test Type 
Code 

Test  
Number 

Version 
Number 

“V” Static 
Character 

01 02 03 

(a) (b)  (c) (d) (e) 
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• “PTA” is the project abbreviation. 

• “MAP001” is the test type code for Apple mobile app coupled with the three-digit test number. 

• “V01” is the static “V” coupled with the two-digit version number. 
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 Acronyms and Definitions 

Table 20 contains project specific acronyms used throughout this document. 

Table 20: Acronym List 

Abbreviation/Acronym Definition 

ACL Access Control List 

ADA Americans with Disabilities Act 

API Application Programming Interface 

AT Acceptance Testing 

ATS Acceptance Test Scenarios 

ConOps Concept of Operations 

COTS Commercial-Off-the-Shelf 

CR Change Request 

CRUD Create, Read, Update, Delete 

DB Database 

DMP Data Management Plan 

DPP Data Privacy Plan 

FAQ Frequently Asked Questions 

HIPPA Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

ID Identifier 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

IRB Institutional Review Board 

KPI Key Performance Indicator 

MCO Managed Care Organizations 

MTP Master Test Plan 

NEMT Non-Emergency Medical Transportation 

NO. Number 

ODM Ohio Department of Medicaid 

OM&A Operations, Maintenance and Administration 

OS Operating System 

OSU The Ohio State University 

PDF Portable Document Format 

PfMP Performance Measurement Plan 
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Abbreviation/Acronym Definition 

PHI Personal Health Information 

PII Personally Identifiable Information 

PTA Prenatal Trip Application 

QoS Quality of Service 

R4B Rides4Baby 

REQ Requirements 

RFP Request for Proposals 

SC Smart Columbus 

SDK Software Development Kit 

SMS Short Message Service 

SOI System of Interest 

SSL Secure Socket Layer 

TDD Test-Driven Development 

TTM Trace Test Matrix 

URL Uniform Resource Locator or Web Address 

USDOT United States Department of Transportation 

VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol 

Source: City of Columbus 
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 Glossary 

Table 21: Glossary contains definitions that inform on project specific terms used throughout this document. 

Table 21: Glossary 

Term Definition 

Acceptance Testing A common form of end-to-end testing from each user’s perspective of the system 
to determine the feasibility and readiness of the system to be accepted and 
promoted to a production environment. 

Agile A project management methodology for the delivery of software projects that 

aims for early, measured return on investment through iterative development 

and incremental delivery of software. This approach features continuous 

stakeholder engagement through the development process, allowing teams to 

respond quickly to changes, favoring human interactions over extensive 

documentation. 

App R4B mobile application offered through smartphone app stores. 

Component One part that makes up a system. A component may be hardware or software 
and may be subdivided into other components. 

Criticality The degree of impact that a requirement, module, error, fault, failure, or other 
characteristic has on the development or operation of a system. 

Data Privacy The reasonable expectation that data of a sensitive nature will be kept 
confidential, sanitized and/or encrypted, and respectfully and responsibly 
maintained by all users, managers, and collectors of the data. 

Data Retention The continued storage of data for compliance or business reasons. 

Data Security The tools, policies, practices, and procedures used to protect data from being 
accessed, manipulated, or destroyed or being leveraged by those with a 
malicious intent or without authorization, as well as the corrective actions taken 
when data breaches are suspected or have been identified. 

Defect Anything observed in the documentation or operation of software or system that 
deviates from expectations based on previously verified software products, 
reference documents, or other sources of indicative behavior.  

Dependency When one project, agency, or entity requires data or functionality provided by 
another project, agency, or entity to meet its objectives. 

Enabling Technologies An innovation that alone or paired with an existing solution produces a better end 
user-solution at a rapid rate. 

Failure Operations When a complete failure occurs, primarily due to loss of power or other 
malfunctions in the production environment. 

Feature A distinguishing characteristic of a system item. (includes both functional and 
nonfunctional attributes such as performance and reusability). 
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Term Definition 

Integration Testing Testing that interacts with a database, communicates across the network, touch 
file systems, or otherwise leaves the bounds of its own process. Tests should run 
exactly the same way every time, regardless of which order they are run or the 
state of the machine prior to running them. The best integration tests have a 
narrow focus; each test will check just one aspect of the program’s ability to talk 
to the outside world. 

Integrity Level The degree to which software complies or must comply with a set of stakeholder-
selected software and/or software-based system characteristics (e.g., software 
complexity, risk assessment, safety level, security level, desired performance, 
reliability, or cost), defined to reflect the importance of the software to its 
stakeholders. 

Life Cycle Processes A set of interrelated activities that result in the development or assessment of 
software products. Each activity consists of tasks. The life cycle processes may 
overlap one another. 

Open Data Information that is freely available for anyone to use and republish as they wish. 

Open-Source Concepts The notion of open collaboration and voluntary contribution for software 
development by writing and exchanging programming code. 

Process A set of interrelated activities, which transform inputs into outputs. 

Procurement The act of obtaining or acquiring goods, services or works, from a competitive 
bidding process. 

Quality The degree to which a system, component, or process meets customer or user 
needs or expectations. 

Real-Time Data Information that is delivered immediately after collection. 

Request for Proposal A document used by the acquirer as the means to announce its intention to 

potential bidders to acquire a specified system, software product, or software 

service. 

Scenario A description of a series of events (often expressed as test cases) that occur 
concurrently or sequentially. Scenarios form the basis of acceptance testing. 

System Testing Testing approach that exercises a larger view of the system, starting with the 
user interface, passing through the business layer, touching the database, and 
measuring the returning output. 

System Analytics or 
Data Analytics 

The analysis of data, procedures or business practices to locate information 
which can be used to create more efficient solutions. 

Test Approach A particular method that will be employed to pick the particular test case values. 

This may vary in specificity from very general (e.g., black box or white box) to 

very specific (e.g., minimum and maximum boundary values). 

Test-Driven 

Development 

A rapid cycle of testing, coding, and refactoring. When adding a function, a 

developer may perform dozens of test cycles, implementing and refining the 

software in incremental steps until there is nothing left to add and nothing left to 

take away. TDD has been known to substantially reduce the number of defects 

found in software. These types of tests, however, are written from the 

perspective of a class’ public interface. They focus on class behavior, not its 

implementation. 
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Term Definition 

Test Case A set of test inputs, execution conditions, and expected results developed for a 

particular objective, such as to exercise a particular program path or to verify 

compliance with a specific requirement.  

Test Number An integer incrementing by one, indicating the number of tests established. 

Test Procedure Detailed instructions (sequence of actions) for the setup, execution, and 
evaluation of results for a given test case. 

Third Party Organizations not affiliated with the Smart Columbus Program. 

Travelers (End Users) Travelers are end users who utilize the features of the PTA system to begin, pass 
through or complete their trips. 

Unit Testing A test performed at the class/method/function level run entirely in memory, 

which makes testing a very fast, internal testing process by the development 

team prior to “done,” prior to market release. 

“V” Static Character Static letter “V” represents the testing version. 

Validation The process of providing evidence that the software and its associated 

products satisfy system requirements allocated to software at the end of each 

life cycle activity, solve the right problem (e.g., correctly model physical laws, 

implement business rules, or use the proper system assumptions), and satisfy 

intended use and user needs. 

Verification The process of providing objective evidence that software and its associated 

products comply with requirements (e.g., for correctness, completeness, 

consistency, and accuracy) for all life cycle activities during each life cycle 

process (acquisition, supply, development, operation, and maintenance), satisfy 

standards, practices, and conventions during life cycle processes, and 

successfully complete each life cycle activity and satisfy all the criteria for 

initiating succeeding life cycle activities (e.g., building the software correctly). 

Version Number An integer incrementing by one, indicating the number of revisions made to a 

test case or scenario. 

Source: City of Columbus, adopted from IEEE 829 



 

 

 


